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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

Curriculum and textbook adoptions and changes are an on-going process in any school 

district. An adoption is an extremely expensive undertaking, not onfy for the actual purchase 

of books, supplemental and/or technological materials and equipment, but also for the paid 

(and unpaid) hours invested by district committees, subject supervisors, pilot teachers and 

administrators. Any investment that uses a large portion of the district's limited financial 

resources needs to be nurtured and reviewed continually. 

No matter how carefiiUy each adoption is considered, results observed in the classroom 

most likely will not reflect those anticipated and desired if teachers are not encouraged, 

supported and listened to throughout the change process. Many Actors are involved in helping 

to determine the acceptance and success of a change effort. Current research in three areas 

supports the pursuit of a study relating leader authenticity and changes in instructional 

curriculum: (a) mathematics educational reform, (b) restructuring education, and (c) 

educational leadersh^. All three areas ^proach questions of instructional leadership and 

instructional reform from different perspectives. It is only when the three perspectives come 

together and are examined in light of current practices that the need for studying possible 

interrelationships is best brought into focus. An overview of each area and the related terms 

that he^ shape this study follow. 
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Reform in Mathematics Education 

Political and societal support 

Educators have been exposed to the rhetoric of reform hi mathematics education since the 

mid 1980s to earty 1990s when national mathematics organizations began publishing landmark 

documents. During the same period, political leaders of the United States, including the 

President, turned their attention to education m response to cries of alarm from the general 

public. The National Commission on Excellence in Education report, A Nation at Risk, had 

been published in 1983 and had declared American public education to be in a deplorable 

state. The report stated that schools in the United States were being eroded by increasing 

mediocrity that threatened the future of the natioa Reaction to the report varied, but included 

more stringent high school graduation requirements in forty-three states, increased teacher 

certification requirements in thir^ states and more attention to the assessment of student 

achievement m thirty-seven states (Gibbs, 1989). More than a decade later, responses were 

still being made to this declaration, with one of the most noted being the passage of "Goals 

2000: the Educate America Act of 1994" by the federal government. The act highlights a list 

of educational goals for bringing the United States into the next century, including the 

statement that United States' students should be first in the world in mathematics and science 

achievement by the year 2000. 

Not only in mathematics but in every school subject, educators are &ced with rising 
expectations for preparing the kind of work force the coimtry will need in the future. 
Information-age technology will continue to grow in importance; pressed by rising 
international conqwtition, industry will demand quality and mcreased productivity. The 
world of work in the twenty-first century will be less manual but more mental; less 
mechanical but more electronic; less routine but more verbal; and less static but more 
varied...Schools, therefore, will have to provide all students with a strong foundation 
for lifelong learning; colleges and universities will have to educate both young aduhs 
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and older workers; and industry will have to focus its continuing education on areas 
that extend rather than repeat what schools provide. (NRC, 1989, p. 11) 

Sappoit from the profession 

Because of the general societal consensus of the need to greatfy^ in^rove mathematics and 

science education and achievements, much of the educational literature published since 1989 

has focused on both mathematics and science education and teacher preparation reform. 

Major documents published during this time include: 

• Everybody Counts. National Research Coimcil, 1989, 

• Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics. National Council of 

Teachers of Mathematics, 1989, 

• A Call for Chanpe. Mathematical Association of America, 1991, and 

• Professional Standards for Teaching Mathematics. National Council of Teachers of 

Mathematics, 1991. 

Probabfy the most well-known of these documents is the Curriculum and Evaluation 

Standards for School Mathematics, often referred to as the Standards. 

The mathematical content outlined in the Standards is what we believe all students will 
need if they are to be productive citizens in the twenty-first century. If all students do 
not have the opportunity to learn this mathematics, we &ce the danger of creating an 
intellectual elitist and a polarized society. The image of a society in which a few have 
the mathematicai knowledge needed for the control of economic and scientific 
development is not consistent either with the values of a just democratic system or 
with its economic needs. (NCTM, 1989, p. 9) 

Since its publication, the Standards has proven to be a landmark document in diagnosing 

and prescribing changes needed in current mathematics education. Other documents published 

around the same time concur and support the suggested changes; other disciplines have 
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chosen to look to the Standards as the guide for renovating their own curriculum and 

practices. Science educators have worked hand-in-hand with proponents of the Standards, 

recognizing the necessary symbiotic relationship between science and mathematics if either is 

to achieve the goals previous^ cited. Counting on You, a statement published by the 

Mathematical Sciences Education Board and the National Research Council, states the 

following: "Virtually every professional mathematical science organization in the United 

States has joined with the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics in endorsing and 

promoting the vision of school mathematics described in the Curriculum and Evaluation 

Standards for School Mathematics." A list of twenty-four professional organizations is then 

given who support the Standards. The list includes the American Association of School 

Administrators, the International Reading Association, the National Association of Elementary 

School Principals and of Secondary School Principals, and the National Society of 

Professional Engineers. The range of supporters would seem to indicate that the 

recommendations given in the Standards are right on target with what numerous professionals 

feel needs to be done. 

Restructuring Education 

Change 

Identifying the need 

If the need for any change is not perceived or accepted as legitimate by all afiected 

groups, the change process will be extremely difficult and change may be in:q)lemented only 

superficially. "Teachers are most likely to accept change when it is espoused by someone they 
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trust, its content is linked to values they hold in^rtant, and its target is focused and 

practicable" (Evans, 1993, p. 3-4). The change itself must wear a huniian fece and be 

perceived as sensitive to the people responsible for putting the change in place. 

The uiq)lementatioii of change itself consists of four dimensions: a) substance or the 

content of the change itself b) staff or personnel who are responsible for making the actual 

change(s) occur; c) setting or the health and resilience of the school as an organization; and d) 

leadership. Consideration must be given to each of the four dimensions ^^en plans for change 

are considered, as well as to the relationships between the four dimensions. It is the dimension 

of leadership that is responsible for the primary task of change and that is motivational or the 

capacity to build commitment to the defined change among the individuals who are 

responsible for its inqilementation. 

Concerns-based Adoption Model (C-bAM) 

In the late 1980s, Hord established a change structure called the Concerns-based Adoption 

Model or C-bAM. C-bAM provides a sequence and outline of concepts to be considered and 

observed when groups are experiencing change. The structure itself consists of seven stages: 

(a) Awareness, (b) Informational, (c) Personal, (d) Management, (e) Consequences, (f) 

Collaboration, and (g) Re-focusing. Individuals move through the model at different rates and 

routes, sometimes moving back and forth between stages. People must be given time and 

opportunities to work through their questions and concerns (Hord, 1987), allowing individual 

philosophical bases to incorporate the proposed changes. C-bAM provides structure to 
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specific questions and concerns tfaat must be addressed if the change is to be more than 

superficial 

The goal of ^pt/ing the C-bAM model is to &cilitate the movement of as many 

stakeholder groups as possible through the levels until Collaboration and Re-Focusing, levels 

six and seven, are achieved. The route through the model is certainty not one way; a negative 

consequence may cause someone to return to a preceding level, e.g., level three Personal, and 

require colleagues to also return to provide support. Keeping communication lines open in aU 

directions is critical to maintaining movement of the process throughout the complete cycle. 

Effective schools and instructional leadership 

In 1970, Ron Edmonds caught the attention of the education profession by publishing the 

results of his recently conducted research. Sites for data collection were schools that had 

shown unusualfy positive results in measures of student achievement. These effective schools, 

as the resulting body of research came to be known, were found to share several correlates, 

one of which was the building princ^al being perceived as a strong instructional leader. BufQe 

(1989) defined instructional leadership to include these specific characteristics: (a) to help 

teachers and parents establish the priority of school goals, (b) to develop a solid database on 

the characteristics of the students and &niilies served by the school, (c) to carefiilfy monitor 

student progress on both affective and cognitive outcomes, (d) to establish high ejqjectations 

and performance standards for both students and teachers, (e) to work with teachers and 

parents in developing curriculum, and (Q to provide professional development opportunities 

for teachers to improve student performance. 
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The accountability of the role of instructional leader and, hence, its critical importance, are 

clearly summarized \̂ en Buf&e writes, "As instructional leader, the principal is ultimately 

responsible for the quality of the instructional program in the school [emphasis added]" (p. 

12,1989). Instructional leadersh^s consists of knowledge, skills and belief. Each of these is 

in:q)ortant in defining how the principal accepts the responsibility for a schooFs instructional 

program. Knowledge enables a principal to use available data, determine whether additional 

data are necessary and then interpret data as they relate to a given situation. Skills are required 

to use the available knowledge in ways that will best support and lead to the accomplishment 

of a building's vision or goal statements. BufSe (1989) specifies seven skills required of an 

instructional leader; (a) visioning what might be; (b) commimicating; (c) developing trust 

within and among individuals; (d) motivating others; (e) making decisions that are con:q)atible 

with research, building goals and the school's belief system; (f) planning with flexibility 

incorporated; and (g) promoting collegiality. 

The governance of this knowledge and these skills—how the leader responds to a 

situation or individual, how priorities are established, and the level of congruency between a 

leader's statements and actions—is determined by the leader's belief system or values. All 

three pieces of leadership, knowledge, skills and a belief system, must be present and in 

balance with each other for that leadership to be effective. 
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Leadership 

Leader authenticity 

Ha^in (1966) defined leader authenticity in earty school organizational climate studies as 

the extent to which a school climate was open or closed. Based on a review of authenticity-

related work by Halpin and others, Henderson (1983) fiirther defined leader authenticity as 

"the extent to which organizational constituents viewed their leader as matching the leader's 

words with the leader's actions in three areas." The first of these three areas is salience of self 

over role; decisions made by the building principal are made by a person, not someone cut 

from a position template a^o makes decisions based on rules and regulations alone. The 

authentic leader realizes that people are involved with problems or celebrations and, as such, 

different variables must be &ctored into individual equations. The second area pertains to the 

relationship of the leader and his/her followers. Constituents choose to follow the authentic 

leader out of respect for the individual and vice versa. Leadership does not consist of tasks 

being carried out only because an order has been given. The third area of authentic leadership 

is that of the willingness of the leader to take responsibility for the consequences of the 

leader's actions and those of the organizational constituents. "Converse^, leader 

inauthenticity was defined as the extent to which the leader was observed by followers to 

engage in 'passing the buck' and blaming others and circimistances for errors, manipulating 

followers, and demonstrating a salience of role over self' (Henderson, 1996, p. 4). 

Studies that have been completed in the area of leader authenticity and its effects in 

schools include: a) Ding (1991) who studied the relationship between principal authenticity 

and teacher job satisfection; b) Meyer (1991) who examined the relationship between the 
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concepts of perceived authenticity and the perceived instructional leadership behaviors of 

middle school princ^als; and c) Lasserre (1990) who examined the relationship between 

teachers' perceptions of the context variables of teacher interactions, principal-teacher 

relations, and leader authenticity and the personal variable of teacher self-efficacy and teacher 

self-confidence. Little work has been done on the role of leader authenticity at the elementary 

level of schools, particiilarly in the area of the principal as the instructional leader of an 

effecthre building. 

HofBbaan (1993) carried the concept of leader authenticity to the development of its 

counterpart for staf^ teacher authenticity, \^ch he defined as the degree to which other 

teachers were viewed as accepting responsibility for their actions, as being non-manipulating 

and demonstrating a salience of self over role. In viewing the school structure as one entity, 

teacher authenticity must also be considered fai any study of leader authenticity. 

Leader effectiveness 

The National Center for Research in Vocational_Education (NCRVE) defines leadership as 

both a process and a property. As a process, leadership is recognizing when change is needed 

and usii^ noncoercive characteristics to move a group towards goal setting and achievement. 

Leadership as a property is given to an individual whom a group perceives to have the 

characteristics necessary to perform the leadership process (Jago, 1982, p. 315). Moss et aL 

(1994) however, point out that there is no consensus on "a specific definition of leadership, an 

explanatory model of leadership behaviors, or the most useful means for measuring the 

effectiveness of leaders." There is, however, general agreement that leadership is a construct 
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that can be recognized in practice, that certain aspects can be measured and shown to relate to 

effective performance and that these behaviors can be io^roved through interventions. 

Kenneth Clark (1988) states: 

We may not have given the world a conq)rehensive theory of leadership, complete 
with knowledge about how to increase the quality and number of leaders in future 
generations, but we have learned an enormous amount about the importance of certain 
qualities, about the effects of certain corporate or societal policies and about ways in 
which persons with selected talents can be identified, (p. 1) 

Six broad tasks or aspects of leadership as defined by Moss, Finch and Johansen (1991) 

are: a) to inspire a shared vision and establish standards that help the organization; b) to foster 

unity, collaboration, and ownership, and recognize individual and team contributions; c) to 

exercise power effectively and en^wer others to act; d) to exert influence outside of the 

organization in order to set the right context for the organization; e) to establish an 

environment conducive to learning; and f) to satisfy the job-related needs of members of the 

organization as individuals. 

A strong relationship exists between effective leadership as defined by Moss et aL (1994), 

the instructional leader correlate of the effective schools research, and the leadership model 

defined by school-based management through shared-decision making used in educational 

restructuring work. The definition of effective leadership written by John Gardner (1986) 

highlights the similarities: 

Perhaps the most promising trend in our thinking about leadership is the growing 
conviction that the purposes of the group are best served when the leader helps 
followers to develop their own initiative, strengthens them in the use of their own 
judgment, [and] enables them to grow and to become better contributors. The 
problems we fece singly cannot be deah with unless there are highfy motivated 
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workers v^o are accustomed to taking responsibility. To the extent that leaders enable 
followers to develop their own initiative, they are creating something that can survive 
their own departure, (p. 23) 

Need for the Study 

The elementary mathematics adoption undertaken by the Des Moines Independent 

Community School District in 1995-96 represented a mtnfmum investment of ^proximately 

$700,000. District-wide initiatives were launched for staff development and in-service, teacher 

support and parent communication. These district efforts took place at a time when Des 

Moines Public Schools continued to grow in its incorporation of site-based management 

through shared decision-making. And so, it seemed appropriate that attention be given to this 

commonfy spoken o^ but often not understood, effective schools' correlate, that is the 

principal as the building instructional leader. It is important to study what the role of 

instructional leader looks like, how it is perceived by the stafi^ and whether or not the role fits 

with district instructional expectations and structure (Krug, 1993). 

Statement of the Problem 

Because one role of the building principal is that of mstructional leader, the principal is 

ultimately responsible for the implementation of changes in the building. District-imposed 

curricula changes, funded with the intent of improved instruction that will result in increased 

student learning, are the responsibility of the instructional leader. What is the classroom 

teacher's perception of the principal's role of instructional leader and how does that 

perception relate to the teacher's overall attitude towards a curriculum adoption? 
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Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study is to define the relationsh^s between the principal's authenticity 

and effectiveness as an instructional leader as perceived by individual teachers and those 

teachers' overall attitude toward the implementation of a district curricular adoption calling 

for significant changes in instructional practices. This study focuses on two con^nents of 

one major &cton the role of the principal as a building's instructional leader and the 

relationship of that role to the success of a district adoption, as defined by self-reported 

teacher attitude and change magnitude indicators. 

Research Questions 

Several specific questions are raised in this project's statement of purpose. 

1. How inqwrtant is the role of instructional leader as played by the building princ^al? 

This can be observed by analyzing the relationships between the staff's climate 

towards the adoption, the building's overall instructional climate and the staff's 

perception of the princ^al as an authentic leader. 

2. What demographic fectors enter in to a teacher's perception of the principal as an 

authentic and/or effective leader, as well as the teacher's attitude towards the 1995-96 

elementary mathematics curriculum adoption? 

3. What relationship exists for these Des Moines Public Schools between the staff's 

perception of the principal's leader effectiveness and the principal's leader 

authenticity? 
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4. What relationship exists for these Des Moines Public Schools between the building 

instructional staffs perception of the principal as an instructional leader and the staff's 

attitude towards the 1995-96 elementary roathematics curriculum adoption? 

5. What relationsh^ exists for these Des Moines Public Schools between the building's 

overall instructional climate and the staff's authenticity? 

Hypotheses 

A positive correlation exists between a building's climate towards district-hnplemented 

changes in instructional practices and two variables; 1. Staff-perceived levels of the building 

principal as an instructional leader; and 2. Levels of the staff's self-authenticity. 

Corollaries to the above hypothesis are also proposed: 

1. A negative correlation exists between the length of time a teacher has worked with the 

current principal and that teacher's perception of the principal's leader authenticity. 

2. Teachers who have more than five years of teaching experience have a more negative 

perception of the building princ^al's leader authenticity. 

3. A positive correlation exists between a teacher's perception of the principal's 

effectiveness and his/her perception of the principal as an authentic leader. 

4. Princ^als ^\ilo are perceived to establish an environment conducive to professional 

development are also positively perceived as instructional leaders. 
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Definition of Terms 

curriculum 
adoption 

Information Age 
technology 

instructional leader 

leader authenticity 

mathematics 
education reform 

restructuring 
education 

The process by A^ch learning outcomes are defined for students and 
instructional materials supportive of those outcomes are then selected 
and purchased. 

The use of telecommunicatioos, conq)uters and per^herals as tools to 
appropriately conduct the necessary activities of any business, 
including that of educatioiL 

The role used to provide vision, plans to attain that vision and 
motivation for any educational unit. Gibbs (1989) defines the 
instructional leader of effective schools as one who possesses the 
following characteristics: a) communicates and monitors reasonable 
expectations to the sta£^ b) conducts Sequent and substantive 
classroom observations; and c) actively participates in the instructional 
program. 

As defined by Henderson (1983), leader authenticity is the extent to 
which organizational constituents view their leader as matching the 
leader's words with the leader's actions in three areas: a) a salience of 
self over role; b) non-manipulative; c) accepts corporate and personal 
responsibility for the leader's own actions and all the activities of the 
organization. 

Philosophical and instructional changes in the approach to 
mathematics education as defined in Curriculum anH F.valnatinn 
Standards (1989), published by the National Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics. The goal is to help students become mathematically 
literate, confident of their ability to use mathematics and see the value 
of mathematics in their everyday lives. 

Education reform taken beyond merely rearranging the current pieces 
and players. Restructuring requires envisioning what is needed for the 
fiiture and then redefining the allocation of resources to be prepared to 
meet those needs. 

site-based 
management 
through shared-
decision making 
(SBM/SDM) 

As defined in the Des Momes Public Schools, SBM through SDM 
incorporates the use of decision-making at the level closest to the 
stakeholder most affected. Site efforts must support district goals and 
initiatives, yet be allowed to reflect the individual strengths and needs 
of the building community. 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Reform in Mathematics Education 

Modem mathematics education and its reform in western cultures has been the subject of 

controversy since 1900. The debate has focused primarily on the correctness of "drill theory" 

versus "meaning theory," with each side taking its turn at being the one heard most loudfy and 

clearly. Times of a parallel existence between the two sides with each having equally strong 

and vocal supporters have also been present. A brief review of the key highlights and events of 

this debate and some general historical trends in mathematics education is helpful in placing 

today's discussion in perspective. 

Historical overview 

Modem mathematics education: The beginning 

In 1902, the English mathematician John Perry of the Royal College of Science promoted 

the use of a more concrete approach in mathematics education that allowed children to 

develop their own understanding of mathematics. This approach was in sharp contrast to the 

rote memorization associated with the then popular feculty learning theory, a cognitive base 

which promoted the exercise of individual fecuhies of the brain, such as the feculty for 

memorization, as the means by which learning took place. Societal response to Perry's 

teachings was &vorable, but ten years later only a handM of educators bad actual^ adopted 

this approach for the classroonL 
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One American educator, Eliakim Hastings Moore, did pick up on Perry's emphasis of 

teaching for understanding. Moore was instrumental in establishing what would become a part 

of later grassroots efforts to establish the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. As 

as success in inq)lementing this educational perspective, however, Moore was relatively 

unsuccessM in changing the en:q)hasis of school mathematics from that of more than 

shopkeeper skills. The United States at that time was experiencing social problems that 

seemed unrelated to the study of mathematics and so the application of mathematics outside 

of the secondary and post-secondary classroom was not emphasized. Society, instead, bad 

turned its attention to the tremendous influx of non-English speaking and central European 

immigrants, as well as to the new compulsory school attendance laws that were in place in all 

the states. Because of these societal needs, schools became tools of Americanization, with 

their focus often not on pure or advanced academic studies. 

Learning and child development theorists 

Work by researchers in the areas of learning and child development theories has been 

central to influencing curriculum development throughout this century. Also at the begiiming 

of the twentieth century, E. L. Thomdike became the first to apply the scientific approach to 

research in education, although not necessarify for specific classroom practices. Thomdike's 

research was instrumental in eventually denouncing the prevailing feculty learning theory, but 

did not succeed in promoting the work of Perry and others, work that might be considered 

early constructivism. 
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Arouiul the 1930s, Jeaa Piaget began ghtfHng the focus of the debate to the way in wiiich 

children leam instead of the way in ^^ch teachers teach. A few practitioners, such as John 

Dewey in Chicago, put into practice was considered to be real world learning which tied 

to the experiential woiic of Piaget, but the bulk of mathematics education remained that of 

drill and practice. Building on the foundation laid by Piaget, Brownell did a great deal of 

research and writing in the 1930s and 40s in developing his concept of meaningM learning. 

Noted for the use of a variety of data gathering and analyses techniques, Brownell went on to 

the University of California in 1950. In a sense, his work in meaningful learning and 

mathematics anticipated the modem mathematics movement that came to be known as the 

New Math. 

The New Math 

On October 4,1957, the Soviet Union launched Sputnik—as well as a new direction for 

mathematics education in the United States. The response of the American public to Sputnik 

was that of fear and panic. Public perception was that the American way of life was being 

threatened and, unless dramatic changes were made in the United States' educational system, 

the Soviet Union would soon take over the world. The United States needed citizens who 

were strong in mathematics and science; in response, the government began financially 

supporting research and curriculum developnoent based on the work of mathematicians and 

coUege mathematics educators. ̂ \%h little regard for Piaget's developmentally appropriate 

work, or the means by which Bruner's intellectually honest concepts could be integrated with 

learning theory for the elementary and secondary classrooms, the New Math made its entrance 
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into schools all over the country. Descr^tors of the program include specificity of language 

and set theory. While the total program realty inchided a variety of approaches and topics, 

those two features seemed to be the ones that caught most everyone's attentioiL By 1960, 

Brownell was maHng public oligections regarding the way in which the New Math curriculum 

was being introduced and, of greatest concern, the lack of additional training being provided 

for classroom teachers. The government began providing and paying for teacher training, but 

onty at the secondary level The number of elementary teachers made the logistics and support 

of their training inqwssible for all biit a few. Unfortunatety, what this resulted in was the 

teachers who traditionally had been the weakest in mathematics content and pedagogy 

(elementary classroom teachers) were now the ones who needed the most training in these 

same areas and were the ones not receiving it. As a result, few changes beyond those at 

sur&ce level were truty implemented in elementary classrooms. Teachers who had been using 

rote methods for traditional mathematics instruction only a few years ago were now using rote 

methods for New Math instructioa Public support for New Math continued to M and by the 

late 1960s the country had other issues with v^ch to be concerned. Government fimds were 

no longer as available to support continued mathematics and science efforts and the thrust for 

New Math diminished drasticalty. It is important to keep this series of events and 

philosophical stances in mind when reviewing the events subsequent to the publication of the 

C-umcuhim and Rvalnatinn StanHarHs by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics in 

1989. A major goal of the educators involved with the Standards was to avoid the pitfells 

encountered during the era of the New Math. 
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A Nation at Risk 

In 1980, the NCTM published An Agenda for Action, a document \^^ch identified 

specific topics and areas in which reform was needed to in^rove and strengthen mathematics 

education. The primary target, mentioned repeatedly, was problem solving. Students could 

not do word problems on standardized tests. Something had to be done to increase problem 

solving scores; the something that was done was to tell teachers that something had to be 

done. Teachers were not, however, provided with the information, education or materials 

required to make significant changes in classroom instructional practices. 

Concern grew beyond the boundaries of the mathematics education profession and in 

1983, a report published by The National Commission on Excellence in Education and entitled 

A Nation at Risk became the catalyst of general public denouncement of the American 

education system The country was experiencing severe economic difficulties, standardized 

test scores were falling—especially when conq)ared to other countries—and the public 

perceived the country as losing any hope of maintaining its role as a world leader. This time, 

however, the mathematics education community assessed more carefiilly the needs of society 

and the system than it had during the New Math era. 

Of the 25 million children who study mathematics in our nation's schools every weekday 
those at the younger end—some 15 million of them—^will enter the adult world in the 
period 1995-2000. The 40 classroom minutes they spend on mathematics each day are 
largefy devoted to mastery of the computational skills which would be needed by a 
shopkeeper m the year 1940, skills needed by virtual^ no one today. Almost no time is 
spent on estimation, probability, interest, histograms, spread sheets or real problem-
solving, things which will be commor^Iace in most of these young people's later lives. 
While the 15 million of them sit there drilling away on those arithmetic or algebra 
exercises, their future options are bit-by-bit eroded. (Mathematical Sciences Education 
Board, 1987, p. 2-3) 
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Professional organizations for mathematicians and mathematics educators began 

developing plans for the movement ^^ch would ultimately result in the publication of the 

Curriculinn and F.valuation Standards in 1989 and the Prnfe?«innal Standards for Taachmp 

Mathematics in 1991, both by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. Other 

mathematics and science organizations also took an active role in shaping and promoting 

reform, such as the Mathematics Association of America in A Pall for rhanpe and the 

National Coimcil for Research with Evervbodv Counts. The benchmark, however, has been 

the NCTM Cum'cuhitn and F.valuation Standards. 

The Standards are built on a foundation of mathematical literacy, a concept which can be 

defined through the five goals for students that are identified in the document's Introduction 

(NCTM, 1989, p.5-6): 

1. Learning to value mathematics and experiencing the interaction of mathematics with 

culture, 

2. Becoming confident in one's own mathematical ability and seeing mathematics as a 

common human activity, 

3. Becoming a mathematical problem solver, 

4. Learning to communicate mathematically, having opportunities to read, write and 

discuss ideas using the language of mathematics, and 

5. Learning to reason mathematically, making conjectures, gathering evidence and 

building an argument for a decision or response. 
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It is difficult to read any recently published textbook or journal article on the topic of 

mathematics education without encountering at least some mention of the Standards and the 

document's effect—perceived or otherwise—on mathematics instructional practices. 

Since the Standards 

The debate between drill and understanding continues today. There are those teachers, and 

therefore textbook publishers, who have believed in the instructional practices which they 

have used for the past twenty years and see little need for change. They ask, "Is it really 

necessary to make learning addition and subtraction &cts that complicated?" And there are 

teachers at the other end of the spectrum who have completely embraced a learning for 

meaning theory and have thrown out all textbooks and drill sheets in &vor of manipulatives. 

And, jSnally, there is a large segment of elementary classroom teachers who M somewhere 

between the extremes, but who are anxious to give students the best they have. Many know 

that not everything they have done has worked, but many are not convinced that a total 

manipulatives approach is the answer either (Clements & McMillen, 1996). Unless time and 

effort are spent to work with teachers at their philosophical base and encourage their own 

reflection and beliefe of their own pedagogical theory, meaningM change will not truly take 

hold. It is only when teachers trufy believe in what they are doing that long-lasting changes 

wiU be seen in the classroom (Ball, 1993). 

The Standards were published in 1989. Seven years later, statistics such as the following 

are still being cited in an attempt to describe the need for reform in mathematics education 

that continues to exist. 
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Begin with a sanq)le of 100 students in 9th grade in the United States. National averages 
indicate that of these 100,75 - 76% will graduate from high school four years later. Of 
these 75 students, 60% or 45 will enter a program in a four-year college. Of these 45 
students, 40% Avill graduate from college four years later for a total of 18 graduates. Of 
these 18, 6 - 8% wQl have majored in mathematics science while in college. This means 
that of the initial 100 students, only one will have pursued a degree in math or science 
within the 'ordinary' four-year time frame. (Merseth, 1993, p. 552) 

Political view 

If mathematics is to be viewed as an integral piece of society and culture, as proposed in 

the Student Goals of the Standards, it is in^rtant to consider the iiiiluence of individual 

components within that society. The political perspective is crucial to the success and 

direction of a change the magnitude of such as proposed in mathematics education. "A change 

in beliefi about ma±ematics (and science) will require an imusual commitment from federal, 

state, and local governments as well as from the popular media.. Jn addition to symbolic 

support, federal and state governments can offer financial support" (Merseth, 1993, p. 554). 

Since 1969, the federal government has underwritten a report card for the nation's 

condition and progress of education. The National Assessment of Educational Progress 

(NAEP) is: 

a congressional^ mandated project of the National Center for Education Statistics, the 
United States Department of Educatioa The Commissioner of Education Statistics is 
responsible, by law, for carrying out the NAEP project through competitive awards to 
qualified organizations. NAEP reports directly to the Commissioner, who is also 
responsible for providing continuing reviews, including validation studies and solicitation 
of public comment, onNAEP's conduct and usefiilness. (MuUis et aL, 1993, p. 1) 
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NAEP is promoted as an integral piece of the nation's evaluation of education. But, it is 

not onfy education's assessment that is influenced by NAEP. The 1992 NAEP Executive 

Summary e}q)lains: 

In 1988, Congress created the National Assessment Governing Board (NAGB) to 
formulate policy guidelines for NAEP. The board is responsible for selecting the subject 
areas to be assessed, which may include adding to those specified by Congress; 
identifying appropriate achievement goals for each age and grade; developing assessment 
objectives; developing test specifications; designing the assessment methodology, 
developing guidelines and standards for data anafysis and for reporting and disseminating 
results; developing standards and procedures for interstate, regional and national 
comparisons; in:q)roving the form and use of the National Assessment; and ensuring that 
all items selected for use are Sxe from racial, cultural, gender or regional bias [en:q7hasis 
added]. 

NAEP is frequentty cited by politicians and educators alike because it provides a common 

denominator by which to gain a bird's eye view of what is happening with American students. 

Findings, such as the following that are contained within the Executive Summary of the 1992 

NAEP report, often carry much weight in the political arena for fiiture policymaking and 

fiinding allocation: 

• Slightly more than 60% of students in grades 4, 8 and 12 were estimated to be at or 

above the Basic level in mathematics. The Basic level is defined as the level at which 

students should exhibit partial mastery of the knowledge and skills fundamental for 

proficient work. 

• Across the three grades [4, 8 and 12], 25% or fewer were at the Proficient level or 

above. Students at this level exhibit evidence of solid academic performance. 

• Otily 2 - 4% of the students attained the Advanced level of superior performance. 
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Of pardciilar importance to this study is the ranking of Iowa students in these levels of 

proficiency. Iowa students placed either first or second in the average mathematics proficiency 

for grades 4 and 8. (Similar data for grade 12 was not included in the Executive Summary 

report.) One interpretation that can be made is that Iowa teachers are among the leaders in 

mathematics education since Iowa students do so well in this standardized assessment. 

Considering that possibility, the significance of what happens within Iowa schools to support 

reform efforts becomes even more important. An aheroative interpretation is that Iowa has 

done very well with traditional [computation-based] mathematics instruction, which in turn is 

what standardized tests do so well assessing. If efforts are then made to change the mode of 

iostruction, the political and societal ramifications must be considered if the results include 

falling test scores. 

Parental view 

Societal belief that support Mure in mathematics in the United States have also shaped 

parental views (Merseth, 1993). Parental views and opinions as to whether or not changes are 

needed in mathematics education are very important for two reasons. First, the influence 

parents exert on the formation of their child's opinions and beliefe. "Children's perceptions 

about mathematics and science are profound^ shj^d by influential adults, many of whom 

harbor negative feelings toward those subjects" (Merseth, 1993, p. 550). The second reason 

parents' opinions and views are important to mathematics education reform is because of the 

likelihood that those parental views are negative. Mathematics does not have a positive 

reputation with American society as a whole and parental views are no different. Personal 
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chfldhood e^qieriences may have been negative and helped parents develop a fear or aoxiety of 

mathematics. Removing the onfy means by \^ch these adults may have achieved success in 

mathematics (Le., rote memorization) fiirther diminishes the potential of reform efforts being 

positivefy accepted. Edward Stitt, the princ^ of Public School 89 in New York City, reports 

that efforts to implement reform in the mathematics classes brought about numerous 

complaints from the students' parents, complaints based on the &ct that students were using 

methods different from those they themselves en:5)loyed (Grouws, 1992). 

There can be a sense of mathematical helplessness by many parents as well Recent studies 

offer conclusions that in the American culture, more so than any other modem civilization, it 

is assumed that differences in accon^lishment in school mathematics are due to differences in 

ability rather than to differences in effort or opportunity to learn. Because the problem is now 

outside of their control or responsibility, parents are often willing to admit that they were "no 

good in math" either. Consequently, parents often accept and even expect their own children 

to M in mathematics... "[The] result is a spiral of lowered expectations in which poor 

performance in mathematics has become socially acceptable..." (NRC, 1989, p.9). Dossey 

(1992) states that this acceptance and expectation of &ilure is, unfortunately, shared with 

another component of society—female elementary classroom teachers. 

Children respond accordingly to these mmhnal e:q)ectations. "When parents think that 

ability supersedes effort, most students never leam the value of effort" (NRC, 1989, p.l 1). If 

students are not receiving support and encouragement at home and then are exposed to 

negative or even neutral feelings towards mathematics by their classroom teacher or 
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administrator, there is little reason for them to consider mathematics as an area in which 

success is possible or even desired. 

[Motivation] can onfy^ come when the student feels the excitement of learning, experiences 
his/her efforts as appreciated, gets some clarity on goals, makes some connection between 
the work done in mathematics class and those goals, and feels the confidence and freedom 
to risk attaining them. (Reys et aL, 1981, p.63) 

Societal view 

Public attitudes about mathematics are shaped primarily by adults' childhood school 
experiences. Consequently, mathematics is seen not as something that people actually use, 
but as a best forgotten (and often painful) requirement of school For most members of the 
public, their lasting memories of school mathematics are unpleasant—since so often the 
last mathematics course they took convinced them to take no more. (NRC, 1989, p. 10) 

John Dossey (1992), mathematics education professor at Illinois State University, states 

that these negative perceptions of mathematics that society holds have a major influence on 

the development of curriculum, instruction and researcL To better understand these 

perceptions and the resulting influence, it is helpful to look at them in more detail, beginning 

with the definition of mathematics. Steen (1988) defines the mathematician's view of 

mathematics as being a rapidly growing rain forest. In contrast, the public's view of 

mathematics is that of a tree of [constant] knowledge. Merseth (1993) outlines three specific 

societal belief that support this societal definition and have also shaped parental views 

towards the domain. 

1. Mathematics is a largely rule-oriented body of knowledge acquired through the 

memorization of discrete number &cts and algorithmic rules. Approximately 75% of 

secondary students ^^o responded in a survey stated that there is always a rule to 

follow in solving a mathematics problem. 
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2. Mathematics is a static body of knowledge. The belief is held in spite of the feet that 

more mathematics has been discovered in the last thirty-five years than in all previous 

history. 

3. Mathematics is a di£5cutt subject that can be mastered by onfy a small percentage; an 

individual either has a math-mind or does not. It is this view that promotes social 

acceptance of feilure in mathematics. 

These societal belief influence the prevailing attitudes towards and achievement in 

mathematics, according to data gathered by Dossey et aL (1988). CMdren in grades 3, 7 and 

11 were asked if they were good at doing mathematics. In grade 3,65% of the students said 

they were good in mathematics. By grade 11, however, the percentage had dropped to 53. 

The percentage of students who said they enjoyed mathematics also declined from 60% in 

grade 3 to 50% in grade 11. Unfortunately, but not surprisingly, a positive correlation 

between attitude and achievement was found at all three grades (3, 7 and 11). 

Educational reform is never sin^jle if for no other reason than the integral part education 

and schools play in the American culture. Mathematics education reform is exponentially more 

complex because of societal attitudes and beliefe concerning the subject matter alone. 

To change curriculum without changing teaching practice or to increase societal interest 
while teaching the same tired curriculum would be folty. Instead, a multifeceted and 
comprehensive effort is necessary—one that stretches the constraining web in many 
different directions, causing it to break. As Lauren Resnick, a noted cognitive 
psychologist, says of the necessary mathematical reform effort: "We'll have to socialize 
[students] as much as to instruct them." (Merseth, 1993, p. 552) 
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Mathematics educators view 

Obvious^, teachers and adnsinistrators in American schools are also members of the 

American society. As such, teachers and administrators have many of the same questions and 

concerns towards reform in mathematics as socie^ at large. However, as professionals, these 

same teachers and administrators also have the responsibility of providing answers and 

guidelines to those questions and concerns. 

Roadblocks 

Change has a reputation of sometimes being difBcuk to accept by many individuals. 

Change for educators may be doubfy difScult because of the nature of the profession and the 

nature of those who choose the profession. 

We tend not to be radical agents of change. In &ct, we are hired and paid by our boards of 
education to pass on the rich lore, traditions, and mores of our culture. And what more 
powerful elements of our mathematical culture exist than long division and the quadratic 
equation? For this reason, reducing en^hasis on certain time-honored skills and shifting 
equalfy time-honored classroom practices take a degree of self-confidence and a 
willingness to take risks that our profession has not previously reinforced. (Leinwand, 
1992, p. 467) 

Teachers must make a conscious and inibrmed decision about what mathematics is to be 

taught in their classroom everyday. Unfortunate^, if a teacher's understanding of the content 

is limited, that teacher has nothing on which to base a decision about what is relevant and 

meaningful and how any selected topic can be expanded to make it even more so. Lanier 

(MSEB & NRC, 1991) observes, 'Tou won't get higher level of learning for students without 

getting higher level of learning for teachers as well." And in fiirther support, 'Tew elementary 

school teachers are prepared adequately in mathematics; typically, they take only one of the 
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four courses in mathematics recommended as appropriate preparation £)r teaching elementary 

school mathematics" (NRC, 1989, p. 28). This belief that elementary teachers are not 

adequate^ prepared for teaching mathematics at a level higher than rote memorization is 

repeated by various educators throughout the field of mathematics. 

While many teachers do an excellent job, by some accounts nearly one out of every two 
math and science teachers does not possess adequate subject-matter training...Certification 
procedures offer little reassurance. Elementary teachers typically earn general teaching 
credentials for grades K-8 or K-6. Few elementary teachers take higher-level mathematics 
courses and most have only one or two courses in the teaching of mathematics. This lack 
of training translates directly into a lack of confidence. (Merseth, 1993, p. 551) 

It is in:qx)rtant to recognize that one of the Actors that may be holding elementary 

teachers in making the shift from a traditional lecture or presentation style of classroom 

instruction to that of creating an interactive learning community is not stubbornness or lack of 

concern for children, but rather this lack of expertise and, therefore, confidence. Substantive 

changes in teaching math [as per the Standards] will be slow in coming and difficutt to achieve 

because of the basic belief teachers hold about the nature of mathematics (Cooney, 1987). 

This change in pedagogy requires teachers to have a strong enough background of 

mathematical content that they recognize and are able to guide e}q)loration through ideas or 

concepts that may not have been a pre-planned part of a daily lesson. If a teacher has relied 

primarily on the textbook's Teacher's Edition for all the correct answers and necessary 

information, the option of students asking questions that may go beyond the scope of the 

book can be extremely threatening. Teachers who &ce this challenge once or twice may soon 

learn to avoid its repetition and revert to the more comfortable traditional planned approach 

(Hersh, 1986). This seeming lack of willingness to change what happens in the classroom is 
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based on the teacher's understanding of the nature of math, not on what he/she believes is the 

best way to teach (Grouws, 1992). The type of support and instructional leadership that is 

required to ^cilitate this change must, in part, be defined by this very need. And, with the 

majority of elementary administrators being taken from the elementary teaching pool, the 

possibility of this need being found in the very administrator being expected to provide the 

leadership certainly exists. 

The most resounding statement of the importance of teacher's preparedness in selecting, 

presenting and e}q)loring mathematics with children comes from rnuntin|y nn Ynu-. 

The teacher is the gatekeeper to mathematics for our students. What the teacher knows 
and believes about mathematics, about teaching mathematics, and about the teaching and 
learning environment determine what students learn and how they will play out their roles 
as citizens...To ensure that mathematics education in our schools is of the highest caliber, 
we must have well-prepared teachers who have the ability and authority to change within 
reasonable bounds the nature of their own roles and the nature of their classroom 
environments. (MSEB, 1991, p. 17) 

The im^e of straight rows of desks, one person—the teacher—doing most of the talking, 

timed &ct tests and a generous supply of worksheets is one that leaders in mathematics 

education reform would like to think is a thing of the past. And, m some rooms, it is. But in all 

too many, it is not. The instructional focus is often on one right approach and one correct 

answer; problems are given to students rather than developed from; manipulatives are offered 

onfy if a child has difficulty; and students are frequentfy cautioned to cover their paper and do 

their own work. 'In the early grades, arithmetic becomes the stalking horse for this 

authoritarian model of learning, sowing seeds of expectation that dominate student attitudes 

all the way through college" (NRC, 1989, p.56). 
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Cohen and Ball ask, "How can teachers teach a mathematics they never learned, in ways 

they never experienced" (1990, p. 233)? This rehictance to change mathematical pedagogy in 

the elementary classroom is often viewed as the result of teachers being most comfortable 

teaching as they were taught. This does not mean, however, that change for these teachers is 

inq)ossible. 

As teachers began to change their pedagogy to reflect their changing belie&, their 
classroom work was characterized by a series of attempts to "let go" of the planned goal 
or lesson in order to pursue in^rtant mathematical ideas...perhaps most difficult [to let 
go] of "getting throu^" all the subject matter they were expected "to cover." (Russell & 
Corwin, 1993, p. 557) 

The instructional leadership provided for these teachers to &cilitate a change of this 

magnitude is critical in helping determine the degree of success achieved. 

Support 

Many actions have been taken in an effort to change the appearance of \^^t happens m 

mathematics class. An Addenda series published by the National Council of Teachers of 

Mathematics (NCTM, 1992) shortfy after the StanHards were released offers vignettes and 

in^lementation suggestions for lessons and activities that approach classroom instruction 

from a more participatory perspective. Textbooks and related materials are currently being 

published with great attention given to the Standards. Manipulatives are often included as part 

of a district's textbook adoption. Educational conversations seldom take place now without 

the use of phrases such as actively engaged students and hands-on activities. 
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In rreatin^ a Climirte ihr nianpe...Math Leads the Wav (MSEB, 1994) attention is given 

to more than the type of activities that take place in the classroom. The focus of many 

educators have been successful in bringing about widespread change has been the need 

for the establishment of a learning community in each classroom. AH members of the class, 

including the teacher, must view themselves as learners who are willing to take risks, ask 

questions and pursue answers if none are known. Larry >^^lliams, a teacher in the Tuscaloosa, 

Alabama public schools who is featured in the MSEB videot£^, e}q)lains, "As I began to 

change my role, I began to see a difference in the attitude of n^^ students." This change in 

roles of both teacher and student is not easy, but can be promoted on a gradual, daily basis. 

Risk-taking, thoughtful guessing and perseverance from all students can be encouraged by 

providing honest positive reinforcement. 

To continue building this community, teachers must he^ students "examine, represent, 

transform, solve, appfy, prove, communicate" (Reys, 1981, p. 59). When students define the 

purpose of mathematics by the application or connection to the real world, participate in 

discussions with students and teachers and make presentations of hypotheses and findings, the 

role those students play in the classroom certainfy^ changes from that of spectators to key 

players. Teachers must ask questions geared towards higher level thinking skills to stimulate 

and guide the discussions, or "questions that are an invitation to think, not just tests of 

memory" (Reys, 1981, p. 62). 
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Curriculum 

For most of the history of modem mathematics instruction, activity at the elementary level 

has been based on shopkeeping skills with drill and practice the mainstay of pedagogy. When 

content beyond computation is presented, it is likely to be done at an abstract level and, 

therefore, still unavailable to most elementary children. "[Tlnstruction steeped in premature 

abstraction or [made to] view math as a string of procedures to be memorized, where right 

answers count more than right thinlnng Either extreme yields mindless mathematics" (NRC, 

1989, p. 11). 

New content at each grade level has been minimal, with most textbooks devoting more 

than one-half of the content to review. Historically, grade 3 is the only grade between second 

and eighth where this proportion is not true. This repetition of content presentation, known as 

a spiral curriculum, is yet another concern of mathematics education reform. "As one teacher 

wryly noted, 'If Johnny doesn't get mult^lication in third grade, he'll have another chance in 

fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth grades.' This repetition deadens the mind and breeds 

low expectations" (Merseth, p.550). 

In determining guidelines for the mathematics content that must be included, any educator 

certainly must include problem solving. Specific topics may be mentioned, including geometry, 

measurement, data analysis and probability (MSEB, 1991, p. 10), but problem solving is the 

overall umbrella process to be used as a beginning perspective for all mathematical 

discoveries. Students need to gather data, look for patterns, go to mathematics to explain the 

pattern, and then communicate their thinking (MSEB, 1994). Elementary students must 

continual^ count, sort and chart data, whether the objects being counted are beans, M&M's, 
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pencils or people. They must predict and evaluate the results of this data collection. Only by 

going beyond the computation that is ofifered in workbooks can mathematics fiilfiU one of its 

prmary purposes for children and that is to provide a means of recording, predicting and 

explaining their world And in discussing a child's findings with that child, the teacher must be 

able to '̂ p a child's question as much as his answer, [because] neither alone will define the 

trajectory; and he must be prepared to anticipate something of what the child may encounter 

along the path" (Hawkins, 1972, p. 113). 

Restructuring Education 

Change 

If the need for any change is not perceived or accepted as legitimate by all affected 

groups, the change process will be extremely di£5cult and changes may never be implemented 

other than superficially. "Recent research on the California Framework, a newly revised state-

level curriculum, tells us that it is not sufficient to introduce new curriculum in a 'top-down' 

mode. ^^%hout substantial support, teachers simply teach new ideas in old, unproductive 

ways" (Merseth, 1993, p. 553). 

In studies based at Technical Education Research Centers, Russell and Corwin have 

closely examined ^tors that teachers themselves identified as being influential in their making 

changes successfully in instructional practices. The magnitude and rate of implementation 

were critical "They [teachers] understood that, if they demanded fest and radical change of 

themselves, they would end up feeling discouraged...and that 'going slow' in the fece of such 

complex change was the onfy way they could proceed" (Russell & Corwin, 1993, p. 556). 
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Teachers also confirmed that it was important to not disregard everything they had done 

up to the present. Rather than singly demand that old practice be thrown out, time had to be 

taken for all involved to work through the conflict between the old and the new in an attempt 

to develop the best solution for students. The general consensus among the teachers with 

whom Russell and Corwin worked was that teachers take very seriously the responsibility of 

helping their students learn and will scrutinize any efforts made to change what they have 

done in the past (1993). 

When change is proposed in schools, it may be viewed as coimterculture to the 

educational setting. The preservation and continuation of culture has been an identified 

fiinction of schools; when change is proposed in education, it is often accepted in ways that 

will demand the least amoimt of actual modifications to current practices (Evans, 1993, p. 3). 

Roadblocks that are most likely to appear are; 

a) Objections to the content itself. If a teacher is going to commit to taking risks and 

change what happens in the classroom on a daily basis, the change must be seen as plausible 

and coincide with his/her individual teaching philosophy. Who presents the change, does the 

content of the change support what the teacher believes hnportant, and can the change be 

implemented in the specific environment in which the teacher currently is assigned all help 

determine the teacher's overall acceptance. 

b) The flexibility and adaptability of the individuals involved. Change requires an 

enormous amoimt of emotional and physical energy and, therefore, requires individuals who 

are energetic, flexible and able to focus a great deal of attention on the change environment. 
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Contrary to these characteristics, the majority of the teaching force in the United States find 

themselves: 

[Mjidlife and midcareer, an era when the stresses of li& and work common^ mtensify the 
natural reluctance to change...these characteristics [loss of motivation and a leveling off of 
performance] have enormous, largely ignored implications for restructuring. They make 
teachers more vulnerable to stress and more sensitive to criticism and they reduce 
teachers' appetite for change at work. (Evans, 1993, p. 5) 

As these individuals are asked to undergo change of the magnitude inq}lied by restructuring, it 

is critical that the leadership be prepared to provide a structure and possible interventions to 

&cilitate transitions as much as possible. 

c) The organizational health of the school The environment in which these changes are 

being suggested or proposed is certainly a fector in the degree of success inqilementation 

achieves. Resources in most educational settings are limited and often M short of programs' 

needs. If a staff is encouraged and supported by leadership in making the changes necessary to 

move towards a common goal, the likelihood of the implementation being successful and the 

individuals feeling valued and therefore more likely to continue is increased. "If the culture 

also supports risk-taking, staff are more willing to innovate" (Evans, 1993, p.6). 

C-bAM 

In 1987, Hord established a change structure called the Concerns-based Adoption Model 

or C-bAM (see Table 1). C-bAM provides a sequence of seven stages to be expected when 

change or innovation is presented to an individual or group. Each stage presents concerns that 

are likely to be expressed by individuals throughout the chaise process. 
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Table 1. Concerns-based Adoption Model: C-bAM 

6 Re-focusing The focus is on exploration of more universal benefits from the 
innovation, including the possibility of major changes or replacement 
with a more powerfiil alternative. Individual has definite ideas about 
alternatives to the proposed or existing form of the innovation. 

5 Collaboration The focus is on coordination and cooperation with others regarding 
the xise of the iimovation. 

4 Consequences Attention focuses on inq)act of the innovation on students in his/her 
immediate sphere of influence. The focus is on relevance of the 
innovation for students, evaluation of student outcomes, including 
performance and con:q)etencies, and changes needed to increase 
student outcomes. 

3 Management Attention is focused on the processes and tasks of using the 
innovation and the best use of information and resources. Issues 
related to efSciency, organizing, managing, scheduling, and time 
demands are utmost. 

2 Personal Individual is uncertain about the demands of the iimovation, his/her 
inadequacy to meet those demands, and his/her role with the 
innovation. This includes anafysis of his/her role in relation to the 
reward structure of the organization, decision making and 
considerations of potential conflicts with existing structures or 
personal commitment. Financial or status implications of the 
program for self and colleagues may also be reflected. 

1 Informational A general awareness of the iimovation and interest in learning more 
detail about it is indicated. The person seems to be unworried about 
himself^erself in relation to the innovation. She/he is interested in 
substantive aspects of the innovation in a selfless manner such as 
general characteristics, effects, and requirements for use. 

0 Awareness Little concern about or involvement with the innovation is indicated. 
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The C-bAM model provides a structure in which interventions in response to specific 

concerns can be organized and made available to leaders. Guarantees are not available, but 

Hord offers possible interventions to the concerns of each stage (1987, p. 44-46). 

C-bAM is not intended to depict change as a linear process. Individuals may reach a stage, 

have a negative e}q)erience and return to a preceding stage, requiring additional information, 

resources or support. Russell and Corwin found the same phenomenon as they studied 

teachers implementing changes in their classrooms. Change was found to not be a sequential 

or linear process; as circumstances changed, teachers moved back and forth along a 

continuum. 

Instructional leadership 

An effective schools correlate 

Ron Edmonds described effective schools as those schools that bring the children of the 

poor to the same achievement levels of children of the middle class (Edmonds & Fredericksen, 

1978). The effective schools correlates most agreed upon number six and include: a) a 

positive climate; b) strong leadersh^, especially in the area of curriculum and instruction; c) 

an emphasis on academics; d) high expectations for all students; e) frequent assessment of 

student achievement; and f) positive relations between home and school The correlate of 

strong instructional leadership continues to receive notice and be studied. In discussing the 

possibilities of creating effective leaders, Samuel Krug, president of MetriTech, Inc., writes of 

the in^rtance of promoting an effective instructional climate: 

When the atmosphere of the school is one that values learning and supports achievements, 
it is difBcult not to learn. This is especially true in the critical first years of school, when 
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lifelong attitudes toward education are forming. The school leader plays a primary role in 
defining reinforcement systems, creating excitement, and communicating a message to 
students that learning has value outside the classroom. (Krug, 1993, p. 241) 

Krug continues by defining instructional leadership as an approach to action rather than as a 

specific set of behaviors. 

The business of schools is to provide instruction and an environment in which that 

instruction can &cilitate learning. Instructional leadership needs to bring all the constituents 

together in a unified effort of maldng the business successful More than just the leader's 

behavioral characteristics are inq)ortant; the locus of the leadership, the effects of changing 

that locus and the fit between the leadersh^ model and the reality of its implementation must 

also be considered. 

Historical overview 

Placing current instructional leadership in its proper context requires a brief overview of 

the historical trends and developments that shaped and defined the leadership as it is known 

today. This historical is no easy task because of the lack of historical work that has been 

carried out in the field of supervisioiL 

The field of supervision has been a practical one, concerned more with administrative and 
supervisory strategies for school operation than with analysis and introspection. 
Consequently, the field of supervision has produced few histories, since history is not 
considered a "practical" art. (Glanz, 1995, p. 101) 

That, in itself is important to keep in mind \v^en studying and evaluating any current findings 

pertaining to instructional leadership being practiced. 
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The manner in ^^ch schools are supervised is strong^ influenced by the type of 

bureaucratic structure in which the schools must operate (Glanz, 1995). When schools became 

bureaucratic structures in the late 1800s, the position of superintendent was created at the top 

of the structure as the individual in charge. Throughout the last century, the extent of this 

position's influence has changed both as the position itself has changed and as individuals in 

the position have changed. The climate and style of the structure at the top strongly influence 

subordinate instructional decisions and events. 

The early superintendent's responsibility, however, was largely instructional It was he 
[sic] who presided over the development of the curriculum and was responsible for 
examinations and the yearly promotion or retention of students.. Jn a very real sense, then, 
the superintendent was the instructional leader of the teachers and principals in the schools 
but still clearly subordinate to lay authorities. (Urban & Wagoner, Jr., 1996, p. 166-7) 

By 1920, the organization of schools had changed to include a city-wide school board and 

the "notion of educational leadership was transformed into educational management" (Urban 

& Wagoner, Jr., p. 195, 1996). The role of the superintendent became more administrative 

and operational; the centralized bureaucratic structure, however, continued to hold the locus 

of instructional decision-making. A tradition of top-down instructional leadership became 

established during this time and maintained its central ofiSces location imtil school reformation 

/ transformation / restructuring efforts began in the 1970s and 1980s. 

The efforts towards school improvement gained momentum throughout the 1980s and 

into the 1990s. 'Teacher decision-making and democratic school governance are replacing 

bureaucratic mandates and administrative fiat" (Glanz, 1995, p. 108). As this happens, 

individuals fi'om all stakeholder groups have begun to realize that for change to be effective, it 

must be embraced and nourished firom the ground up. Effecting change is much more than 
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giving directives. As roles of different stakeholder groups, Le., teachers, parents, and 

communis have changed, the formalfy^ and informally defined responsibilities of the building 

princ^al have also changed in response. How these different responsibilities have been 

interpreted by each administrator has affected a building's growth and instructional 

inq)rovement. 

BufGe (1989) cites three major con:^)onents that are used to define a building princ^al's 

role: a) chief administrator; b) operations manager; and c) instructional leader. BufBe found 

that the instructional leader component is the one that most often is short-changed in terms of 

the princ^al's time and attention. 

The research clearly shows that principals spend most of their time on administrative or 
managerial tasks. Although most consider instructional leadersh^ to be one of their most 
inqxjrtant responsibilities, they do not devote as much time and energy to this role as they 
would hke. If our schools are to inwove, we must redefine the principal's role and move 
instructional leadersh^ to the forefront. (BufBe, 1989, p. 13) 

In previous years, the Des Moines Public Schools administered a School Climate Survey 

with all items built around the effective correlates as defined by Ron Edmonds, including the 

correlate of instructional leadership. Within the conq)lete survey, items eight through fifteen, 

inclusively, are a measure of instructional leadership. While inclusion of these specific items in 

the research instrument does not allow any statement of the measure of the overall climate 

found in a building or the district, it does allow a statement of representation of the perception 

of instructional leadership found in the building or district. 
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Leadership 

Leader authenticity 

James Henderson (1996, p. 3) defined leader authenticity as the extent to which the 

constituents perceive the leader's actions and words as beii^ consistent or having integrity in 

the following three areas: a) the leader's actions are those of a real person, infhienced and 

clearly defined by his/her belief system and values. Decisions are made in a consistent, 

thoughtful manner, not capriciously or haphazardly. Leadersh^ does not ^pear to be that of 

a cookbook ^proach with little or no consideration given to the context or extenuating 

circumstances of a situation. Henderson describes this as exhibiting a salience of self over role; 

b) the leader is not perceived to manipulate individuals, whether that is using people for 

personal advancement or displacing a potential source of blame from the principal to another 

staff member. The leader treats all constituents with respect, focusing on helping each develop 

strengths for individual professional development as well as for the good of the organization; 

c) the authentic leader demonstrates a willingness to accept organizational and personal 

responsibility for his/her own actions as well as the actions of the organization. Henderson 

likens this to Harry Truman's philosophy of "The buck stops here." An alternative definition 

of authenticity is provided by Mitstifer (1995). 

[Authenticity is] ...being true to one's personality, spirit, and character. It is avoiding self-
deception and hidden agendas...to be authentic is to act, engage, be genuine and 
trustworthy, reflect, question, and correct how decisions are made; it helps to determine 
what is really going on and to e;q)and possibilities. (1995, p. 4) 

The following studies provide support to Henderson's work in leader authenticity 

(Henderson & Brookhart, 1996): 
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• Blumberg and Greenfield (1986) and Hoy and Kupersmith (1984) found a positive 

correlation between leader authenticity and trust aniong elementary staff! 

• Hoy and Henderson (1983) determined that the level of leader authenticity of 

elementary princq)als was significantly related to the openness of the organizational 

climate and the attitude of humanism in disc^linary or pupil-controL 

• Ding (1991) foimd a significantly positive relationsh^ between the principal's 

authenticity and the amount of teacher job satis&ction. 

• Lasserre (1989) found a stroi^ relationship between the context measure for 

organizational climate and the personal variable of self-efficacy. Teacher interaction 

was significantly related to personal teaching efficacy and princ^al-teacher relations 

was significantly related to teaching efficacy. 

• Meyer (1991) examined the relationsh^ between the concepts of perceived leader 

authenticity and the perceived instructional leadership behaviors of middle-level 

princ^als. 

In this study, Meyer found that the good instructional manager is accountable, highly 

visible and provides performance incentives to both teachers and learners without 

manipulation. Meyer also presented some specific findings regarding teachers' perceptions 

towards leader authenticity: a) teacher perceptions regarding authenticity and instructional 

management were different than those of supervisors and princ^als; b) male teachers have 

some perceptions different than female teachers; c) older teachers with more years of working 

with the current princ^ perceived the princ^al to be more manipulative than other groups 
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did; d) teachers in higher enrollment schools have higher perceptions of the frequency or 

quality of some princ^al behaviors than teachers fiom smaller enrollment schools. 

Henderson (Henderson & Hoy, 1983) developed an instrument to measure authenticity 

that consisted of items derived from his review of the relative literature. The instrument, called 

the Leader Authenticity Scale, arose from informal conversations and discussions with 

educational administration professors from the Rutgers Graduate School of Education and 

consisted of seventy-five items. 

Several findings by HofiSnan (1993) are of particular interest to the in:q)lementation of this 

study. 

1. Openness of school climate is positively related to authenticity. 

2. Authentic teacher relations were characterized by coUegial teacher-teacher relations; 

princ^al authenticity was characterized by supportive principal behaviors. 

3. Principal authenticity and princ^al trust were positively related, as were princ^al 

authenticity and teacher authenticity. 

Additional findings by Henderson (1995) also directly relate to this study. 

1. The relationsh^ between perceived leader authenticity and leader effectiveness was 

found to be strong. 

2. Strong authenticity was found to be predictive of organizational climate and 

organizational health. 
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Teacher aathenticity 

Because of the inextricable link between the actions of the leader or princ^ai and those of 

the constituent or teacher, the concept of teacher authenticity was examined. The three 

variables of leader authenticity find direct corollaries in the definition as presented by HofiBnan 

(1993). Hnfirnan defined teacher authenticity as the degree to which other teachers were 

viewed as a) demonstrating a salience of self over role; b) as being non-manipulating; and c) 

as accepting responsibility for their actions. HofKnan found that the relationship between the 

overall school climate and level of perceived authenticity is positive, i.e., the more open the 

climate, the higher the level of perceived authenticity of both the teacher and principal The 

level of principal authenticity is also positively related to the amount of trust the staffhas in 

the principal Otherwise stated, if teachers believe that the princ^al is a total person in a role, 

does not man^ulate the teachers and accepts responsibility for personal and organizational 

actions, those teachers have a high level of trust in the principal 

Current study in authenticity 

Henderson has continued his study of authenticity by e7q>anding the work beyond the 

school organization, as well as examining the relationship between authenticity and other 

organizational variables. "Leader authenticity had been demonstrated to be significantly 

related to a number of organizational variables ranging firom school climate to teacher efBcacy 

and confidence to trust and to other variables..." (Henderson & Brookhart, 1996, p. 8). The 

following hypotheses and brief e}q)lanations are presented by Henderson (1996). 
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• Leader authenticity will be positively correlated with social constructivism. Social 

constructivism is defined as a world in \^ch meaning is created jointly by the leader 

and constituents, as opposed to having meaning in^sed from the leader to the 

constituents. 

• Leader authenticity will be positive^ correlated with The Gallup Organization's 

[Principal Psrceiver structured interview] leadership themes Developer, Individualized 

Perception, Relator, Team and Command. 

The individual leadership themes of the Gallup interview are defined by the instrument 

itself The Developer is the characteristic that provides satis&ction to the leader as he/she 

helps individual staff members grow professionally. Individualized Perception is the theme 

that celebrates the different strengths and needs of individual staff members. The Relator 

measures the administrator's interest in caring for and being concerned for staff members. 

Team focuses on how well the administrator enjoys getting people to work together to 

achieve goals, and Command, the interest in being in charge and making things happen 

(Henderson & Brookhart, 1996, p. 10). 

Finalty, a key area upon \^ch Henderson has focused is that of the relationship between 

leader authenticity and leader effectiveness. Henderson hypothesized and found the data to 

support a positive correlation between leader authenticity and perceived leader effectiveness 

(Henderson & Brookhart, 1996, p. 8). 
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Leader effectiveness 

Leader effectiveness or efficacy can be defined as having the power to produce a desired 

resuh or effect. The Leadersh^ Effectiveness Index, developed by the National Center for 

Research in Vocational Education at the University of Califi)rma at Berkeley, measures the 

extent to >^ch a leader is perceived to be effective in any given environment. Consensus has 

not been reached on a specific definition of leadersh^ (Moss et aL, 1994); the perspective that 

a group allows itself to be led by an individual whose behaviors match the group's idea of 

what a good leader should do seems valid. "Smce leadership as a property lies in the eye of 

the beholder, only those \\^o are so perceived are leaders" (p. 4). Because of this, the 

perceptions of those who would follow are very important when measuring the effectiveness 

of any leader. Regardless of how positive^ any leader perceives his/her behaviors as being 

effective, if subordinates do not share those perceptions, the leader lacks effectiveness. 

Leaders can be assigned subordinates; leaders can not be given followers; they must earn 

followers (p. 5). The analogy between this perspective and the characteristic of salience of self 

over role in the authentic leader can be made. Merely being placed in an administrative 

position does not automatical^ create a leader. 

While a specific definition of an effective leader may not exist, it is possible to describe 

broad tasks for which an effective leader will assume responsibility. Gardner (1986) 

conceptualizes the role of a leader as one who &ciiitates the group process and empowers 

individual members through consultation, persuasion and inspiration. 

Perhaps the most promising trend in our thinking about leadership is the growing 
conviction that the purposes of the group are best served when the leader helps followers 
to develop their own initiative, strengthens them in the use of their own judgment, [and] 
enables them to grow and to become better contributors. The problems we fece simply 
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cannot be dealt with unless there are highly motivated workers >^o are accustomed to 
taking respoosibili^. To the extent that leaders enable followers to develop their own 
initiative, they are creating something that can survive their own departure, (p. 23) 

The National Center for Research in Vocational Education selected six leader tasks whose 

presence is critical to leader effectiveness. These six were developed from several sources of 

current research (Gardner, 1986; Bass, 1981; Moss, Finch & Johansen, 1991) and later served 

as criteria for the measurement of leader effectiveness: a) creates shared vision and establishes 

standards to help the organization grow; b) fosters a team approach through collaboration and 

ownership; c) enqwwers others to act and exercises power effectively; d) serves as an 

advocate for the organization; e) establishes an environment conducive to learning; and Q 

satisfies the job-related needs of members of the organization as individuals. 

In each of these six tasks of leadership, a leader's behaviors are determined by his/her own 

personal characteristics in combination with his/her assessment of the group's characteristics, 

the context in which the task is taking place and the task itseE Again, as with Henderson's 

work in leader authenticity, a key &ctor is that the leader is seen as an individual who makes 

decisions in a role as opposed to an individual whose decisions are determined by a role. In 

response, group members view the behaviors of the leader through their own perceptions of 

the situation, the task and the leader's characteristics or attributes and then behave themselves 

within the boimdaries of their own attributes. "The meaning systems of the leader and the 

group must, therefore, correspond or the intent of the leader's behavior will be 

misunderstood" (Moss et aL, 1943, p. 7). The model of this relationship is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Relationships between the leader's and the group's behaviors 

The transferability of this work to other situations calling for similar leadership has been 

established in these studies: 

• Lord, DeVader, and Alliger (1986) found that attributes, the &ctois that shape a 

leader's behaviors, remain constant in situations across a wide range of tasks, groups 

and contexts; 

• Bass (1981) foimd, "Strong evidence...supporting the view that leadership is 

transferable from one situation to another. Although the nature of task demands may 

limit transferability, there is a tendency for the leader in one group to emerge in this 

capacity m other groups" (p. 596). 

Lord et aL (1986) also did a meta-anafysis to show that there are significant and consistent 

relationsh^s between personality Actors and intelligence and the emergence of leadership. 

With the findings in both areas combined, transferability and relationships between personality 

^ors and leadersh^, Bass then proceeded to review more than 300 studies to determine 
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which attributes showed coosisteotly to be present with effective leadersh^. '̂ Although no 

two studies were found to advance exactly the same set of attributes, there is a great deal of 

consistency among the kinds of attributes proposed" (Moss et aL, 1994, p. 11). He con^iled a 

list of thirty^seven attributes that are hypothesized to be present v\iien leaders achieve the six 

broad tasks of leadersh^ previously listed. The importance of this work lies in its in:q)lications 

for professional development. Research con^leted previously has shown that "some of the 

attributes common to successM leaders can be increased by a reasonable amount of planned 

educational e3q)eriences" (Moss et aL, 1994, p. 11). Professional development for leaders may 

then address attributes that can be increased through the ^propriate experiences. Attributes 

that do not respond to such interventions may be used as criteria for leader candidate 

selection. 

The Leader Effectiveness Index (LEI) is important for two reasons in this study. Minimal 

work has been done to examine the relationsh^ between leader authenticity and leader 

effectiveness, but the work that has been convicted supports the hypothesis that the 

relationsh^ between the two is strong. Most recently, Henderson and Brookhart (1996) 

reported. 

There seemed to be intuitive overlaps with the leader authenticity aspects of 
accountability, salience of self over role, and non-manipulation of constituents, but they 
were also clearly not the same construct arrays. Future studies may meaningfiilfy address 
the relations!]^ of leader and staff authenticity and institutional effectiveness, (p. 15) 

In reviewing the role the princ^al of a school plays in providing iostructional leadersh^, 

particular^ in an issue of the magnitude of a curriculum adoption, it is vital that all 
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con^>oneQts of that leadersh^ role be studied individual^ and inteirelationally. The use of the 

LEI in conjunction with the LAS and SAS provides that opportunity. 

Continued work done by Henderson and Brookhart supports the need for additional study 

of both leader and staff authenticity, effectiveness, and the relationships between both 

constructs and other organizational and climate variables in schools and other public 

institutions (1996, p. 17). 
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CHAPTERS. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Instrumentation 

The research siirvey used to collect data for this project is a con^iktion of several 

instruments already established as reliable and valid by other researchers. Each of the 

contributing instruments is described in the following sections; a copy of each contnbuting 

instrument is provided in Appendix B. A copy of the complete survey as it was distributed to 

aU subjects is included in ^pendix C. 

Leader Authenticity Scale (LAS) and Staff Authenticity Scale (SAS) 

Henderson (1983) based his definition of leader authenticity on work initiated by Halpin in 

1966. Ha^in was some^^^ nebulous in specifying characteristics of the authentic leader, 

describing authenticity as a concept that could not be operationalized. i^^in did identify two 

subtests of the Organizational Climate Descriptive C^estionnaire (OCDQ) as indirect 

measurements of portions of leader authenticity: thrust and esprit. Halpin described thrust as 

an indication of the influence of a leader and esprit as the willingness of the group to follow 

that leader. Ha^in did not develop a direct measure of leader authenticity. 

In 1982, Henderson began to e>q>and and fiirther define the concept of authenticity as a 

measure of the consistency between a leader's actions and words. Three characteristics were 

used as the basis for further research and discussion of authenticity: 

1. Salience of sel^ or the ability to see beyond the formal definition of a role to an 

individual's own values and belief for validation of decisions or actions. 
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2. Non-maii^ulatioQ of members of the organizatioii. Individuals are treated with respect 

and not merely as objects. 

3. Acceptance of the accountability and responsibility of organizational activities and 

challenges, as well as acknowledgment of the role members played in organizational 

successes. 

Development of the instrument 

A preliminary Leadership Authenticity Survey was administered to a sample of two 

hundred eight teachers; a fector analysis of the results identified two &ctors, both with 

eigenvalues greater than two, which explained 75.9% of the variance. Any item that had less 

than or equal to a .45 &ctor loading was eliminated (Henderson & Hoy, 1983). As a result of 

the &ctor analysis, the instrument was pared to forty-four items. 

An e>q)ert panel that included a curriculum pro&ssor, a statistics professor, and two 

administration and supervision professors all firom the Rutgers Gradviate School of Education, 

(Henderson & Hoy, 1983, p. 70), then reviewed each of the remaining forty-four items and 

made a recommendation for each as to \^ether it should be included in the pilot instrument. 

The panel based their decisions on three criteria: 

1. Clarity of statements, 

2. The extent to which the items differentiated between authentic and inauthentic leaders, 

3. The degree to ^^ch items were representative of the three aspects of leader 

authenticity (self-salience, non-man^ulation, and accountability). 
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Only hems that met all three criteria were kept. Alpha coefScients for the scales were .94 

and .95. The review panel also suggested thirteen new items as a result of its content validity 

discussions and the resulting instrument contained thirty-five items. This revised Leader 

Authenticity Scale (LAS) was fiirther tested by hypothesizing relationsh^s among the LAS 

measures of teachers' perceptions of principal's authenticity (based on the three characteristics 

identified by Henderson) with their perceptions of school climate and the principal's attitudes 

and belief relevant to his/her status concern and personality rigidity. Based on a second &ctor 

analysis, thirty-two items were kept for the resulting Leader Authenticity Scale. 

In 1993, Hoffinan scaled down Henderson's 1982 version of the LAS to a shortened form 

with sixteen items. The short version had an alpha coefiScient of reliability of .92. HofBnan 

also developed and tested a Teacher Authenticity Scale (TAS) that was similar to the LAS. 

Teacher authenticity was defined as "the degree to which other teachers were viewed as 

accepting responsibility for their actions, as being non-man^ulating, and demonstrating a 

salience of self over role" (Henderson & Brookhart, 1996, p. 6). The alpha coefBcient of 

reliability for the TAS was .88. The shortened form of the LAS and the TAS (also sixteen 

items) together form the authenticity portion of the survey that was used for this study. 

Reliability 

The consistency of results when the Leader Authenticity Scale and the newer Teacher 

Authenticity Scale have been administered indicate a high reliability. 

• The initial study in 1982 by Henderson of forty-two New Jersey elementary schools 

resulted in an a^ha coefficient of reliability of .96. 
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• Hoffinan (1993) tested a short form (sixteen items) of the Leader Authenticity Scale 

and found an a^ha coefficient of .92. 

• Of the Teacher Authenticity Scale (TAS) that HofiEboan developed, based on the 

Leader Authenticity Scale, an alpha coefficient of .88 was established. 

• Hoffinan did a &ctor anatysis to determine the construct validity of both the shortened 

LAS and the TAS. The results for both were as predicted with each providing a 

measure of leader authenticity and teacher authenticity respectively. 

VaUdity 

Content validity of the Leader Authenticity Scale and Teacher Authenticity was first 

established in Henderson's initial work in 1982. An expert panel was assembled to review 

each of forty-four items which had already satisfied an ^plied &ctor aoafysis. Lhiriog the next 

stage of establishmg content validity of the instrument, 291 teachers responded to an 

administration of the LAS \^e another group of300 teachers responded to two subtests of 

the Organizational Climate Descriptive Questionnaire (OCDQ). These two subtests were the 

Esprit (defined as the Acuity satis&ction emerging fi:om task accomplishment and personal 

need gratification) and the Thrust (the teachers' perception of the principal's efforts to 

motivate through personal exan:q)le) portions (Henderson & Hoy, 1983, p. 69). As a third 

con^X)nent, princq)als conq>leted the Status Concern Scale (SCS). 

The results confirmed the validity of the LAS. A Pearson product-moment correlation 

coefficient was determined for each relationship and defined as statistical^ significant at the 

.05 level Leader authenticity was positive^ correlated with Esprit (r = .52, p < .01) and with 
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Thrust (r = .65, p < .01) and negative^ correlated whh status concern (r = ,30, p < .05) 

(Henderson & Hoy, 1983, p. 73). 

Leader Effectiveness Index 

Development of the instrument 

The Leader Effectiveness Index (LEI) is an assessnsent of the effectiveness of leadership 

performance in vocational education. The assessment on axsy one leader is con^)leted by more 

than one rater and takes onfy^ a few minutes. There are seven items; the first six items 

correspond to the six broad leadersh^ tasks identified by Jago (1982): a) to inspire a shared 

vision and establish standards that help the organization; b) to foster unity, collaboration, and 

ownership, and recognize individual and team contributions; c) to exercise power effectively 

and empower others to act; d) to exert influence outside of the organization in order to set the 

right context for the organization; e) to establish an environment conducive to learning; and f) 

to satisfy the job-related needs of members of the organization as individiials (Moss et aL, 

1994, p. 6). 

In 1989, only four tasks were assessed with a five-point Likeart scale, ranging firom 

Extremely effective to Not effective. The four items were included as a separate section of the 

Leader Attributes Inventory (LAI). Using a test-retest design, a reliability coefScient of the 

four items was established at .92. 

During the next four years, extensive study was done to define outcomes most commonfy 

accepted as determinants of effective leadership. A review of the literature by Yukl (1989) 

found three commonly accepted criteria: a) the extent to which the leader's group performs its 
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tasks successfully or reaches its goals; b) the personal impact of leaders on followers; and c) 

the leader's contribution to the quality of the group process, e.g., fiicilitative or enq)0wering. 

Several studies followed (Finch, Gregson & Faulkner, 1991; Mentkowski et aL, 1982; and 

Moss, Finch & Johansen, 1991) to confirm the specific tasks that would best assess leader 

effectiveness. The result \ras the 1993 fomi of the LEI that was inchided in the survey used in 

this study and included in Appendix B. 

Reliability 

In a study with two classes, the LEI was administered one week apart to each of the two 

groups. The test-retest correlation coefficients of the average rating were r = .94 and r = .93. 

The test-retest correlation coefScients of the overall assessment item were r = .95 and r = .92. 

Interrater reliability was also established by examining the ratings done by groups of three 

to five raters on the same ratee. The interrater reliability of the average rating of the six broad 

leader tasks was .86. 

VaUdity 

Moss et aL (1991) accept the fece validity of the LEI as evidenced by no respondents 

having ever reported that any of the tasks were irrelevant to their concept of leadership. 

Two studies have been done to determine the LEI's construct validity. The first by Moss, 

Finch, and Johansen (1991) found that the LEI enabled respondents to egress their own 

belief about effective leadersh^ through the statements of the LEI. In the second study, the 

LEI was administered to two groups of graduate students (n = 37, n = 38). The correlation 
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coefScients between the average score of the six items concerning the six broad leadersh^ 

tasks and an overall assessment seventh item of the two samples were r = .91 and r = .92. The 

average difference between the mean score of the six broad tasks items and the overall 

assessment item was only .054, indicatingthatthesixtasksmeasuredby the LEI were 

assessing a total picture of leader effectiveness. 

The use ofthe LEI is also justified because of the work that has been done to establish 

interrater reliability. The design of this study with multiple raters reporting individual 

perceptions of the princ^al as an instructional leader requires that there be some means to 

determine the extent to \^ch behaviors or circimistances are being perceived similarly. 

School Climate Surv^ 

Development of the instrument 

The School Climate Survey has been administered by the Des Moines Independent 

Community School District to all staff members and parents of students, as well as to 

secondary students themselves. The survey was developed by a committee of twenty 

individuals. Committee membersh^ included teachers, administrators, community members, 

parents and high school students. The survey itself took approximate^ two years to develop 

and refine, evolving firom a survey of two himdred items to the current thirty-two items. 

Reliability and validity 

Statistical measures of the instrument's reliability and validity have not been taken, but 

based on the consistency found by district measurement and evaluation personnel between the 
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survey results and observable actions from individual schools, the district has used the results 

for school improvement plans and direction. When the surv^ was first administered in 1993, 

the response rate was 64.9%; in 1995, the response rate was 64.8%. 

Sample Selection 

Popalation 

The population of this study was elementary teachers who have a mathematics 

responsibility for students in grades one through five in urban school districts of fewer than 

50,000 pupils. 

Sample 

The san^le was 208 teachers who teach students in grades one through five mathematics 

at twenty elementary schools in the Des Moines Independent Community Schools, Des 

Moiaes, Iowa. A list of the forty-three elementary school names was alphabetized, with the 

names ofthe researcher's own building assignments for the past two years being omitted. 

From the list, every other building name was selected, beginning with the first as determined 

by a coin toss (heads called as first, tails as second). For each of the twenty selected buildmgs, 

names were determined based on entries in the district school directory which includes lists of 

all staff members assigned to an instructional site. Teachers were selected if the directory 

listing indicated that the individual was a grade one thro\igh five classroom teacher or 

assigned to a multi-age class. Teachers listed as having special education or non-classroom 
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(for exanq)le. Title I or English as a Second Language —^ESL) assignnsents were not sent a 

survey. The resulting list inchided 208 teachers. 

A copy of the survey was also sent to each of the twenty respective building principals in 

September, 1996 to determine the relationships between teacher and princ^al perceptions of 

the leadersh^ and adoption process. A verbal follow-up request for the con^letion of the 

surveys was made by the researcher at the monthly October, 1996 elementary principals' 

meeting. Telephone calls to those prhic^als who had not responded within four weeks after 

the mailing were made by the individual ^^o had been responsible for subject coding. 

It is believed by the researcher that several of the survey items could be perceived as 

somewhat threatening or intimidating by respondents if they folt concern regarding the 

confidentiality of the results. Because of this, the option of choosing to not answer any given 

item was made available and en:q)hasized in the cover letter that accompanied the survey. 

Procedores for Collecting Data 

In 1995-96, the Des Moines Public Schools inq)lemented a mathematics adoption for 

grades one through eight. This adoption took place in all elementary and middle schools, 

however, this study focused on only grades one through five. The following process was used 

for data collection purposes: 

1. A copy of the survey that was sent to the 208 teacher subjects is included m Appendix 

C. A modified version with no background demographic page included was sent to the 

respective 20 princ^als at a later date. 
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2. Each copy of the survey was assigned a 6-digit code with a common portion of the 

code used for all the surveys sent to persomiel from the same building. 

• The general format for each code was school[M\grade[M\subject[ifif]. Selected 

school names were randomly drawn to assign the specific identifier. For exanq}le, 

the specific identifier or code that was assigned to the 4tli grade teacher whose 

name was drawn third firom the tenth selected school was 100403. A code was 

written at the top of each survey sheet. 

• The code did not indicate which school was being surveyed to insure anonymity. 

An individual not related to the project assigned a code to each individual subject 

without providing any identification information to the investigator. 

3. Survey packets consisting of a four-page survey, cover letter, and a stamped return 

envelope were collated. The return envelope bore the researcher's address as both 

sending and return. No other subject identification was supplied by the researcher. 

4. A master list of the code assignments was held for the major professor of the study; an 

electronic copy was held by the individual who assigned the codes; the investigator did 

not have a copy and deferred to either the professor or the other individual for the 

confirmation or validation of any results. Completed surveys were asked to be 

returned within two weeks of the mailing date. 

5. Approximately three weeks after the initial maOing was completed, a follow-up 

postcard was sent to all subjects firom the mailing list. The card expressed thanks to 

those who had returned the survey and requested that those who had not, still do so. 
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The collected data were used to e}q>lore questions in three primary areas: a) the 

demographic characteristics of the survey respondents; b) building leadership perceptions held 

by teachers ^o were responsible for in:^)len3entation of the elementary mathematics adoption 

in the Des Moines Public Schools in 1995-96; and c) the relationsh^s between those 

perceptions held by teachers and attitudes of those same teachers concerning the success of 

the adoption inq)lementation. For each area, the data were examined at the district level for 

the total group of respondents, at the building level, and at each grade level 

Human Subjects 

A "Use of Human Subjects in Research" form was filed with and approved by the Human 

Subjects Review Committee at Iowa State University before any work was begun on this 

study. All participants were notified that they were being reqiiested to voluntarily participate 

in a research study pertaining to instructional leadership and mathematics education; modified 

informed consent was obtained. A similar application filed with Dr. Thomas Deeter, Program 

Evaluator for Des Moines Public Schools, was approved and confirmed to be in support of 

district goals and school in^rovement plans. Copies of both application forms are included in 

Appendix A. 

A full e^lanation of the study was made available to all subjects at the end of the study. 

Copies of the conq)leted dissertation and all findings were filed with the Des Moines 

Independent Community School District central office as per the agreement made between the 

district and the researcher at the beginning of the study. 
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Description of the Sample 

Of the 208 teachers of grades one through five who were sent a copy of the study survey, 

105 or 50.1% responded; of the twenty principals who were sent a copy, fourteen or 70% 

responded. 

The demographic picture of the average teacher respondent is that of a female who has 

been responsible for teaching children elementary mathematics for more than fifteen years at 

either her current or a different level If she has been aware of the National Coimcil of 

Teachers of Mathematics Curriculum and Kvaluation StpnHarHg fnr School Mathematics 

(1989)—^and that includes approximately 75% of the respondents—it has been for slightly 

more than four years. The teacher has been in her cxnrent building for more than nine years 

and has worked with the current principal for four years. On a total group basis, less than ten 

per cent of the respondents are members of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics 

and less than six per cent are members of the state-level Iowa Council of Teachers of 

Mathematics. Each grade level had similar nimibers of teachers responding, ranging firom 

twenty-two first grade teachers to fifteen fifth grade teachers. The descr^tive statistics for the 

sample demographics are provided in Table 2. Demographic data were not collected for the 

twenty principal subjects because of the resulting likelihood of identification. 

Many respondents could not remember the highest level of mathematics they had 

conq)Ieted either in high school or in college. Sixty-one did give some indication of what that 
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Table 2 . Summary of respondent demographic data 

Descriptors of respondents Measure 
Taught elementary mathematics, at current or other level X = 15.30 years 

(n = 96) 
Have known of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) 
Curriculum and Evaluation Standards 

X = 4.44 years 
Cn = 79) 

Have been assigned to the current building X = 9.28 years 
(n = 97) 

Have worked with the current principal x = 4.19 years 
(n = 97) 

Member of NCTM Yes = 9 
Member of ICTM (Iowa) Yes = 6 
Gender Women = 89 

Men = 7 
Number of respondents at each grade level 1st = 23 

2nd = 20 
3rd = 18 
4th = 21 
5th = 15 

course was, with nsore than half having con:q)leted only the minimal requirements of an 

elementary methods course, a general mathematics for elementary education majors course, or 

a first year algebra course. Three of the seven males who returned the survey responded to 

this question: one had taken advanced algebra and trigonometry, one had taken finite 

mathematics and the third bad taken calculus. A suimnary of the responses to this question is 

given in Table 3. 

This demographic picture is certainty significant, given the findings reported earlier. Of 

particular interest is the level of formal mathematical instructioiL Beginning with Lanier's 

statement (MSEB, 1994) relating the level of learning for students with that for teachers, 

"You won't get higher level of leamii^ for students without getting higher level of learning 
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Table 3. Last mathematics coarse taken by 
respondents in high school or college 

Mathematics Coarse Female Male 
Mathematics methods 16 
Algebra 11 
Nfoth for Elementary 

Education majors 
9 

Statistics 9 
Advanced Algebra/Trig 8 1 
Geometry 4 
Calculus 2 1 
Finite math 1 1 
BS in math sciences 1 

for teachers as welL" In Everybody Counts (NRC, 1989), a statement is given that certainly 

reflects the demographic findings of this sample: 'Tew elementary school teachers are 

prepared adequately in mathematics; typically, they take only one of the four courses in 

mathematics recommended as appropriate preparation for teaching elementary school 

mathematics." The final statement by Merseth is a fiirther indictment of this lack of content 

expertise: 

While many teachers do an excellent job, by some accounts nearly one out of every two 
math and science teachers does not possess adequate subject-matter training...Certification 
procedures o£fer little reassurance. Elementary teachers typically earn general teaching 
credentials for grades K-8 or K-6. Few elementary teachers take higher-level noathematics 
courses and most have only one or two courses in the teaching of mathematics. This lack 
of training translates directly into a lack of confidence. (Merseth, 1993, p. 551) 

The significance of this particular fecet of the demographic picture of the survey 

respondents is in the way it highlights the need for instructional leadership. The change in 

pedagogy required by the change in mathematics education as outlined in the Standards 
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requires an environment of supported risk-taking and professional growth. The responsibility 

the princq)al has in creating such an environment is central to the instructional leadership role. 

Description of Responses 

When asked to indicate the amount of change that had been made in the respondent's 

respective classroom, 68.1% of the respondents said more than half of the instructional 

practices that they themselves did was new. As shown in Figure 2, no respondent indicated 

that non-belief in the philosophy of the adoption was a caiise of little or no change. 
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Figure 2. Self-reported quantity of change in 
classroom instruction 
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Respondents were also asked to identify who was most helpfiil to them in their own 

in^lementation of the new curriculimi. They were asked to select onfy one of the five listed 

possibilities. For those selected "other," the addition of written responses included: 

a) myself b) Math Lab teacher [Title 1]; c) no one; and d) our math curriculum director. The 

name of the district supervisor of mathematics was written in by three respondents as "other." 

Figure 3 reflects the addition of these three to the Central OflBce category rather than as 

"other." 

Data gathered in response to the remaining survey items are presented in the following 

tables, first as individual building means and then as districtwide grade-level means. The 
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survey itself can be divided into four primary sections: a) questions 1 through 16 are the 

Leader Authenticity Scale; b) questions 17 through 32 are the StafTAuthenticity Scale; c) 

questions 33 through 39 are the Leader Effectiveness Index items; and d) questions 40 

through 47 are taken firom the Des Moines Public Schools School Climate Survey and relate 

to the level of instructional leadership in each building as perceived by staff members. For this 

study, most of the discussion will focus on the building-level summaries as opposed to those 

at the grade-level However, for the purposes of reporting an accurate and conoplete 

representation of the survey results, the grade-level summaries will be reviewed briefly. 

The mean of each of the four survey sections for each building surveyed is reported in 

Table 4. These means were calculated based on the teacher responses from each building, 

buildings one through twenty, and the princ^al responses. The table also includes a mean for 

each building of the teacher responses given for two questions that were included on the 

survey's first page of background information. These questions gave each subject the 

opportunity to indicate how well the mathematics curriculum adoption was inplemented in 

the subject's building and then in the district as a whole, regardless of the subject's agreement 

or lack thereof with the adoption choice. 

Each variable that is reported in Table 4 is identified by a seven- or eight-letter name, 

indicative of the portion of the survey it represents. These variable names will be referred to 

throughout the remainder of the reporting of the results. 



Table 4. Building means for survey subsections 

Building Group Measure ATTIBMN 
Buildinft Attitude 

ATTIDMN 
District Attitude 

LASIVISMN 
Leader Authenticitv 

LEIMSMN 
Leader Eflfectiveness 

SASIVISMN 
Staff Authenticitv 

DMPSMSMN 
Instructiofwl climate 

1 Teachers Mean 3.6667 3.5000 5.6875 5.7500 4.7552 3.8661 
N 3 4 4 4 4 4 
Std Dev 1.5275 1.2910 .2552 .5000 .4321 .1171 

Principal Mean NA NA 2.8750 5.2857 3.875 3.8750 
2 Teachers Mean 3.8571 3.1429 5.5399 5.4694 4.7768 3.8036 

N 7 7 7 7 7 7 
Std Dev .3780 .6901 .3331 .6635 .6564 .1591 

Principal Mean NA NA 3.0000 6.0000 3.0000 4.0000 
3 Teachers Mean 3.5000 3.4000 3.9583 4.1667 4.1042 3.3363 

N 6 5 6 6 6 6 
Std Dev .8367 .5477 1.3816 1.2918 .4916 .4065 

Principal Mean NO RESPONSE TO SURVEY 
4 Teachers Mean 3.5000 3.3333 4.6082 3.7500 4.5833 3.1563 

N 4 3 4 4 4 4 
Std Dev .5774 .5774 .2920 .9212 .5026 .2577 

Principal Mean NA NA 3.7500 4.0000 2.8750 3.0000 

5 Teachers Mean 4.7500 4.2500 5.2156 5.9286 4.4531 3.7813 
N 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Std Dev .5000 .9574 .3220 .1429 .6582 .3590 

Principal Mean NA NA 3.3750 5.2857 3.3125 3.7500 
6 Teachers Mean 3.8333 3.0000 3.8875 4.2000 4.9750 3.5500 

N 6 6 5 5 5 5 
Std Dev .7528 .0000 .7361 1.0671 .5687 .3377 

Princjpal Mean NA NA 2.6250 5.0000 3.5625 4.0000 

7 Teachers Mean 3.5000 3.5000 4.7500 4.5000 4.2500 3.2500 
N 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Std Dev .5774 .5774 .8524 1.6599 1.2645 .7569 

Principal Mean NA NA 3.3125 5.8570 3.5000 3.6250 



Table 4. (continued) 

Building Group Measure ATTIBMN 
Buildins Attitude 

ATTIDMN 
District Attitude 

LASMSMN 
Leader Authenticity 

LEIMSMN 
Leader Effectiveness 

SASMSMN 
Staff'Authenticity 

DMPSMSMN 
Instnictional climate 

8 Teachers Mean 3.5000 3.7500 5.2656 5.4286 4.9063 3,6250 
N 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Std Dev 1.2910 1.2583 .9106 .9619 .7006 .4449 

Principal Mean NA NA 3.5000 6.0000 4.0625 4.0000 
9 Teachers Mean 2.6000 2.6000 3.0725 2.857 3.6900 2.7250 

N 5 5 5 5 5 5 
Std Dev 1.1402 1.1402 1.9537 1.9769 ,7052 .8768 

Principal Mean NA NA 3.3333 4.8571 3.4667 4.0000 

10 Teachers Mean 3.4286 3.1429 5.2863 5.4490 5.0357 3,6071 
N 7 7 7 7 7 7 
Std Dev .5345 .3780 .5925 .7668 .6836 ,3915 

Principal Mean NA NA 3.8750 2.8125 5.7143 3.8750 
11 Teachers Mean 5.6875 5.0000 3.6250 2,8750 

N 1 1 1 I 
Std Dev 

Principal Mean NO RESPONSE TO SURVEY 
12 Teachers Mean 2.3333 2,0000 2.1875 1.7143 5.3958 2.8333 

N 3 2 3 3 3 3 
Std Dev 1.5275 .0000 .4330 .6547 .2954 .6884 

Principal Mean NA NA 4.3750 4.0625 4.2857 3.1250 
13 Teachers Mean 3.7143 3.7143 4.2137 4.0179 2.9592 2.6250 

N 7 7 7 7 7 7 
Std Dev .4880 .4880 1.3420 .8399 1.3670 .6922 

Principal Mean NA NA 3.1875 3.3750 4.5714 3.2500 
14 Teachers Mean 3.1250 3.2857 3.8203 4.2240 3.3958 3.2701 

N 8 7 8 8 8 8 
Std Dev .8345 .7560 .8007 ,6434 1.1508 ,5992 

Principal Mean NO RESPONSE TO SURVEY 



Table 4. (continued) 

Building Group Measure ATTIBMN 
Building Attitude 

ATTIDMN 
District Attitude 

LASMSMN 
Leader Authenticity 

LEIMSMN 
Leader Efiectiveness 

SASIVfSMN 
Staff Authenticity 

DMPSMSMN 
Instructional climate 

15 Teachers Mean 3.3333 3.0000 2.4583 2.3597 1.6667 2.0000 
N 3 3 3 3 3 3 
Std Dev .5774 .0000 .7914 .8343 1.0335 .5000 

Principal Mean NO RESPONSE TO SURVEY 

16 Teachers Mean 3.6667 3.6667 4.5208 4.2917 4.8095 3.5000 
N 3 3 3 3 3 3 
Std Dev 1.1547 1.1547 .7815 .5637 1.9396 .6495 

Principal Mean NO RESPONSE TO SURVEY 

17 Teachers Mean 3.2000 3.0000 3.5925 4.6125 3.3143 3.0000 
N 5 5 5 5 5 5 
Std Dev .4472 .0000 2.1586 .6516 1.6945 .7756 

Principal Mean NA NA 4.8125 4.5000 4.0000 3.7500 

18 Teachers Mean 3.5714 3.0000 2.2791 4.5357 2.1633 2.5306 
N 7 7 7 7 7 7 
Std Dev .5345 1.0000 .7160 .2673 .7712 .3970 

Principal Mean NO RESPONSE TO SURVEY 

19 Teachers Mean 4.2000 4.0000 2.8750 3.9750 1.7190 1.9500 
N 5 5 5 5 5 5 
Std Dev .8367 .7071 .8028 .6504 .70241 .455865 

Principal Mean NA NA 4.0625 3.1875 3.5714 2.8750 

20 Teachers Mean 3.2500 4.0000 4.3594 4.2969 4.4286 3.7500 
N 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Std Dev .9574 .8165 1.8529 .3693 2.3123 .6455 

Principal Mean NA NA 3.2500 3.5000 4.0000 3.3750 

Teachers Mean 3.5158 3.3370 4.1189 4.3957 3.8919 3.1652 
N 95 92 96 96 96 96 

Total Std Dev .8613 .8157 1.4370 .8032 1.7274 .7299 
N=14 Principal Mean NA NA 3.5238 3.5065 4.8878 3.6071 
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A summary of Table 4 produces the following information: 

AHibMN (Building attitude) 

• On a scale of 1 to 5, with 5 being the most positive, the overall mean of a building's 

attitude toward how the mathematics inq)lementation had been carried out in the 

respondents' own building was 3.5158. 

• The maximum mean was 4.7500 (building 5); the minimum, 2.3333 (building 12). 

• Eight buildmgs were greater than 3.5000; nme buildings were greater than 3.0000 and 

less than or equal to 3.5000; two buildings were less than or equal to 3.0000. Building 

11 was dropped from the overall summaries because onfy^ one teacher responded to 

the survey. 

Ai'lluMN (District Attitude) 

• On a scale of 1 to 5, with 5 being the most positive, the overall mean of a building's 

attitude toward how the mathematics inq)Iementation had been carried out in the 

district overall was 3.3370. 

• The maximimi mean was 4.2500 (building 5); the minimiim, 2.0000 (building 12). 

• Six buildings were greater than 3.5000; seven buildings were greater than 3.0000 and 

less than or eqiial to 3.5000; six buildings were less than or equal to 3.0000. Building 

11 was dropped from the overall summaries because only one teacher responded. 

LASMSMN (Leader Authenticity) 

• On a scale of 1 to 6, with 6 being the most positive and inauthentic items scored in 

reverse, the overall mean of a building's perception of the principal as an authentic 

leader was 4.1189. 
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• The mayimiim mean was 5.6875 (building 1); the minimiim, 2.1875 (building 12). 

• Nine buildings were greater than 4.5000; two buildings were greater than 4.0000 and 

less than or equal to 4.5000; four buildings were greater than 3.5000 and less than or 

equal to 4.0000; and five buildings were less than 3.5000. 

LEIMSMN (Leader Effectiveness) 

• On a scale of 1 to 6, with 6 being the most positive, the overall mean of a building's 

perception of the principal as an effective leader was 4.3957. 

• The maxhnum mean was 5.9286 (building 5); the minimuni, 1.7143 (building 12). 

• Five buildings were greater than 5.0000; six buildings were greater than 4.0000 and 

less than or equal to 5.0000; three buildings were greater than 3.0000 and less than or 

equal to 4.0000; three buildings were greater than 2.0000 and less than or equal to 

3.0000; and three buildings were less than or equal to 2.0000. 

SASMSMN (Staff Authenticity) 

• On a scale of 1 to 6, with 6 being the most positive and inauthentic items scored in 

reverse, the overall mean of a building's perception of the staff as an authentic body 

was 3.8919. 

• The maximum mean was 5.3958 (building 12); the minimmn, 1.6667 (building 15). 

• Eight buildings were greater than 4.5000; four buildings were greater than 4.0000 and 

less than or equal to 4.5000; two buildings were greater than 3.5000 and less than or 

equal to 4.000; and six building was less than 3.5000. 
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DMPSMSMN (Instructional Climate) 

• On a scale of 1 to 4, with 4 being the most positive, the overall mean of a building's 

perception of the building instructional leadership climate was 3.1652. 

• The maximum mean was 3.8661 (building 1); the minimum, 1.9500 (building 19). 

• Seven buildings were greater than 3.5000; five buildings were greater than 3.0000 and 

less than or equal to 3.5000; six buildings were greater than 2.5000 and less than or 

equal to 3.0000; two buildings were less than or equal to 2.5000. 

In Table 5, the same variables reported in Table 4 at a building-level are reported for each 

of the five grade levels included in the study. In general, the diversity in means between the 

grades is not as great as between buildings. There is a slight drop as the grade level increases, 

but it is not a constant and it is not even across the survey subsections. 

Analysis of Responses 

In an effort to begin to imderstand some of the many fiicets of the principal's instructional 

leadership role, the measures firom the schools whose principals had also responded to the 

survey were separated from and compared to the measures from the schools whose principals 

had not responded to the survey. Table 6 presents the buildii^-level means and Table 7 

presents the results of independent t-tests on the buildii^-level measures (Ai'i lBMN, 

ATTIDMN, LASMSMN, LEIMSMN, SASMSMN and DMPSMSMN) based on this 

criterion-



Table 5. Grade-level means for survey subsections 

Grade Measure ATTIBIMN 
Building Attitude 

ATTIDMN 
District Attitude 

LASMSMN 
Leader Authenticity 

LEIMSIMN 
Leader EfTectiveness 

SASMSMN 
Staff Authenticity 

DMPSMSMN 
Instructional climate 

1 Mean 3.5652 3.2857 4,4536 4.3789 4.5987 3,3804 
N 23 21 23 23 23 23 
Std Dev .9451 .7171 1,2394 1.4968 .70745 .6725 

2 Mean 3,5000 3,3500 3,7063 3,5083 4.3927 3,0071 
N 20 20 20 20 20 20 
Std Dev .9459 ,8127 1,3672 1.6580 .7687 ,7463 

3 Mean 3.5625 3,5882 3.6426 3.2283 4,1885 2,8309 
N 16 17 17 17 17 17 
Std Dev .8139 .7123 1.5831 2.0157 ,9218 ,7261 

4 Mean 3.4762 3.5000 4.5948 4.1633 4,3135 3,2262 
N 21 20 21 21 21 21 
Std Dev .9284 .9459 1.3533 1.7079 ,7970 ,7610 

5 Mean 3.4667 2.8571 4,0294 4.0286 4,4383 3,3393 
N 15 14 15 15 15 15 
Std Dev .6399 ,7703 4.5908 1,7093 ,8823 .6578 

Total Mean 3.5158 3.3370 4,1189 3,8919 4.3957 3.1652 
N 95 92 96 96 96 96 
Std Dev .8613 ,8157 1,4370 1,7274 .8032 .7299 
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Table 6. Building-level means sorted by participation of principal in study 

Variables Partici N Mean Std. Std. Error 
pation Deviation Mean 

ATTIBMN yes 14 3.5238 .6004 .1605 
no 5 3.4392 .2138 .0956 

ATTIDMN yes 14 3.3524 .6018 .1608 
no 5 3.2705 .2830 .1265 

LASMSMN yes 14 4.3244 1.0805 .2888 
no 6 3.7874 1.2822 .5235 

LEBVfSMN yes 14 4.1049 1.4345 .3834 
no 6 3.5337 1.3828 .5645 

SASMSMN yes 14 4.5517 .4702 .1257 
no 6 3.8567 .7926 .3236 

DMPSMSMN yes 14 3.2516 .5669 .1515 
no 6 2.9187 .5714 .2333 

Using these building-level means, a Pearson product moment correlation was generated 

for each paired combination. These measures are provided in Table 8 and will be discussed 

later in this ch^ter. 

In preparation for doing a &ctor anafysis on the forty-seven item survey, the reliability of 

the items was determined through the application of Cronbach's Coefficient Alpha (a), a 

general form of the Kuder-Richardson formula 20 appropriate when items are not scored 

dichotomously. A covariance matrix method was used for the reliability analysis and was 

based on 86 cases. The a was calculated to equal .7140, indicating sufficient internal 

consistency. Using a principal conqx)nents method, the &ctor analysis was completed and six 

fiictors were extracted. Because of the low &ctor loading values achieved for the sixth fector, 

only fectors one through five were used in any fiirther analysis. Table 9 presents the resulting 

rotated fector matrix. 



Table 7. Independent samples test for building-level means by principal participation 

Levene's Test for 
Equality of Variances t-test for Equality of Vfeans 

95% Confidence Interval 
Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Std. error of the Mean 

Variable F SiR. t df difference difference Lower Upper 

ATTIBMN 
Building Attitude 

1.569 .227 .303 17 .765 .0845 .2788 -.5037 .6727 

.453 16.933 .657 .0845 .1868 -.3097 .4787 
ATTIDMN 2.155 .160 .289 17 .776 .0819 .2834 -.5159 .6798 
District Attitude 

.400 15.176 .695 .0819 .2047 -.3534 .5177 
LASMSMN .053 .820 .965 18 .347 .5370 .5563 -.6318 1.7057 

Leader Authenticity 

.898 8.214 .395 .5370 .5978 -.8354 1.9093 
LEIMSMN .033 .857 .824 18 .421 .5711 .6930 -.8848 2.0272 

Leader 
Eflfectiveness .837 9.868 .422 .5711 .6824 -.9521 2.0944 

SASIMSMN 1.488 .238 2.464 18 .024 .6950 .2821 .1024 1.2876 
StafT Authenticity 

2.002 6.565 .088 .6950 .3471 -.1370 1.5269 
DMPSMSMN .005 .946 1.201 18 .245 .3329 .2772 -.2495 .9154 

Instructional 
Climate 1.197 9.461 .260 .3329 .2781 -.2916 .9575 



Table 8. Correlations between building-level means 

ATTIDMN LASMSMN LEIMSMN SASMSMN DMPSMSMN PRINLAS PRINLEI PRINSAS PRINDMPS 

Pearson {r) 

ATTIBMN .766*' .456* .433* -.022 .199 -.352 oe
 

XJX
 

.180 .035 
ATTIDMN .531** .463^ -.143 .262 -.285 -.261 .028 -.122 
LASMSMN .939»» .252 .741*» -.506» -.298 .693»» .491 • 
LEIMSMN .359 .881 •• -,508^ -.173 .665»* 
SASMSIMN .598^» .141 .226 .282 .192 
DMPSMSMN -.487* -.024 .629»» .636»* 
PRINLAS .330 -.488» -.421 
PRINLEI -.122 .177 
PRINSAS .754^» 

Sie.(l tailed) 

ATTIBMN .000 .025 .032 .464 .207 .109 .087 .269 .453 
ATTIDMN .010 .023 .280 .139 .162 .184 .462 .339 
LASMSMN .000 .142 .000 .032 .150 .003 .037 
LEIMSMN .060 .000 .032 .277 .001 .005 
SASMSMN .003 .315 .219 .165 .255 
DMPSMSMN .039 .468 .008 .007 
PRINLAS .124 .038 .067 
PRINLEI .339 .272 
PRINSAS .001 

N 
ATTIBMN 19 19 19 19 19 14 14 14 14 
ATTIDMN 19 19 19 19 14 14 14 14 
LASMSMN 20 20 20 14 14 14 14 
LEIMSMN 20 20 14 14 14 14 
SASMSMN 20 14 14 14 14 
DMPSMSMN 14 14 14 14 
PRINLAS 14 14 14 
PRINLEI 14 14 
PRINSAS 14 
•• Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (l-tailed) 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (l-tailed) 
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Table 9. Rotated factor matrix 

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factors Factor 4 Factors Factor 6 

LAS12N .86326 .16087 .29876 -.00303 .21214 .05683 
LASION .84914 .20330 .26259 .03735 .11533 .12971 
LAS13N .77653 .27610 .23802 .00811 .24647 .07035 
LASOIN .76250 .26413 .15449 .10014 .29140 .17565 
LAS07N .75020 .18363 .42923 .00706 .22345 .13898 
LAS04N .73479 .20509 .45771 -.02094 .12004 .18242 
LASllN .71970 .22353 .40413 .04042 .20310 .17128 
LAS05N .62223 .23933 .58649 .03452 .14070 .09044 
SAS28N .53066 -.10755 -.12616 .34201 .50534 .06148 

DMPS44 .17437 .72680 .03236 .17364 .06068 .35480 
DMFS40 .21264 .72370 .40839 .10585 -.00422 .32136 
DMPS41 .14761 .71583 .30260 .05825 .16212 .27255 
DMPS42 .27837 .70786 .34335 .07155 .05230 .23642 
LEI36 .25570 .66398 .50094 .20623 .03336 .19889 
LED9 .35083 .64888 .58059 .09436 .00962 .26896 
LED7 .33042 .63338 .49704 .13790 -.01919 .30150 
LED5 .32095 .62578 .58399 .16851 -.01675 .23612 
LEI33 .25530 .60467 .52305 .22560 .05256 .24206 
DMPS43 .38464 .57136 .44307 .14789 -.13021 .32095 
DMPS46 .23935 .45261 .36962 .38350 -.11509 .23282 
DMPS47 -.05690 .41551 .11803 .16847 .04277 .16303 

LAS15 .26593 .39447 .68524 .11464 -.02683 .36697 
LAS09 .11627 .30234 .67905 .20031 .00300 .20860 
LAS02 .25080 .38452 .62194 .06456 -.08952 .08496 
LAS03N .37149 .09465 .60105 .00583 .18304 -.00531 
LAS06 .31633 .49140 .59281 .10784 -.06878 .11121 
LEI34 .31800 .57500 .58958 .16617 -.05727 .22098 
LED8 .36942 .59306 .58348 .11190 -.03760 .25160 
LAS14 .12969 .30575 .57591 .28372 .02227 .31234 
LAS16 .32941 .49299 .55387 .17543 -.08528 .33398 

SAS23 -.01996 .09120 .10198 .88874 .15193 .15188 
SAS24 -.01423 .10520 .04980 .83430 .22351 .13781 
SAS22 .07394 .10324 .14007 .81941 .15407 .20857 
SAS21 -.06931 .08466 .21603 .79655 .31113 .08704 
SAS19 .07285 -.01799 .25115 .72214 .01962 .34228 
SAS17 .01451 .17099 .08049 .69662 .13565 .34126 
DMPS45 .03227 .38378 -.12403 .66479 .09221 -.06070 
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Table 9. (Continued) 

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factors Factor 4 Factors Factor 6 

SAS25N -.20990 .04060 .22146 -.28162 .82426 .05500 
SAS26N .07612 .08548 -.06251 -.06198 .81398 -.01320 
SAS27N .04444 -.10673 .08056 .31647 .68718 -.00920 
SAS29N .43715 .00317 -.09310 .40482 .65162 .01110 
SAS31N .41921 .09640 -.16678 .45918 .64209 -.01146 
SAS30N .35927 .13347 -.18363 .48768 .61427 .05500 
SAS32N .55265 .02825 -.23007 .33533 .57026 -.09196 
SAS20N .13460 -.15770 .12644 .40602 .55950 .06225 

SAS18N -.06010 -.01455 .13792 -.16950 -.08322 -.87225 
LAS08N .18365 -.02386 .05517 -.02398 .07804 -.85625 

Based on the survey hems that were found to determine the identified &ctors, each &ctor 

was named and then used for further con^jarison of means and correlations between the 

responses of building principals and teachers. The list of survey items used for each &ctor and 

the &ctor name are inchided in Table 10. The position of the item on the survey is mdicated 

by the code that precedes the statement itself. For example, the first item listed in Table 10, 

LAS12N, is question 12, \^ch is in the Leader Authenticity Scale subsection. The "N" at the 

end of the code indicates that the item as stated on the survey is a negative statement; in 

performing any analyses, the score has been reversed to be compatible with scores fi-om the 

positive statements of the survey. 
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Table 10. Factor eomposition and names 

^FactorjjPrincigannauthentk 
LAS12N When dealing with a staff member, my principal behaves like a know-it-alL 
LASION If something is wrong in the school, my principal is sure to blame someone else 

on the staff! 
LAS13N My princq)al seems to talk at you and not with you. 
LASOIN My princ^al doesn't have much to do with staff members unless the staff 

member can help him/her in some way. 
LAS07N My princ^al likes to take credit for acconq)lishments but doesn't want to be 

blamed for any Mures. 
LAS04N If my princ^ makes a mistake, a reason is made to cover-up for the error. 
LASllN My principal manipulates staff members. 
LAS05N My princ^al is very defensive about any criticism. 
S AS28N If a staff member in my school makes a mistake, a reason is made to cover-up 

for the error. 

JF^ctor^HEm£owermeot_ 
DMPS44 
DMPS40 
DMPS41 
DMPS42 
LED6 

LED9 
LED7 

LEB5 

LEB3 

D1VIPS43 
DMFS46 
DMPS47 

The building administrator conducts formal classroom evaluations. 
Strong leadership is provided in this schooL 
The princ^al is visible at the school and related activities. 
The princ^al is accessible to discuss school related matters. 
Exerts influence outside of the school in order to set the right context for the 

schooL For exanq)le, serves as a symbol for the group, secures resources, 
builds coalitions, acts as an advocate. 

Overall, how effective is the leadership performance of this principal? 
Establishes an environment conducive to learning. For example, provides 

intellectual stimulation, creates a supportive climate for learners, &cilitates 
the professional development of staff. 

Exercises power effectively and enpjwers others to act. For example, fecilitates 
change, shares authority, nurtures the skills of group members. 

Inspires a shared vision and establishes standards that help the school achieve its 
next stage of development. For example, creates a sense of purpose, defines 
reality in the larger context, instills shared values, belief. 

Staff members are treated with respect in this building. 
This school deals pronq)tly with identified problems. 
Materials and supplies necessary for instruction are available in this schooL 
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Table 10. (Continued) 

_F]ictor3j_Princiga^authe^^ 
LAS15 My principal accepts and learns fit)ni mistakes. 
LAS09 My princq)al's beliefe and actions are consistent. 
LAS02 My principal is willing to admit to mistakes ^dien th^ are made. 
LAS03N My principal finds it difficult to accept Mure. 
LAS06 My principal is honest in &ce-to-&ce interactions. 
LED4 Fosters unity, collaboration and ownership and recognizes individual and team 

contributions. For example, creates a climate of community, builds morale, 
sets a positive tone, resolves disagreements. 

LED8 Satisfies the job-related needs of staff members as individuals. For example, 
respects, trusts, and has confidence in members; adapts leadership style to 
the situation; creates a satisfying work environment 

LAS14 Whenever authority is delegated to a staff member, my principal stands behind 
that person 

LAS16 My principal accepts responsibility for his/her own actions and for the progress 
of the school 

J^ctor_4^_StaffCo|̂  
S AS23 Staff members here are willing to admit to mistakes when they are made. 
SAS24 Staff members here accept responsibility for their own actions and for the 

progress of the school 
S AS22 Staff members m my school are honest in &ce-to-&ce interactions. 
SAS21 Staff members here accept and learn from mistakes. 
SAS19 Staff members' belief and actions are consistent. 
SAS17 Whenever authority is delegated to a staff member, other staff members stand 

behind that person. 
DMPS45 The school staff is helpful and courteous. 

Factor 5: Staff inauthentic behaviors 
S AS25N Staff members are very defensive about any criticism. 
SAS26N Staff members don't have much to do with other staff members unless the other 

staff member can help them in some way. 
SAS27N Other staff members in my school find it difficuh to accept Mure. 
SAS29N If something is wrong in my school, the staff members are sure to blame 

someone else on the staff. 
SAS31N When dealing with a staff member, other staff members behave like know-it-alls. 
SAS30N Staff members here manipulate other staff members. 
S AS32N Staff members here seem to talk at you and not with you. 
SAS20N Staff members here like to take credit for accomplishments, but don't want to 

be blamed for any Mures. 
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Table 11. Group statistics for comparison of factor means 

Factors Job N Mean Std. Std. Error 
Deviation Mean 

1: Principal prin 14 1.6805 .8855 .2367 
inauthentic behaviors teach 96 3.1154 1.1783 .1203 
2: Empowerment prin 14 2.5656 .3191 .0850 

teach 96 2.1448 .7152 .0730 
3: Principal authentic prin 14 3.0922 .3153 .0840 
behaviors teach 96 2.4606 .8819 .0900 
4: Staff colkgiality prin 14 3.4468 .5968 .1595 

teach 96 3.3756 .7466 .0760 
5: Staff inauthentic prin 14 1.8936 .6683 .1786 
behaviors teach 96 2.9289 .6233 .0640 

A t-test was then nin for each of the five &ctors to compare the means of the total group 

of teacher respondents and the total group of princ^al respondents. The resulting statistics are 

presented in Tables 11 and 12. 

Testing of Hypotheses 

The original hypotheses of the study were stated as such: 

1. A positive correlation exists between a building's attitude towards district-imposed 

changes in instructional practices and staff-perceived levels of the building principal's 

leader authenticity: Ha: p > 0; Ho: p = 0 

2. A positive correlation exists between a building's attitude towards district-

implemented changes in instructional practices and levels of the staff's self-

authenticity: Ha: P > 0; Ho: p = 0 



Table 12. Independent samples test for factor means 

Levene's Test 
for Equality of t-test for Equality of Means 

Variances 
95% Confidence 

SiR. Mean Std. error Interval of the Mean 

Factor 
F sig. t (If (2-tailed) difference difference Lower Upper 

1: Principal Kqual varionoes 
assumed 

2.858 .094 -4.373 108 .000 -1.4349 .3281 -2.0854 -.7845 
inauthentic 

Kqual varionoes 
assumed 

behaviors Bqiinl variances 
not assumed -5.405 20.395 .000 -1.4349 .2655 -1.9880 -.8819 

2: Em
powerment 

r.(jual variances 
assumed 

10.925 .001 2.163 108 .033 .4208 .1945 .0350 .8063 

I-'qunl variances 
not assumed 

3.748 36.345 .001 .4208 .1123 .1932 .6484 
3: Principal Equal variances 

assumed 
17.051 .000 2.646 108 .009 .6316 .2387 .1585 I.I048 

authentic 

Equal variances 
assumed 

behaviors Hqual variances 
not assumed 

5.122 50.576 .000 .6316 .1233 .3840 .8792 
4: Staff 
collegiality 

Itqual variances 
assumed 

.459 .500 .341 108 .734 .07116 .2089 -.3429 .4852 

Hqual variances 
not assumed 

.403 19.472 .692 .07116 .1768 -.2982 .4405 
5: Staff 
inauthentic 

Equal variances 
assumed 

.124 .725 -5.754 108 .000 -1.0353 .1799 -1.3919 -.6787 

behaviors l':qual variances 
nut assumed 

-5.461 16.471 .000 -1.0353 .1896 -1.4363 -.6343 
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Corollaries to the above two hypotheses need also be considered in this disctission. 

• A negative correlation exists between the length of time a teacher has worked with the 

current princ^al and that teacher's perception of the principal's leader authenticity. 

• Teachers who have more than five years of teaching experience have a more negative 

perception of the btiilding princ^al's leader authenticity. 

• A positive correlation exists between a teacher's perception of the principal's 

effectiveness and the teacher's perception of the principal as an authentic leader. 

The correlation between ATTIBMN (the district mean of each building's responses to 

question 8A, "Whether or not you agree with the adoption that was chosen, how well do you 

feel the math curriculimi was implemented in your building this past year 1995-96?') and 

LASMSMN (the district mean of each building's perception of the principal as an authentic 

leader) provides the test for the first hypothesis. From Table 8, the Pearson product-moment 

correlation statistic given for these two variables is equal to .456*, which is significant at the 

0.05 level in a 1-tailed analysis. The correlation between LASMSMN and LEIMSMN (the 

district-wide mean of each building's perception of the principal as an effective leader) is 

.939**, which is significant at the 0.01 level and supportive of Henderson and Brookhart's 

recent findings (1996). In turn, the correlation between LEIMSMN and ATTIBMN is .433**, 

again significant at the 0.01 level Both correlations support the hypothesis that a positive 

correlation exists between a building's attitude towards district-inqxised curricular changes, in 

this case the elementary mathematics curricuhim adoption, and that building's perception of 

the principal as an authentic leader and the third corollary that a positive correlation exists 
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between a teacher's perception of the princq>al's effectiveness and the teacher's perception of 

the princ^al as an authentic leader. 

The second hypothesis looks at the ATTIBMN and a building's SASMSMN, or the 

teachers' perception of the buildmg staff as an authentic body. The Pearson product-moment 

value provided in Table 8 for the correlation between these two variables is -.022, a value 

which does not support the hypothesis of a positive relationship. 

The remaining two corollaries look at the possible effect specific &ctors of a teacher's 

demographic data may have on that teacher's perception of the principal as an authentic 

leader: a) A negative correlation exists between the length of time a teacher has worked with 

the current principal and that teacher's perception of the princ^al's leader authenticity; and b) 

Teachers who have more than five years of teaching experience have a more negative 

perception of the building princ^al's leader authenticity. Tablel3 indicates that the correlation 

involving the length of a teacher's association with a principal is not significant to that 

teacher's perception of leader authenticity. Similarly, Table 14 indicates that the longer-

tenured teacher in this study does not necessarily have a more negative perception of the 

buildii^ principal's authenticity. These findings do not support work that Meyer completed 

(1991) regarding teacher perceptions towards leader authenticity. 
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Table 13. Correlation of the number of years assigned to a principal 
and teacher perception of the principal as an authentic leader 

Descriptive Statistics Mean Std. Deviation N 
PRINC 4.19 2.74 97 
LASMEAS 4.1189 1.4370 96 

Correlations YEARS LASMEAS 
Pearson YEARS 1.000 -.004 
Correlation LASMEAS -.004 1.000 
Sig. YEARS .487 
(l-taikd) LASMEAS .487 
N YEARS 78 77 

LASMEAS 77 77 

Table 14. Correlation of more than five years teaching experience with 
teacher perception of principal as an authentic leader 

Descriptive Statistics Mean Std. Deviation N 
YEARS 18.06 9.00 78 
LASMEAS 4.0990 1.4881 77 

Correlations YEARS LASMEAS 
Pearson YEARS 1.000 -.004 
Correlation LASMEAS -.004 1.000 
Sig. YEARS .487 
(1-taOed) LASMEAS .487 
N YEARS 78 77 

LASMEAS 77 77 
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Discussion 

What do the results of the data collection and analyses say when viewed through the 

findings of earlier researchers? Beginning with the demographic profile of the teacher 

respondent, a number of Actors arise that may be cause for attention being paid to the type of 

change being asked for and the process used to make those changes. The vast majority 

(84.8%) of respondents who answered the gender question were female, bad taught for more 

than fifteen years, were not members of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics and, 

while probabfy aware of the StanHarHs (NCTM, 1989), the level or degree of accuracy of that 

awareness is questionable due to the range of responses received ("0" to "20" years, while the 

Standards themselves were actua% published seven years ago). The level of mathematical 

expertise of the respondents is difficult to ascertain due to the lack of specificity in the 

wording of the survey question: "What was the last math course you completed in high school 

or college?" The answers given could indicate either last chronologically or last in terms of 

level of difficulty. The nimiber of respondents who indicated they either could not remember 

the last course or did not respond at all to the question, as well as the number who indicated 

an elementary methods or mathematics for elementary educators course could conceivably be 

interpreted as an indication of mathematics content expertise not being exceptionally 

advanced. 

These demographic &ctors alone all have tremendous significance on mathematics change 

implementation in these classrooms. In reference to a statement by the National Research 

Council, "[The] result is a spiral of lowered expectations in which poor performance in 

mathematics has become socialfy acceptable..." (1989, p. 9), Dossey (1992) states that 
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acceptance and expectation of &ilure is, unfortunately, sliared by female elementary classroom 

teachers. Merseth specifically addressed the lack of mathematical e7q}ertise held by elementary 

teachers. 

While many teachers do an excellent job, by some accounts nearfy one out of every two 
math and science teachers does not possess adequate subject-matter training...Certification 
procedures offer little reassurance. Elementary teachers typically earn general teaching 
credentials for grades K-8 or K-6. Few elementary teachers take high-level mathematics 
courses and most have onfy one or two courses m the teaching of mathematics. This lack 
of training translates directly into a lack of confidence. (Merseth, 1993, p. 551) 

Hawkins (1972) cites specifically the need for a deeper understanding of mathematics by 

teachers if reflective dialoguing, one of the most important components to mathematics 

education reformation, is to take place. "...The teacher must be able to map a child's questions 

as much as his answer, [because] neither alone will define the trajectory; and he must be 

prepared to anticipate something of what the child may encounter along the path" (1972, p. 

113). Cooney (1987) then goes on to note that substantive changes in teaching mathematics 

[as per the Standards] will be slow in coming and difScult to achieve because of the basic 

belie& teachers hold about the nature of mathematics. And Clements and McMillen (1996) 

cite the acknowledgment by teachers that many know that not everything they have done in 

the past in the teaching of mathematics has worked, but are not certain what changes need to 

take place. Many are not convinced that a total manipulatives approach is the answer. Because 

of Ball's findings (1993), it was earlier stated in this study that unless time and effort are spent 

to work with teachers at their philosophical base and encourage their own reflections and 

beliefe of their own pedagogical theory, meaningfiil change will not truly take hold. It is onfy 
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when teachers trufy believe in what thQ^ are domg that long-lasting changes will be seen in the 

classroom. 

The number of years of teaching and, therefore, the assumed middle-aged grouping of 

most respondents, is certainty significant '̂ en the magnitude of change being asked of these 

professionals is considered. Evans offers a general conclusion about the needs of this group. 

[M]idli& and midcareer, an era v^n the stresses of life and work commonly intensify the 
natural reluctance to change...these characteristics [loss of motivation and a leveling off of 
performance] have enormous, largely ignored implications for restructuring. They make 
teachers more vulnerable to stress and more sensitive to criticism and they reduce 
teachers' appetite for change at work. (1993, p.5) 

In the study, 68.1% of the teacher respondents did identify themselves as having changed 

more than half of ̂ ^t happened instructionally in their mathematics classroom during the 

1995-96 year. This would seem to indicate that there is a willingness to change, and to change 

in the direction of the philosophy of the Standards, especialfy in light of the &ct that no 

teacher respondent indicated that they did not believe in the approach or philosophy of the 

adoption. One teacher did write in, however, that even though she had changed more than half 

of that she did was new, she "would loved to not have used the adoption." This same teacher 

also wrote "no one" as her response to who had been most helpfiil in her inq)lementation of 

the new curriculum. It is interesting to note these responses in light of Leinwand's comments 

regarding change and teachers. 

We tend not to be radical agents of change. In &ct, we are hired and paid by our boards of 
education to pass on the rich lore, traditions, and mores of our culture. And what more 
powerful elements of our mathematical culture exist than long division and the quadratic 
equation? For this reason, reducing enq)hasis on certain time-honored skills and shifting 
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equalfy time-honored classroom practices take a degree of self-confidence and a 
willingness to take risks that our profession has not previous^ reinforced. (Leinwand, 
1992, p. 467) 

This willingness to change on the part of these respondents may reflect the work of 

Russell and Corwin (1993). 

As teachers began to change their pedagogy to reflect their changing belief, their 
classroom work was characterized by a series of attenqits to "let go" of the planned goal 
or lesson in order to pursue important mathematical ideas...perhaps most difGcuh [to let 
go] of "getting through" all the subject matter they were e3q)ected "to cover." (p. 557) 

It is this &ctor that brings to the forefront the missing piece in all of this district-imposed 

instructional change and that is attention to instructional leadership at the building level 

To change curriculum without changing teaching practice or to increase societal interest 
v^e teaching the same tired curriculum would be folly. Instead, a multi&ceted and 
comprehensive effort is necessary—one that stretches the constraining web in many 
different directions, causing it to break. As Lauren Resnick, a noted cognitive 
psychologist, says of the necessary mathematical reform effort: "We'll have to socialize 
[students] as much as to instruct them." (Merseth, 1993, p. 552) 

The degree of complexity involved in restructuring mathematics education requires a well-

organized and orchestrated leadership structure. The source of support for this change in Des 

Moines Public Schools this past year, as indicated by the respondents' answers to the survey 

question, "FFTio was most helpful in your in:q)lementation of the new curriculimi?" was varied 

and definitely not centrally—at either the district or building level—based. 51.6% looked to a 

colleague in the building for help and support in making these changes; 11.0% looked to a 

colleague in another building for help; 19.8% cited the central ofSce as being most helpfiil; 

only 2.2% cited the building principal Reviewing comments from the end of the survey is 
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helpful in understanding some of the attitudes existing among this san^le regarding viewing 

the building principal as even having anything to do with this type of instructional change. 

• It's difficult for me to see the link between these survey questions and the idea of 

whether a principal is good at implementing a new curricular adoption. 

• Outside of ordering matermls and informing staff of math meetings, the principal was 

not a major player in the math curriculimi. 

• Not many questions about Math adoption? 

• I feel this is more a principal evaluation than having anything to do with the math 

adoptioiL 

• What do these questions have to do with math? The principal didn't imderstand the 

new adoption. It was all put on the staff shoulders. The principal didn't want to "rock 

the boat"! 

Other comments do indicate that there is a recognition of the role the principal could play 

in curriculum issues such as this and seem to indicate a preference that that role could or 

would be played. 

• The principal did not attend teacher meetings to help inq)lementation. He was never in 

my room to observe nor did he inquire about the Math series. All he would do is 

criticize if scores went down. Wouldn't it be neat if he would have visited with each 

one of us and be objective to our concerns? 

• Hats off to good administrators. Our district would be lost without them! 
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• The princq)al is in charge. He does handle discipline well but is not open to shared 

decision making or inteQectual leadership. 

• I think your statements hit many nails on the head! You're right on! One &ctor that 

was not addressed here was that as elementary teachers we were not onfy 

implementing a new math adoption. We also had a new science adoption. Two major 

adoptions in one year has stretched us thin! 

This need for instructional leadership results from many Actors of this type of instructional 

reformation, but possibly the greatest being teachers needing to view themselves as learners 

who are willing to take risks, ask questions and pursue answers if none are known (MSEB, 

1994). 'Tf the culture also supports risk-taking, staff are more willing to innovate" (Evans, 

1993, p.6). This type of risk-taking and perseverance result in the establishment of a learning 

community m the building; whether it is of students or staff \\iio are being asked to take the 

risks and persevere, a climate of acceptance and support is crucial When a survey respondent 

perceives that the only thing the principal did to be involved in the adoption was criticize if 

scores went down, questions must be raised as to how much risk-taking those teachers are 

being encouraged to do. 

Instructional leadership is necessary for any instructional reform to be successfiil. "Recent 

research on the California Framework, a newly revised state-level curriculum, tells us that it is 

not sufBcient to introduce new curriculum in a 'top-down' mode. Without substantial support, 

teachers simply teach new ideas in old, unproductive ways" (Merseth, 1993, p. 553). As 

Russell and Corwin found among the teachers with whom they worked, teachers take very 

seriously the responsibility of helping their students leam and will scrutinize any efforts made 
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to change what they have done in the past (Russell & Corwin, 1993). The method of support 

needed for this scnitinization varies; v^t must not vary is that the support happens. 

One of the roadblocks to changes in current practices as cited by Evans (1993) is that of 

the organizational health of the school If a staff is encouraged and supported by leadership in 

making the changes necessary to move towards a common goal, the likelihood of the 

implementation being successfiil and the individuals feeling valued and therefore more likefy to 

continue is increased. When asked to respond to the survey questions concerning the 

instructional leadership clhnate of a building, the district mean response was 3.1652 on a scale 

of 1 to 4, with 4 being the most positive. This would seem to indicate a positive perception of 

building climate in this area. However, ^^en all of the survey questions were extracted into 

fectors, the resulting "En^wwerment" fector (which included seven of the eight climate 

questions and five questions of the Leader E&ctiveness Index relating to establishing a 

supportive and empowering learning community) demonstrated a significantly lower mean 

from the teacher respondents than from the principal respondents. To interpret this finding as 

a difference in perception on the part of the two groups as to how effective the principal is 

being in terms of instructional leadership is to begin to come to terms with the instructional 

organizational structure as it appears on paper versus as it is played out in the buildings. The 

importance of this leadership is not the question. As quoted from Samuel Krug earlier in this 

study: 

When the atmosphere of the school is one that values learning and supports achievements, 
it is difBcult not to leam. This is especially true in the critical first years of school, when 
lifelong attitudes toward education are forming. The school leader plays a primary role in 
defining reinforcement systems, creating excitement, and communicating a message to 
students that learning has value outside the classroom [eaphasis added]. (Krug, 1993, p. 
241) 
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The question instead is who plays the ieadersh^ role and how is it played out. Buffie reported 

that of the three main con:^nents used to define the building principal's role, that of 

instructional leader is the one most firequently left out. 

The research clearly shows that princ^als spend most of their time on administrative or 
managerial tasks. Although most consider instructional leadership to be one of their most 
irrqwrtant responsibilities, they do not devote as much time and energy to this role as they 
would like. (Buffie, 1989, p. 13) 

The survey subsection means for each building as reported in Table 4 indicate a wide range of 

teacher perception as to how well this role is played by each principal Using the two 

leadership variables, LASMSMN and LEIMSMN, >\diich were found to be highly correlated 

(r = .939**), the range of building means went from 2.1875 to 5.6875 for the LASMSMN 

and from 1.7143 to 5.9286 for the LEIMSMN. The correlation of these two variables with the 

attitude of teachers towards the implementation of the mathematics adoption in their building 

(ATTTBMN) was significant for LASMSMN (r = .456*) and for LEIMSMN (r = .433*). 

A brief listing in Table 15 of all the correlations found to be significant between the survey 

subsections helps bring into focus the interrelatedness of the &ctors being discussed. Twenty 

significant correlations were found between the survey subsections. Nine of those correlations 

paired the principals' perceptions with those of the teachers (numbers one through nine in 

Table 15); three of those pairings (numbers seven through nine) were negative, indicating a 

definite lack of consensus between the two groups. Six correlations (numbers ten through 

fifteen) paired the teachers' perception of the principal as a leader with an attitude towards the 
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Table 15. Significant correlations found between sarv^ subsections 

1. «« LASMSMN and PRINSAS 
(leader authenticity) (SAS as per principals) 

n. • Al'l'lBMN and LEIMSMN 
(buildins attitude) Header effectiveness) 

2. • LASMSMN and PRINDMPS 
(leader authenticity) (climate as per principals) 

12. • ATTIDMN and LASMSMN 
(district attitude) (leader authenticity) 

3. LEIMSMN and PRINSAS 
(leader effectiveness) (SAS as per principals) 

13. « ATTIDMN and LEIMSMN 
(distria attitude) (leader effectiveness) 

4. «• LEIMSMN and PRINDMPS 
Header efiectiveness) (climate as per principals) 

14. «• LASMSMN and DMPSMSMN 
(leader authenticity) (instructional climate) 

5. DMPSMSMN and PRINSAS 
(instructional climate) (SAS as per principals) 

15. «• LEIMSMN and DMPSMSMN 
(leader effectiveness) (instructi(»ial climate) 

6. DMPSMSMN and PRINDMPS 
(instructional climate) (climate as per principals) 

16. •« ATTIBMN and ATTIDMN 
(buildine attitude) (distria attitude) 

7. « LEIMSMN and PRINLAS (negative) 
(leader effectiveness) (LAS as per principals) 

17. «« SASMSMN and DMPSMSMN 
(staff authenticity) (instructional climate) 

8. * DMPSMSMN and PRINLAS (negative) 
(instructional climate) (LAS as per principals) 

18. «« LASMSMN and LEIMSMN 
(leader authenticity) Header effectiveness) 

9. LASMSMN and PRINLAS (negative) 
(leader authenticity) (LAS as per principals) 

19. «« PRINLAS and PRINSAS (negative) 
(LAS as per principals) (SAS as per principals 

10. ATTIBMN and LASMSMN 
(buildinK attitude) (leader authentic!^) 

20. «* PRINSAS and PRINDMPS 
(SAS per principals) (climate per principals) 

Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (I-tailed) 
Correlation is significant at the O.OS level (1-tailed) 

adoption or the instructional climate of the building in general The impact that a principal has 

on instructional and curricular decisions is definitely significant, even if that impact is not 

clearfy delineated or defined in the minds of the respective teachers. 

What can make this impact doubly challenging is the degree to which the two groups of 

respondents in this survey (teachers and principals) seem to not agree on how well the role of 

instructional leader is being played out. Reviewing the correlations between the responses of 

these groups to the survey subsections makes it clear just how widespread this difference in 

perception is. The findings reported in Table 8 speak for themselves. None of the subsection 

means—the LAS, SAS, LEI or DMPS—show correlating response means for the same 

subsection between the teachers and principals except fijr the LAS and LEI with the 
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PRINLAS and those are negative. Significant correlations are shown between the LAS and 

LEI with the PRINSAS and PRINDMPS, but the sensibility and value of those relationships 

are questionable. Referring to Nfitsti&r's definition of authenticity, *^0 act, engage, be genuine 

and trustworthy, reflect, question and correct how decisions are made" (1995, p.4) quickfy 

confirms how critical it is in the accomplishment of the goal of building a community of 

learners that the leader be perceived as effective and authentic. 

Similar findings in perceptual differences existing between teachers and princ^als were 

made in examining the Actors extracted during the &ctor anafysis. Of the five &ctors, a) 

Principal inauthentic behaviors, b) Empowerment, c) Princ^al authentic behaviors, d) Staff 

collegiality, and e) Staff inauthentic behaviors, only the fourth—Staff collegiality—produced 

similar perceptions between the two groups as reported in Table 12. 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS 

Summary 

Locos of instructional leadership 

In the Des Moines Public Schools, instructional leadership is current^ founded in the 

position of building princ^al (Brubaker, 1996). This is a change from twenty years ago when 

Dwight Davis served as superintendent and most decisions and fimds were controlled from the 

central o£5ces. Brubaker explained that changes made in the direction of moving control out 

to the building-level were based on the belief that the best decisions for students are made by 

those who work closest to the students. He made no value judgment other than that. Two 

other Des Moines elementary administrators made similar statements about the effectiveness 

of the flattening and decreasing of central ofSce support for instructional leadership in the 

district. One, in referring to the loss of subject area supervisors and consultants, stated that he 

was unsure of the value of any of the change. The second was slightly more positive, although 

still not overwhelmingly so, and said that the flattening of the structure and resulting fewer 

administrators was acceptable to Him. 

Throughout these shifts in the locus of leadership or redefining of structure, no mention 

has been made of the effect on student learning. Brubaker stated that the belief imderlying all 

of the changes was that those closest to the subject of the decision(s), that is, the students, are 

those who are best suited to make the decision(s). Yet in no conversation or review did this 

researcher find the focus on what happens to students when the locus of instructional 

leadership changes. Rather, the focus was on what effects were noticed on the logistics of 
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delivenng and evaluating the delivery system or the administration of the instruction. While 

that cannot be interpreted as those making the decisions are not concerned with the effects on 

the students, it can be taken as an indication that the role of building princ^al is often played 

out as administrator, first and instructional leader, second. 

Formal versus informal structures 

Mth the shifting of funds and decision-making capacity to the individual buildings, as 

defined by central ofiQces, the potential exists for the principal to serve as a strong building 

instructional leader. The researcher's concern is that this potential exists primarily on paper 

because of what accon^anies these shifts. Along with increased funds and defined authority 

for making decisions goes increased duties and responsibilities. If management at the site is to 

be through authentic shared decision-making, the required time and energy is extensive. It 

appears fi:om both formal and informal comments made by current administrators that the area 

of responsibility that often is cheated is that of instructional leadership. As one prmcipal 

commented privately, "If I ever do get around to instructional leadership, it's after 8:00 p.nL 

when the piles of paperwork are finished." During a meeting when this question was raised, 

the general consensus of the eight principals in attendance was that the daily routine tasks and 

the attention paid to ensuring a safe and orderly climate often overshadowed the business of 

providing instructional leadership. 

As seen firom the review of the history of instructional leadership both locally and 

nationalfy, what happens at the top [superintendency] reflects down on what happens at 

subordinate administrative levels. In Des Moines Public Schools, the tradition for the past 
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twenty-plus years has been of a strong superintendent with the majority of instructional 

decisions being made at the central office level With Wegenke's entrance into that o£Qce, an 

atten^t to change this locus of power has been made. 

As with all attempts to change, questions have been raised, including how well the 

position of princ^al can accept these additional responsibilities if the support formerly 

provided by central office is no longer available. Will change truly be made or will change be 

superficial and present itself merely through coping or survival skills assumed imtil a new 

superintendency takes place? Perhaps the bottom line in this discussion is that the locus of 

instructional leadership is not as important as the support shown to that instructional 

leadership, its implementation and evaluation. 

Leadership by example 

The analysis of data that was based on separating the building means using the criterion of 

whether the respective principal had responded to the survey brought a slightfy different 

perspective to this discussion. The buildings whose principal did not respond did not difi^ 

significantly fiom those buildings whose principal did respond in the two attitudinal variables, 

ATTIBMN and ATTIDMN. However, the differences between the two groups were 

significant in the four survey subsection variables, LASMSMN, LEIMSMN, SASMSMN and 

DMPSMSMN. As Russell and Corwin (1993) noted, teachers take very seriously their 

responsibility of helping students learn and will closely examine efforts made to change what 

they have done in the past. Teachers will go about making their best efforts to get the job 

done, whether or not instructional leadership is provided by the building principal If the 
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leadersh^ is not provided by the principal, it will be sought elsewhere and, according to the 

results of this study, most likety will be found within a teaching colleague. However, if 

teachers are forced to look elsewhere for that leadersh^, the effects do not go unnoticed. All 

four subsection variables were significantly lower from the buildings wiiose principal did not 

respond to the survey. In addition to those findings, the question of providing consistency 

throughout the district in the in^lementation of district-chosen and Board-approved curricula 

must be considered. The perceptions of those who would follow are very important when 

reviewing the effectiveness of any leader. As reported earlier. Moss stated that "Since 

leadersh^ as a property lies in the eye of the beholder, only those who are so perceived are 

leaders" (Moss et aL, 1994, p. 4). Regardless of how positive^ any leader perceives his/her 

behaviors as being effective, if the subordinates do not share those perceptions, the leader is 

not effective. Leaders can be assigned subordinates; leaders can not be given followers; they 

must earn followers (1994, p. 5). The importance of a leader as being perceived to be 

authentic and have salience over self can not be en^basized too heavily. The discrepancy in 

the survey findings between how a principal perceives him/herself and how the teachers 

perceive the principal can onfy make the professional educator more cognizant of the 

importance of being open and listening to others. This is especially critical in a system that is 

structured to function as site-based through shared-decision making. It does not matter how 

many times an administrator tells teachers that something must be done or believed. If the 

perceptions of those teachers teU them that the building leadership does not lie with the 

individual in the princ^al's role, then for those teachers their reality will differ fiom that of the 

princ^aL 
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The teacher responses and written comments gave somewhat of an mdication that 

individuals had been set down in the middle of this change process, for exan:^le at the 

Personal or \femagement stage of the Concerns-based Adoption Model Mthout the 

appropriate leadership to help them go back and work through the concerns of the preceding 

levels, it is unlikely that instructional changes that are made will be long-lasting, beyond the 

life of the ctirrent curricular adoption. Gardner's comments may never be more telling than 

when viewed through these findings of teacher expectation—conscious or not—of 

instructional leadersh^. 

Perhaps the most promising trend in our thinking about leadership is the growing 
conviction that the purposes of the group are best served when the leader helps followers 
to develop their own initiative, strengthens them in the use of their own judgment, [and] 
enables them to grow and to become better contributors. The problems we &ce sinq)ly 
cannot be deah with tmless there are highly motivated workers who are accustomed to 
taking responsibility. To the extent that leaders enable followers to develop their own 
initiative, they are creating something that can survive their own departure. (Gardner, 
1986, p. 23) 

The motivation for making the changes called for in a Standards-based curriculum must come 

firom the sense of e}qpectation fostered by an instructional leader. Viewing the comment by 

Reys et aL (1981), as pertaining to teachers as learners, confirms the role the principal must 

play in creating the necessary learning environment. 

[Motivation] can onity come when the student [teacher] feels the excitement of learning, 
experiences his/her efforts as appreciated, gets some clarity on goals, makes some 
connection between the work done in mathematics class and those goals, and feels the 
confidence and fi^edom to risk attaining them. (p. 63) 
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Study limitations 

One limitation of this study is that of the narrow focus of the sample and the lower than 

desired return rate of responses to the survey. The results should not be generalized beyond 

the Des Moines Public Schools, but likefy^ conform to what would be found in districts as 

large or larger than E)es Moines. The results can serve as a starting point for additional 

research in instructional leadership at the elementary level The extensive publication of the 

need for reform in mathematics education and the accessibility to literature published to begin 

to address that need made the use of mathematics a well-founded choice of content areas. The 

complexity added by demographic Actors, such as gender and age, as well as societal 

prejudices towards the discipline, serve to even better highlight the need for strong 

instructional leadership on the part of the principal if philosophically-based change is to take 

place within the teaching ranks. 

Recommendations 

Des Moines purports a strong site-based management through shared-decision making 

structure for education reform. In the area of elementary mathematics, there is no question 

that reform is required and that much work and effort have been spent trying to make that 

reform a reality. The successful implementation of any new curriculum adoption does not 

depend on the adoption alone. 

To change curriculum without changing teaching practice or to increase societal interest 
while teaching the same tired curriculum would be folly. Instead, a muhi&ceted and 
comprehensive effort is necessary—one that stretches the constraining web in many 
different directions, causing it to break. (Merseth, 1993, p. 552) 
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The key to encouraging and monitoring this stretching is that the building principal have 

the resources and support necessary to establish a climate of edticational expectations and 

excellence. The task for the princq)al is to then effectivefy^ communicate that support to the 

classroom teacher. These recommendations follow the findings of this study and the previous 

studies upon which the research was based. 

1. Des Moines Public Schools must re-examine the role of building principal as it is 

defined in theory and in reality. To help prevent the discrepancy in perceptions 

between the various groups, such as reported in this study between the princ^al and 

teachers, a combination of self-reporting and external observations must be used. As 

Buffie reported, "If our schools are to improve, we must redefine the principal's role 

and move instructional leadership to the forefiront" (1989, p. 13). Care must be taken 

to not place any subordinate in a mandated position of open supervisory evaluation. 

The number of unanswered demographic questions on the study's survey could be 

interpreted as concern on the part of the teachers with unapproved disclosure. 

2. If it is determined that the locus of instructional leadership should change to another 

position, either at the building or in central administration, individiials &om all groups 

must be involved in the decision itself and its implementation. This type of change will 

not take place without a common philosophical base on the part of administrators, 

teachers, community and &milies. The structure itself is already m place to make such 

a decision—the Site-Based Council 

3. Work by Moss has shown that "some of the attributes common to successfiil leaders 

can be increased by a reasonable amount of planned educational experiences" (1994, 
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p. 11). Wherever the locus of instructional leadersh^ is placed, on-going professional 

development must be planned for all groups. Individuals involved in all aspects of 

change of this magnitude must have the opportunity to see ̂ x îere it fits within the big 

picture of instruction within Des Moines and oationalfy. In^lications of change must 

be reviewed by leadersh^ at all levels to try to prevent occurrences of such events as 

two major adoptions for elementary teachers within one year. 

4. Hewing those m^o have viewed their profession from a specific perspective for a 

number of years to see possibilities in a new light must take place through an 

organized structure such as the Concerns-based Adoption Model This is another tool 

with which many in the Des Moines Public Schools are familiar and could be made 

available to others within existing professional development options. 

Future Research 

Little work has been completed in the area of instructional leadership at the elementary 

level Most has taken place at secondary or post-secondary; enough studies have been 

conqileted on the demographics of each of these professional groups to make it clear that the 

make-up of those who choose to enter a specific level are different enough to not ahvays 

warrant generalizing from one to another. The findings in the area of teacher perceptions of 

leader authenticity and the in:q)ortance of the role of instructional leader from this study 

indicate that there are similarities between the groups, but not total matches. Additional such 

study needs to be carried out repeatedly at the elementary level to determine if the differences 

foimd here are unique to this saniple or can be generalized to the total population. 
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The different relationships teachers find themselves in throughout their professional role 

would produce valuable information in terms of the potential of the principal as instructional 

leader. The issue of how much reflection and academic conversation can take place between a 

subordinate and supervisor must be addressed: Can the tasks of instructional support and 

performance evaluation be carried out by the same individual? The seeming hesitancy on the 

part of both teachers and princq)als to answer some of the survey questions could indicate the 

difGculty in trying to ask one person to create an environment supportive of risk-taking and 

possible &ilure and then evaluate those risk-takers using criteria of classroom success. Would 

the teacher feel more willing to take risks and make changes if the instructional leader were a 

building colleague or central administration individtial with no evaluative authority? 

Further work in the area of job satis&ction on the part of both teachers and principals will 

be important to complete. Ding (1991) found a significantly positive relationship between the 

principal's authenticity and the amoimt of teacher job satis&ction. Does this relate to 

instructional or administrative leadership? 

Closing 

As de-centralization or site-based management through shared-decision making makes its 

place in Des Moines Public Schools, just as it has nationwide in districts of comparable size, 

leaders at all levels must constantly evaluate and examine the balance of gains and losses. 

Change often has implications &r beyond those originally defined or even imagined. The shift 

in resource management, public relations, community involvement—just to name a few 

areas—to place the responsibility for monitoring and in^lementation at the building level 
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rather than at central administration has most often resulted in an increased sense of 

ownersh^ for those involved at the building level The loss that balances that gain may be that 

the locus of instructional leadersh^ has been pushed to the back because of the necessity to 

carry out the daily tasks of doing business and maintaining a safe and orderfy environment. 

The question is not \^ether instructional leadership is needed; the teachers clearfy^ identified 

that need and demonstrated that if neither the expectation nor the performance is placed with 

the princ^al, the leadership will be sought elsewhere. This leadership is mandatory to 

providing any type of districtwide consistency and monitoring of instructional programs. The 

questions now to be considered are: 

• Where should the locus of instructional leadership be placed to best serve the Des 

Moines commimity? 

• Who will make that decision? 

• Who will support that decision and the individuals in the leadership roles? 
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APPLICATION FOR PERMISSION TO CONDUCT RESEARCH 
IN THE DES MOINES PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

L General Ipformation 

Applicant's Name Deborah J. Gettvs Phone 255-7534:276-6267 

Address 4409 40th St.. Des Moines ^Zip Code 50310 

Resident of Des Moines? X Yes Resident oflowa X Yes 

Des Moines Contract Teacher? X ^Yes 

Sponsoring Institution/Agency Iowa State Universitv 

2. Proposed Research Project 

Title of StTidv: Defintnff the relationships between perceived leader authenticitv. staff 

authenticitv and instructinnal leadership in an urban elementary school 

Purpose for pursuing research: To provide data for the basis of a dissertation, to be 

completed as partial requirement for Ph.D. in the area of curriculum with an emphasis 

in aHmim'stration and elementary mathematics education. 

Description of problem: The purpose of the study is to identifir leadership characteristics 

and perceived behaviors that support a positive climate for the implementation of a 

district curricular adoption callinp for significant changes in instructional practices. 

The project's hypothesis is that positive correlations exist between both the staff-

perceived levels of leader authenticity of the principal and the stafFs own self-

authenticity with the climate of that staff towards district-implemented changes in 

instructional practices. 

Specific data required: The Leader Authenticity/Staff Authenticity Survey, the Leader 

Eflfectiveness Index and a Des Moines Public Schools Staff Climate Survey f slightly 

modified to reflect a focus on the district elementary mathematics adoption") are the 

instruments that will he used to mga.siire the characteristics and behaviors. 

Schools to be surveyed- ApprnyimatehA one-half of the Des Moines Public Schools will 

be selected for surveying. A list of these buildfnps and the process used to select them 

is included in the addendum tn this application. 
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Number of pupils to be surv^ed:.0 

Number of teachers and other staff members to be surveyed: ApproxTmatetv 200 teachers 

who are responsible for grades one through five mathematics instruction in the 

selected twenty huildinps will receive the letter and written surveys named above and 

included in the addendum to this application. 

Dates research will be conducted: The initial mailing of the surveys will be done close to 

June 17 with their return asked for bv June 26. Any necessary follow-up 

communication will he maHe before Julv 4. Obviouslv. these dates fell outside of the 

October 1 through April 1 window defined in the school districts application 

instructions This schedule is proposed for three reasons: 

1. Teachers need time to close the school year and then reflect on its events. The 

information aslreri for in these surveys best lends itself to a broad perspective. 

«M>methinp which is sometimes not possible during the school year: 

2. Teachers are inundated with paper and forms, especially at the beginning nr 

ending of a school year- This timeline presents the request to these individuals at a 

time when their professional schedules are a little fi^r. thus, hopefully, increasinp 

the return percentage. 

3 • The researcher's schedule can accommodate data gathering and analyses 

during a time at which classes are not in sessiotL 

Procedures for distribution, administration and collection: Each survey packet will be. 

with a common portion of the code i^sed for all the surveys sent to personnel from the 

same building. The code will not indicate >^ch school is being surveved to insure 

anonymity. Selected school names will be randomly drawn to assign a 2-digit numeric 

identifier. The general format for each code will be school^##] grader##]subject[##1. 

For example, the specific identifier or code that would be assigned to the 4th grade 

teacher whose name is drawn second from the tenth selected school would be 10-04-

02. These identifiers will be written on the top of each survey sheet the subject 

conyletes. A stamped return envelope will be included in the mailing with the 

researcher's address heing used as hoth the sending and return addresses. No other 

sub ject identification will be supplied bv the researcher. A master list of identifiers and 

schools will he maintained, but will not he. made available to anv One other than the 

researcher and her committee for verification purposes. 
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Rationale for the Proposed Research Project: 

Curriculum and textbook adoptions and changes are an on-going process in any school 

district. An adoption is an extreme^ expensive undertaking, not only for the actual purchase 

of books, supplemental and/or technological materials and equipment, but also for the paid 

(and ui^aid) hours invested by district committees, subject supervisors, pilot teachers and 

administrators. Any investment that uses a large portion of the districts limited financial 

resources needs to be nurtured and reviewed continually. No matter how carefiilfy the choice, 

Le., the adoption, was studied and made, if teachers are not encouraged, supported and 

listened to throi^out the change process, results observed in the classroom most likely will 

not reflect those anticipated. Many &ctors are involved in helping to determine the acceptance 

and success of a change effort. This proposed project focuses on one of those &ctors: the role 

of the principal as the building's instructional leader. 

The elementary mathematics adoption undertaken by the district to begin this past school 

year, 1995-96, represents a mmhrnim investment of approximately $700,000. District-wide 

initiatives have been launched for staff development and in-service, teacher support and parent 

communication. These district efforts take place at a time when Des Moines Public Schools 

continues to grow in its incorporation of site-based management through shared decision

making. And so, it seems appropriate that attention be given to this commonly spoken but 

often not understood effective schools correlate. It is important to study what the role of 

instructional leader may look like, how it may be perceived by both the principal her/himself 

and the stafl^ and how the role fits or does not fit with district initiatives such as Des Moines 

has just experienced. 
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APPLICATION FOR PERAOSSION TO CONDUCT RESEARCH 
IN THE DES MOINES PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

Date 

Type or print this fcrni in duplicate and return to the Program Evaluator for Testing and Research. 
I^partment of Information Management. Des Moines Public Schools. ISOO Grand Avenue, Des 
Moines, Iowa 50309-3399. 

1. General Information 

.A.pplicant's Name Phone 

Address Zip Code. 

Resident of Des Moines? Yes No Resident of Iowa? Yes No 

Des Moines Contract Teacher? Yes No Student Teacher? ^Yes ^No 

Sponsoring Institution/Agency 

2. Your proposed research project must include the following details: 
. Title of Study 
. Purpose for pursuing research (thesis, advance degree work, personal information, etc.) 
. Description of problem, including hypotheses and statistical treatment 
. Specific data required 
. Schools to be smrveyed (if known) 
. Number of pupils to be surveyed 
. Number of teachers and other staff members to be surveyed 
. Dates research will be conducted (if known) 
. Estimated amount of staff and student time required 
. An outline of procedures you will follow in dikribution, administration, and collection 

of instruments requiring staff or smdent response 

PLEASE NOTE: 

1. Do not contact individual buildings until so directed by the district. 
2. This application must be accompanied by one copy of all instruments, leners, consent 

fornas or other forms used in the research. 
3. Allow three weeks for review and evaluation of your request Please understand that the 

Des Moines Public Schools have a responsibility for the education of approximately 30,000 
students. With several colleges and universities in the region, it may not always be possible 
to honor all requests because of the many applicauons. 

4. To avoid conflicts in opening and closing school activities, research must be scheduled 
between October 1 and April I. Specific rationales must be provided for exceptions. 

5. An interview with the applicant may be necessary. 

I understand that the granting of permission to pursue this research project in the Des Moines Public 
Schools obligates me to provide three copies of an abstract of findings to the Associate 
Superintendent for Teaching and Learning or designated representative, and one copy to each 
principal of the building where the project was carried out. I agree to provide the chir of the 
Research Review Board with one complete copy of all findings directiy resulting from the smdy. I 
further agree to comply with all conditions described in "Instructions for Requesting Approval to 
Conduct Research in t^ Des Moines Public Schools." 

Signature of Applicant Date. 

Signature of Sponsoring Professor Date £ • 
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Pes Moines Indrpmdenl Community School Dtstrict 
Departmait qfSdicol [mprooitment 6r Employee Rtlalions 

1800 Grand Avenue 
Des Moines, CA 50309.3339 

n»mm e. OvUr. fkO. 
Pfwgnm tmSammi Tmtms fr r«x. 5?5>m-.*nq 

June 12, 1996 

Deborah J. Gettys 
4409 40ih Street 
Des Moines, lA 50310 

Dear Ms. Gettys: 

I have had aa opportunity to review your request for re.search. Based on current practice, 
individuals who condua their research outside of normal school time, and do not use the district to 
conduct their projects are essentially exempt from review. Since your project does not include 
.students, and your contact with teachers will occur outside of their contract time (during the 
sunimerX'and since you will not be using district resources to contact them, your project can 
proceed without formal review. 

However. I did take the opportunity to review your project to satisfy my comfort level with your 
project as it relates to district staff members. As per our convereation, the following points v^re 
mentioned: 

• To fiirtber protect the confidentiality of the respondents, and to ensure the non-identiiiability of 
staif, as well as administratots, I would rccommend that you refine your procedure so that you 
are blitid to die building and respondent coding system. Certainly, to avoid any potentially 
awl^aid situations in the future, you should have a neutral person randomly assign codes to 
schools, as well as the subjects, so that you can ensure your respondents (in writing, in the 
contact letter) that you have no idea of the origin of the responses. 

• Revise your contact lener to indicate how you are ensuring the confidentiality of respondents. 
Also, include in your contaa letter clauses. e.g.. "Please understand that participation in this 
study is strictly voluntary, and you have the right to withdraw ai any time without 
repercussions." Since t^ is a survey study, you might say sometl^g like "...you are &ee to 
not answer any question that makes you feel uneasy..." or some derivative thereof. 

I have verified that you have already discussed this project with Cheryl Ar6valo, Mathematics 
Supervisor, who is interested in the results of your study. I also understand that you will be in 
couch with Ms. Judith Cunningham. Executive Director. Elementary & Early Childhood Programs. 
I would like to request that when your study has been completed, we would like to receive a report 
of your results. You may send it to me at ^e above address. If you have any questions, please 
contact me at 242-7639. 

Dr. Thomas E. Deeter 
Chair, District Research Committee 

copy; Dr. Raymond Armstrong 
Associate Superintendent for Teaching and Learning 

TV Oc9 Ifami fiiJiyiiiifrif Cuwuwwuiy ScAoof OctfriA ifiii pmdt < yuo/ify orfnoKima/ pregrem to t iivmc cvmammfy e*ifr §U mz ofreffltf to 

Sincerely, 
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Information for Review of Research Involving Human Subjects 
Iowa State Untversiiy 

(Plecse type and use tfie attached instructions for completing this form) 

Tide of Project Ppf-ininCT the relationshias between aerceived lea.der authenticitr/. 
staff suther.ticity, and vnstruct;.oncLL leadershio in an urban elanentary school 

I agree lo provide die proper surveillance of this project to insure that the ngbts and welfare of the human subjects are 
protected. I will repon any adverse reactions to the committee. Additions to or changes in research procedures after the 
ptojea has been approved will be submitted to the commiaee forreview. I agree to request renewal of approval for any project 
continuing more than one year. 

Deborah J. Gettys 6/3/96 
Typed Name of Principal lavesdgator 

Curriajlu-: and Instructicr.al Tech. 
Department 

515 276 6257 

Uiccnarcxno Hall 

Phone Noinlier to Repot; Results 

3. Signatures of other invesngwrs . Date Relationship to Princi^^l^vestigator 

^ 6/3/96 

4. Principal Investigator(s) (check all that apply) 
• Faculty [|j Staff g] Graduate Student • Undergraduate Student 

'j Project (check all that apply) 
(^Research g Thesis or dissertation QQassproject Q Independent Study (490,590. Honors project) 

6. Number of subjects (complete all that apply) 
200 # Adults, non-students # ISU student # minors under 14 other (explain) 

# minors 14-17 

7. Brief descripdon of proposed research involving human subjects: (See instructions. Item 7. Use an additional page if 
needed.) 

A. Ihe pur!30se of the study is to identify leadership charact:eristics and perceived 
behaviors that support a positive clinate for the irplenentation of a district 
curricular adoption ccilling for significant changes in instructional practices. The 
aroject's hypothesis is that positi'/e correlations exist between both the staff-
perceived levels of leader authenticity of the principal and the staff's cxvn self-
authenticity vn.th the climate of that staff tcwards the district-iniplenented changes 
in instnactional practices. The Leader Authenticity/Staff Authenticity Smrvey, the 
Leader Effectiveness Index and a Des Moines Public Schools Staff Climte Survey are 
the instruments t±at will be t:sed to measure the characteristics and behaviors. 
B. Subjects will be selected based on their assigments to one of forty-three elementary 
schools in the Des Moines Independent Ccrrnunity School District. School names will 
be alphabetized and alternate nanes \iri.ll be selected, beginning with the first or 
second name on the list (to be determined by a coin toss). Teachers vto are responsible 
for grades one through five liiathenatics instruction and the principal frcsn the selected 
tMS-nty plus buildi^4BiPdVn<5S6Sf¥gesmfi.tesSea;;-«^rmn^i«p§siS^ include in the 

8. Informed Consent; Q Signed informed consent will be obtained. (Attach a copy of your form.) 
S! Modified informed consent will be obtained. (See instrucuons. item 8.) 
Q Not applicable to this project. 
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9. Coafidendaiity of Daa: Dcsaibc bciow the methods to be used to ensure the confidentiality of data obtained. (See 
instructions, item 9.) 

Each survey packet will be coded with a ccmon portion of the code used for all 
the surveys ser.z to personnel frcm the saite building. The code will not indicate 
which school is iTeing surveyed to insure anonymity. Selected school narries will 
be randctnly drav.Ti to assign a 2-digit nucieric identifier. The general forniat for 
each code will he school[##]grade[##]suhject[#»l. For example, the specific 
identifier or ccce that would be assigned to the 4th grade teacher whose name is 
drawn second frcm the tenth selected school would be 10-04-02. These identixiers 
will be written on the too of each survey sheet thesubject conpletes. A staitpec 

10. What risks or discomfort will be pan of the study? Will subjects in the research be placed at risk or incur discomfort? 

Describe any risks to the subj'ects and precautions that will be taken to minimize them. (The concept of risk goes beyond 
physical risk and includes risks to subjeas' dignity and self-respect as well as psychological or emotional risk. See 
instructions, item 10.) 
None of the plarjied procedures inTOlve risk or disccnfort. 

11. CHECK ALL of the following that apply to your research: 

D A. Medical clearance necessary before subj'ects can participate 
G B. Administration of substances (foods, drugs, etc.) to subjects 
O C. Physical exercise or conditioning for subj'ects 
• D. Samples (Blood, tissue, etc.) &om subj'ects 
Q E. Administration of infectious agents or recombinant DNA 
Q F. Deception of subjects 

Q G. Subjects under 14 years of age and/or Q Subjects 14 - 17 years of age 
G H. Subjects in institutions (nursing homes, prisons, etc.) 

I. Research must be approved by another institution or agency (Attach letters of approval) 

If you checked any of the items in 11, please complete the following in the space below (include any attachments): 

Describe the procedures and note the proposed safety precautions being taken. 

The principal investigator should send a copy of this form to Environmental Health and Safety, 
118 Agronomy Lab for review. 

Describe how subjects will be deceived; justify the decepu'on; indicate the debriefing procedure, including 
the timing and information to be presented to subjects. 

For subjects under the age of 14. indicate how informed consent &om parents or legally authorized repre
sentatives as well as from subjects will be obtained. 

Specify the agency or instimtion that must approve the project. If subjects in any outside agency or 
instimtion are involved, approval must be obtained prior to beginm'ng the research, and the letterof approval 
should be filed. 

r. This research needs to be approved by the Des Moines Independent Ccrammity 
School District. That process is in place currently. 

Items A-E 

Items D-E 

Item F 

Item G 

Items H-I 
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Conpletion of responses to questions on the application form 
7. to this dooinent. CCnipleted stirveys will be asked to be returned 
within two weeks to begin data analyses. 

9. return envelope will be included in the initial trailing with the researcher's 
being uŝ  as both the sending and return addresses. No other. si±>ject 

identification will be supplied by the researcher. A master list of identifiers 
and schools will be maintained, but will not be made available to any one other 
that the research and her ccnmittee for verification purposes. 
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Last Name of Principal Investigator GSTTYS 

Checidist for Attachments and Time Schednle 

The following are attached (please check): 

12. Letter or written statement to subjects indicating clearly: 
a) purpose of the research ^ 

b) the use of any idendfier codes (names. #*$). how they will be used, and when they will be 
removed (see Item 17) X 

c) an estimate of time needed for participation in the research and the place ^ 
d) if applicable, location of the research activity ^ 

e) how you will ensure confidentiality X 
0 in a longimdinal study, note when and how you will contact subjects later 
g) participadon is voluntary; nonpanicipacion will not affect evaluations of the subject 

13.0 Consent form (if applicable) 

14. m Letter of aporoval for research from cpppetating organizations.orinstiuQons (if applicable. . , 
".21 CC30V of the atsolication for this %oarpva'. fran Ifes Jtoifies. Pujpii.c Scbools is atSchS. A coDv or Se approv^ will ne filec as scon as ir is receivec. 

15.^Daia-gathering instruments 

16. Andcipated dates for contact with subjects: 

First Contact Last Contact 

June 17, 1996 _ June 26; follow-up before July 4 
Month / Day / Year Month/Day/Year 

17. If applicable: andcipated date that idendfiers will be removed &om completed survey instruments and/or audio or visual 
tapes will be erased: 

Month / Day / Year 

18. Signamre of Departmental Executive Officer Date Department or Admioisoauve Unit 

'm. 

19. Decision of the University Human Subjects Review Committee; 

Proie . Project Approved Project Kot Approved No Acdon Required 

Patricia M. Keith 
Name of Committee Chairperson Date Signature of Committee Chairperson ' 

GC: 8/95 
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APPENDIX B. SOURCE INSTRUMENTS 
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EOUCATIONAI. AND P9YCH0L0QICAL RESEARCH 

TASLEI 

LMMr AaiMllMly Iwlt 

*1. ThepitwiprtiiebweedwWimlw. 

2. tfw principal I* wOng to admit IB mis WtMwbanSwyaramaM. 

*3. VVftandaalnQwWt>to»aHar,»)aprtr>cmbaNwaMiaaltfwr-lt<l. 

4. The piMpal la ne( aiMd to adtiNI wtwn Ka (or aha| doaeni toiew 
aofflaWnQ. 

*S. The pi*Kl»aHa vary detowatya about any crflWiw. 

6. The pilwclpal ia honaatin laoe-to'teca miwaoiona. 

*f. Umt Iwiaa 9t9 pilncipal W aay one t»)g to toaehaia and aowelh>n 
quNa dOfarant to aludanto or paranto. 

t. ThaprkiotoillaButtianVc. 

*•. renefi t̂eemmonteaaelheoiindPdpRenetoaeharaoalnatanoeiar. 

10. TheprbwIpd'abelwfaandecSenaarBeonelitont 

*11. The principal NndattdimcuK to aecafit Mure. 

*12. ra an unwfMtonruto around hatattial you donncrfHctta tie pftncipal. 

* 13. K t« prtnctori waMa a mlaMte. a raaaon la made to oovar-up for tie 
amy. 

14. ThepfinaipataooeptoandlaantetramrniaMiaa. 

*16. Theprtndpd vatwSy hea toaeharado Wnga tom*e»epitoeipalleek 
good. 

16. Altor iwaatui togalhai m aAiafana Ita rialuaaii uoniaitncaa, I toal 
mat I know die ptinclpal batlar aa a pafton. 

*17. TT» Btmctoal doeani tMwa much to do ««h toaohaia utdaaa a toacher 
can ha  ̂the pdnetoal in tome «My. 

*1». Thap)Mpiliaaneppe(1urtatindailh>gwWttoachan. 

19. Tha prineipil ancewagaa "Qwa and-toha" dheuaaton wffh 
toachara. 

*20. d aomathho Ooea wrong fti tw aohool, ffto punolpal k aura to bMtna 
aomaona alae on tw tWf. 

•21. ma pilneipgiaaae»yeweyed by parent preaaure. 

22. The prmeipai appaara to haw "rahwaad" anawara tor toeohara durtne 
confarancaa. 

23. Thap(ineipaliaaperaenfirat.andanadminiatr«ioraaeond. 

*24. The principal manlpulataatt̂ ataaohara. 
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LEADER AUTHENTICITY 

*25. TlMprincipiltoapheny 

*29. Oi>cu—iwBMrtouilMim.titprtocip#llwtP"ptiy9«n— 

sr. TTwprtnct|MlaeeaptorikoeMMiytar>MPftncipanownK«aniaMtar 
•m pfograM of Khooi. 

*2S. TMctwraaivttrtMjfneyeenfldclnSwpAncipilttMtthttiTfotnieSonw* 
t* uMd flgrinst ttwm. 

*29. TlwprtnciptiMwmtoWiityouandrwtwWtyou. 

30. Wh«n*v«r auffiority  ̂n Migaiid to »tM mmbtr, 9m principal stendi 
b*Nntf ttwtpwson 

31. TYw principti wpuW not hwCai* lo put • board mttnbtr V pmnt ti 
Mt/hor ptoM If n*cMMry. 

*32. Tlw pnnc  ̂Mm (o Ma crc^t for taacfwra' accompCifHncnti, o«it 
doaanl w«M to b« bitmad (or any (aflurcs. 

*in«u«Mnafl itom acoro ravaraod 

Heepwao Calegerlee: 

Affoo Agra* Afraa Olsasraw 0(aa9rM Ofaatra* 
StroMshr Sewwehat SUghily SUfihtty Somowtiat Strongly 

(1970) construct vaDdity requiremento of spoculating ss to ths 
construct which accounts for msasurtd p^ormonce. dsrMng 
hypotheses from the ttieory invoivtng that construct, snd testing 
those hypotheses empirically. 

Sottm Hypoth96€S 

pircelved1^^?^y!̂ ^SMS?!Ser theorettcsly reie^  ̂
^awMw. Helpin and Croft (1066, p. 206) argued thaliipit, the 
faculty satisfaction emerging from tasK accompiisfvnent and 
personal need gratjficatjon. was an index of the authenticity of the 
pnndpai-tsecher relettonsMp; snd that thrust, the teechers' per
ception of the principaTs efforts to motivate through personal 
exvnpie, was an indication of the principai's authenticity. Thus, it 
was hypottiesized that; 

Ht Eaprit is posftiveiy correlated with perceived leader 
authenticity. 
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LEADER EFFECTIVENESS INDEX 
Jerome Moss. Jr. 

ID NUMBER 

® ® ® ® 
© o o o o ® ®  
® ® ® @ ® ® ®  
® ® ® ® ® ® ® 
® 0 ® 0 ® ® ®  
® ® ® ® ® ® ®  
® ® ® ® ® ® ® 
0 0 ® ® ® ® ®  
® ® ® ® ® ® ®  
® ® ® ® ® ® ®  

SECTION A 
/Ve are seeking your opinion about how effectively an individual is performing as a leader. You will return this form directly to 
he National Center for Research in Vocational Education so the person you are rating will not be able to identify your 
esponses. Therefore, we urge you to reflect carefully about each statement and select the rating that best describes the 
jerson. 

^or each of the statements which follow, fill in the circle that best describes the person you are rating. 

SECTION B 
1. inspires a shared vision and establishes standards that help the organization achieve 

its next stage of development. For example, creates a sense of purpose, defines 
reality in the larger context, instills shared values and beliefs 

2. Fosters unity, collaboration, and ownership, and recognizes individual and team 
contributions. For example, creates a climate of community, builds morale, sets a 
positive tone, resolves disagreements 

3. Exercises power effectively and empowers others to act. For example, facilitates 
change, shares authority, nurtures the skills of group members 

4. Exerts influence outside of the organization in order to set the right context for the 
organization. For example, serves as a symbol for the group, secures resources, 
builds coalitions, acts as an advocate 

5. Establishes an environment conducive to learning. For example, provides intellectual 
stimulation, creates a supportive climate for learners, facilitates the professional 
development of staff 

6. Satisfies the job-related needs of members of the organization as individuals. 
For example, respects, trusts, and has confidence in members; adapts leadership 
style to the situation; creates a satisfying work environment 

7. Overall, how effective is the leadership performance of the person you are rating? 

Thank you for completing this survey! 

Please return the completed survey directly to National Center for Research in Vocational Education 
460 VoTech Building, 1954 Buford Avenue 
University of Minnesota 
St. Paul, MN 55108 

O 1989.1993, University of Minnesota 

Marking Directions 

• Use pencil or black or blue pen. 
• Darken the circle completely. 
• Erase cleanly any marks you wish to change or 

X out mark if in pen. 
• Do not make any stray marks on this form. 

Correct Marks 
o s o o  

Incorrect Marks 

• 
• 
> 

u 
• 
o • 2 • u 

a a 

• 
u • s: 

u • 
Ul 

u} 
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• 
i s ut 

w 
g 

< 
o 

Ul 
o 

Z 9 1 o 
U • s 

• 
K 

® ® © © 
Ul 
® © 

Ui 
© 

® ® © © © © ® 

® ® © © ® © © 

© © ® © © ® 

0 © © © © @ 

© © © © © 
® © © © © © ® 
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STAFF SURVEY 

DES MOINES INDEPENDENT COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT 
School CHmato Survey 

Fall 1995 

The Des Moines school district is interested in finding out your opinions related to operation of 
the schooKs) The areas covered in this survey are those that relate to effective schooling. 
Responses to the questions by staff, students and parents will provide a measure of 'school 
cfimate.' Results become a part of each building's database to be used in future planning, if you 
have studerrts who are are assigned to more than one building, olease comt)lete the survey for 
each building as we are interested in vour ooinidttt about each school. Individuaf respondents 
will not be identified. 

Please decide whether you agree or disagree with the following statements as they apply to the 
school(s) to which you are assigned. Circle the numtier associated with your response. Circle O 
the *0" response for *dont know* if you feel you do not have enough information to respond to a 9  ̂
particular item. _  ̂

A 
Building Number:  ̂

" f i l l  
1. This school (S a safe place o 4 3 2 1 

2. Students demonstrate good behavior in this school o 4 3 2 1 

3. The classroom atmosphere in this school promotes learning for students o 4 3 2 1 
4. This school building is clean 0 4 3 2 1 

5. In this school, the primary emptiasis is on teaching and learning 0 4 3 2 1 

6. Teachers in this school believe that ail students can learn 0 4 3 2 1 

7. Teachers in this school communicate frequently with parents 0 4 3 2 1 

8. Strong leadeiship is provided In this school 0 4 3 2 1 

9. The pnnc  ̂is visible at the school and related activities 0 4 3 2 1 

10. Building administrator(s) are accessible to discuss school related matters 0 4 3 2 1 

11. Staff members arc treated with respect in this building 0 4 3 2 1 

12. The building administrator(s) conducts formal classroom evaluations 0 4 3 2 1 

13. The school staff fs helpful and courteoos. 0 4 3 2 1 

14. This school deals promptly with identified problems 0 4 3 2 1 

15. Materials and supplies necessary for instnjction are available in this school 0 4 3 2 1 

16. Teachers in this scfwol hold high expectations for all students 0 4 3 2 1 

17. This school's staff helps all students succeed 0 4 3 2 1 

18. This school's staff expects all students to leam and will not be satisfied 
with less 0 4 3 2 1 

OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER 
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4=Strongly Agree SsAgrce 2«0lMgr«t IsStrongly Disagree 0=0on't Know 

19. There are few intemiptions during class time in this sctiool 0 4 3 2 1 

20. Students' individual (earning needs are met in this school "0 4 3 2 1 

21. Students in mis school are expected to attend school 0 4 3 2 1 

22. This school uses a variety of ways to regularly measure student progress. o 4 3 2 1 

23. Student progress in this school is successfully communicated to parents 0 4 3 2 i 

24. Students in this school are given timely comments and suggestions lor 
improvementon assignments 0 4321 

25. Teachers check for understanding and retoach when necessary 0 4 3 2 1 

26. Students receive awards or recognition for successes In this 
school 0 4 3 2 1 

27. Students are aware of their progiess in this school. 0 4 3 2 1 

28. Parents feel welcome at this school 0 4 3 2 1 

29. Parents understand and support the policies of this school 0 4321 

30. Parent input is valued in the decision making of this school.... 0 4 3 2 1 

31. This school provides opportunities for parents to support their students 

learning 0 4 3 2 1 

32. I give our school a grade of: A B C D F 
(Please circle the letter grade.) 

Please indicate your employee category by checking ONE rssponse below. 

Certificated employee (teacher, building administrator) 
(1) 

Certificated instructibnal support employee (counselor, psychologist, social 
(2) worker, consuKant, coordinator, librarian, nurse) 

Non-certificated employee (secretary, associate, operations. 
(3) food service) 

What is good about our school? 

What needs improvemcat in our school? 

PLEASE RETURN TO DEPARTMENT OF SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT BY 
FRIDAY. OCTOBER 20. 1995. 

TOTAL P.03 
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APPENDIX C. SURVEY INSTRUMENT AND LETTER 
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June 20,1996 

Dear Des Moines Elementary Educator, 

My name is Deb Gettys and I am currently assigned in Des Moines as the Administrative Intern at 
Monroe-Rice. This past year, you and your students particq)ated in a districtwide adoption of a new mathematics 
curriculum. As with any undertaking in a district the size of ours, the work and effort involved by all stakeholders 
in a project this large is immense. And, as with easy project that mvolves the lives of children, it is in:qx)rtant that 
we learn as much as we can about what can make that project successfiiL 

As one of the final requirements for nty doctoral degree from Iowa State University, I have begun work 
on my dissertation. The question I am studying is, 'What makes a principal a good instructional leader when it 
comes to implementing a district ctaricular adoption that requires significant classroom instructional 
changes?" Instructional leadership is only one of many &ctors that he^ determine how well change is accepted 
and in^lemented m any school I am interested in looking at the above question from the perspective of the 
classroom teacher, and then relating that perspective to a building's overall climate toward instruction and the 
adoption. 

To acconq>lish this, I need your help. The enclosed survey is being sent to teachers of approximately 
twenty Des Moines elementary schools, including the school to which you were assigned this last year. I hope 
you are willing to take q)proximately 15 minutes to answer the survey questions as thev relate to vour 
experiences this pasit year with the math adoption. Please use the enclosed stamped envelope to return the 
con^leted survey to me by Saturday, June 29. 

Each survey has been random^ coded by another individual not hivolved with this research. I do not have 
knowledge as to \^o received which code, nor will anvone else in the Des Moines district. This procedure 
allows me to group responses in a variety of ways without knowing the identity of individuals or the building. I 
will analyze the data at both a building (unidentrGed) and district level and then attempt to define relationships 
and significant behaviors or characteristics. The results from this study will be made available to the Des Moines 
district, as well as to my doctoral committee at ISU. My goal is to have this happen sometime this M. 

Please understand that partic^ation in this study is strictly voluntary; you have the right to withdraw at 
any time, as well as omit answering any item with which you are not comfortable. If you have questions, please 
feel free to call me at home (276-6267). Thank you for your help and have an enjoyable simnner. 

Sincere^, 

Deb Gettj^ 
enclosures 
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Background Information 

Your answers will help in the analysis of the results of the returned surveys. As indicated in the cover letter, the responses 
are linked only to a code and not to an individual name. 

1. How many years have you taught elementary mathematics (either at your current 
level or other)? years 

2. Gender M F 

3. What was the last math course you completed in high school or college? 

4. Are you currently a member of the: 
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM)? Y N 

Iowa Council of Teachers of Mathematics (ICTM)? Y ^ 

5. How long have you known of the NCTM Curriculum and Evaluation Standards! years 

6. How many years have you been assigned to your current (1995-96) building? years 

7. How many years have you worked with your current building principal? years 

8. Whether or not you agree with the adoption that was chosen, how well do 
you feel the math curriculum was implemented in your building this past 
year (1995-96)? 

Use a scale of 5 to 1 with 5 being the most positive. 5 4 3 2 1 

How well do you feel it was implemented in the district! 
Use a scale of 5 to 1 with 5 being the most positive. 5 4 3 2 1 

9. How would you describe the amount of change you made in your approach to teaching elementary 
mathematics this past year? 
More than 1/2 of what I did was new 
Less than 1/2 was new 
Very little because I was alrea<fy teaching as per the adoption 
Very little because I don't believe in the approach or philosophy of the adoption 
Other 

10. Who was most helpful in your implementation of the new curriculum? Select only one. 
A teacher in another building 
A teacher in my building 
My principal 
Central OfHce 
Other 
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Instructional Leadership and Curriculum Adoption 

General Instructions: Please decide whether you agree or disagree with the following statements as th^ apply to the 
school to which you were assigned in 1995-96. Circle the number associated with your response. The numbers and their 
meanings are indicated below; however, th^ change throu^out different sections of the survey, so please check carefully. 
If you find that the numbers to be used do not adequately indicate your opinion, use the number closest to the way you feel. 

Leader and Staff Anthwitidtv Scale 
6 Strongly Agree 3 Disagree slightly more than agree 
5 Moderately Agree 2 Moderately Disagree 
4 Agree sU^tly more than disagree 1 Strongly Disagree 

SA MA A D MD SD 
1. My principal doesn't have much to do with staff members unless the 

staff member can help him/her in some way. 
6 5 4 3 2 1 

2. My principal is willing to admit to mistakes when th^ are made. 6 5 4 3 2 1 

3. My principal finds it difBcult to accept failure. 6 5 4 3 2 1 

4. If my principal makes a mistake, a reason is made to cover-up for the 
error. 

6 5 4 3 2 1 

5. My principal is very defensive about any criticism. 6 5 4 3 2 I 

6. My principal is honest in face-to-face interactions. 6 5 4 3 2 1 

7. My principal likes to take credit for accomplishments but doesn't want 
to be blamed for any failures. 

6 5 4 3 2 1 

8. My principal runs the organization "by the book." 6 5 4 3 2 1 

9. My principal's beliefs and actions are consistent. 6 5 4 3 2 1 

10. If something is wrong in the school, my principal is sure to blame 
someone else on the staff. 

6 5 4 3 2 1 

11. My principal manipulates staff members. 6 5 4 3 2 1 

12. When dealing with a staff member, my principal behaves like a know-
it-all. 

6 5 4 3 2 1 

13. My principal seems to talk at you and not with you. 6 5 4 3 2 1 

14. Whenever authority is delegated to a staff member, my principal 
stands behind that person 

6 5 4 3 2 1 

15. My principal accepts and learns from mistakes. 6 5 4 3 2 1 

16. My principal accepts responsibility for his/her own actions and for the 
progress of the school. 

6 5 4 3 2 1 

17. Whenever authority is delegated to a staff member, other staff members 
stand behind that person. 

6 5 4 3 2 1 

18. Staff members in my school operate "by the book." 6 5 4 3 2 1 

19. Staff members' beliefs and actions are consistent 6 5 4 3 2 1 
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6 Strongly Agree 3 Disagree slightly more than agree 
5 Moderately Agree 2 Moderately Disagree 
4 Agree slightly more than disagree 1 Strongly Disagree 

SA MA A D MD SD 
20. Staff members here like to take credit for accomplishments, but don't 

want to be blamed for any failures. 
6 5 4 3 2 I 

21. Staff members here accept and learn from mistakes. 6 5 4 3 2 1 

22. Staff members in my school are honest in face-to-face interactions. 6 5 4 3 2 1 

23. Staff members here are willing to admit to mistakes when th^r are made. 6 5 4 3 2 1 

24. Staff members here accept responsibility for their own actions and for 
the progress of the school. 

6 5 4 3 2 1 

25. Staff members are very defensive about any criticism. 6 5 4 3 2 I 

26. Staff members don't have much to do with other staff members unless 
the other staff member can help them in some way. 

6 5 4 3 2 I 

27. Other staff members in my school find it difiBcult to accept failure. 6 5 4 3 2 I 

28. If a staff member in my school makes a mistake, a reason is made to 
cover-up for the error. 

6 5 4 3 2 1 

29. If something is wrong in my school, the staff members are sure to blame 
someone else on the staff. 

6 5 4 3 2 1 

30. Staff members here manipulate other staff members. 6 5 4 3 2 1 

31. When dealing with a staff member, other staff members behave like 
know-it-alls. 

6 5 4 3 2 1 

32. Staff members here seem to talk at you and not with you. 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Please note that the rating scale changes for the following section 
Climate Survey 
Circle the number associated with your response to each question. Circle the "0" response for "Don't Know" if 
you feel you do not have enoi^ ii^rmation to respond to a particular item. 

4 Strongly Agree 3 Agree 2 Disagree 1 Strongly Disagree 0=Don't know 
DK SA A D SD 

40. Strong leadership is provided in this school. 0 4 3 2 1 

41. The principal is visible at the school and related activities. 0 4 3 2 1 

42. The principal is accessible to discuss school related matters. 0 4 3 2 1 

43. Staff members are treated with respect in this building. 0 4 3 2 I 

44. The building administrator conducts formal classroom evaluations. 0 4 3 2 I 

45. The school staff is helpful and courteous. 0 4 3 2 I 

46. This school deals promptly with identified problems. 0 4 3 2 1 

47. Materials and supplies necessary for instruction are available in this school. 0 4 3 2 1 

Please note that the rating scale changes tor the tbllowing section 
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Leader Eflectiveness Index 
For each of the statements which follow, circle the number that best describes your principal. 

0 Not Applicable 6 Extremely Eflfective 5 Very Effective 4 Effective 
3 Somewhat Effective 2 SKghtiy Eflfective 1 Not Effective 

NA EE VE E SE SIE NE 
33. Inspires a shared vision and establishes standards that help the 

school achieve its next stage of development. For example, 
creates a sense of purpose, defines reali-ty in the larger context, 
instills shared values, belief. 

0 6 5 4 3 2 1 

34. Fosters unity, collaboration and ownership and recognizes 
individual and team contributions. For example, creates a 
climate of community, builds morale, sets a positive tone, 
resolves disagreements. 

0 6 5 4 3 2 1 

35. Exercises power effectively and empowers others to act For 
example, facilitates change, shares authority, nurtures the skills 
of group members. 

0 6 5 4 3 2 1 

36. Exerts influence outside of the school in order to set the right 0 6 5 4 3 2 I 
context for the school. For example, serves as a symbol for the 
group, secures resources, builds coalitions, acts as an advocate. 

37. Establishes an environment conducive to learning. For example, 
provides intellectual stimulation, creates a supportive climate 
for learners, facilitates the professional development of staff. 

0 6 5 4 3 2 1 

38. Satisfies the job-related needs of staff members as individuals. 
For example, respects, trusts, and has confidence in members; 
adapts leadership style to the situation; creates a satisfying 
work environment 

0 6 5 4 3 2 1 

39. Overall, how effective is the leadership performance of this 
principal? 

0 6 5 4 3 2 I 

Comments concerning any part of the survey: 

Thanlc you for taking time from your simimer to answer these questions. Please use the enclosed stamped 
addressed envelope to return the survey to me by Friday, June 28,1996. 
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APPENDIX D. LIST OF RESPONDENT COMMENTS 

ID 
Number 

Comment 

030101 Will this be shared with building principals? They may be interested in the 

anonymous feelings of their staff members. 

040102 It's difBcuh for me to see the link between these survey questions and the idea of 

whether a princ^al is good at implementing a new curricular adoption. Had I been 

given this survey a year ago, my answers would be basically the same, having 

nothing to do with the adoption we have experienced. It would seem that 

questions more specific to the issue would be helpfiil, such as how often did your 

principal discuss the math curriculum with you? Was your princ^al helpM in 

obtaining needed resources: Did your princ^al support your atten^>ts to adapt the 

curriculimi to your students' needs? This is just my opinion, of course. 

040201 Outside of ordering materials and informing staff of math meetings the principal 

was not a major player in the math cvirriculum. Most help came from peers and 

Cheryl Arevalo. 

060302 Not many questions about Math adoption? 

090402 The principal did not attend teacher meetings to help in^lementation. He was 

never in nty room to observe nor did he inquire about the Math series. All he 

would do is criticize if scores went down. He was very ineffective to this process. 

All he did was hand out materials. Wouldn't it be neat if he would have visited 

with each one of us and be objective to our concerns. 

090501 I feel it is important to he^ a colleague with a survey used for a dissertation. I 

however feel this is more a principal evaluation than having anything to do with 

the math adoption. The first part of your survey is very negative. I'm sure this will 

be a time for some people to have a "hey-day" evaluating their principals. I'm not 

sure your results will truly have anything to do with your intent. 
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100203 As &r as the new Math adoption, it was much easier for primary age teachers who 

have had DAP training to adjust to the new series. 

100401 "By the book" is confiising. If you are asking about being rigid the answer is no. If 

you are aslcing if expectations of the district are met, the answer is yes. 

120201 I'm sorry my responses seem to be so negative. I h^)pen to have had some bad 

experiences the past two years which make my answers less than glowing for our 

building administrator. Hats off to good administrators. Our district would be lost 

without them! 

120502 Item #43: The principal treats some staff members with respect and is disrespectM 

to others. Teachers generally respect each other. 

Leadersh^ Effectiveness: There's been a lot of discontent and uneasiness in our 

building because of the way the princ^al has been treating some staff members. It 

has created a stressiiil climate. 

140203 I think it is inqx)rtant for elementary principals to remember teachers are adults 

and not childrciL Too many I have worked with are power himgry and treat staff 

members significantlv different. Are vou sorrv vou asked? 

140403 The princ^al is in charge. He does handle disc^line well but is not open to shared 

decision making or intellectual leadership 

160201 Our leadership is excellent. It was difBcuh for me to rate the staff because it's a 

diverse group. The leadership has had an excellent impact on the staff—a very 

positive impact. My hesitation to rate higher in those areas (staff) reflects staff 

conduct before the new administrator. Our leadership really is commendable. Hope 

these comments make sense. 

170201 This is an excellent evaluation. I believe all principals should be evaluated by their 

staff through the downtown office anonymously yearfy. 

170202 This was great! 

190102 Great survey—^I just wish someone could do something about my principal—he 

has been worthless; doesn't follow through with evaluations; mean-spirited person. 
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190401 What do these questions have to do with math? The principal didn't understand 

the new adoption. It was all put on the staff shoulders. The princ^al didn't want 

to "rock the boat"! 

200201 I think your statements hit many nails on the head! You're right on! I would be 

interested in your results at both the building level and the district level I think one 

factor that was not addressed here was that as elementary teachers we were not 

only implementing a new math adoption. We also had a new science adoption. 

Two major adoptions in one year has stretched us thin! Especially with "hands-on" 

materials to manipulate. Have an interesting time compiling your results and best 

of hick. Deb. 
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APPENDIX E. DES MOINES INDEPENDENT COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT 

Demographic Picture 

Since its beginning in 1846, the Des Moines Independent Community School District 

(hereafter referred to as Des Moines Public Schools), has grown to become the largest public 

school system in Iowa. The student population as of September 15, 1995 was 32,717. These 

students were housed at 42 elementary sites, 10 middle school sites and 5 comprehensive high 

school sites, as well as alternative schools and programs. The 1995-96 budget of 

$179,500,000 included the salaries and wages for the following 4,297 staff members: 

• 2,426 professional, non-administrative staff 

• 153 administrators 

• 73 specialists and tutors 

• 482 associates 

• 225 secretaries and clerical staff 

• 365 food service en:5)loyees 

• 573 plant, transportation, operations and warehouse staff 

Racially, the student population is diverse with the following demographic anafysis. 

1. Caucasian 77.10% 

2. AMcan American 13.35% 

3. Asian 5.22% 

4. Hispanic 3.69% 

5. American Indian 0.64% 
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"^ifinority enrollment in the Des Moines Public Schools continues to increase. The 

districtwide minority enrollment has risen from 18% during the 1989-90 school year to 22.9% 

for the 1994-95 school year. Current^, there are six schools above the guidelines established 

in the desegregation plan. Several programs have been in^jlemented to address segregation, 

including the Voluntary Transfer Program, modification to the school calendar, cross-cultural 

awareness training, and magnet schools" (District Database, March 1996). 

All of these Actors are influences on the development and implementation of instructional 

programs in Des Moines as the need for more diverse curriculum and delivery systems has 

made itself known. Who determines the instructional content and availability of the deliver 

systems to which portion, if not all, of the student population has given rise to questions that 

ask for a clear delineation of who is the instructional leader in Des Moines Public Schools. 

Instructional Leadership 

Since Edmonds' effective schools research, much attention has been given by the 

education profession to determine how other schools might move forward to establish and 

develop these same correlates. In the late 1980's, under the leadership of Superintendent Dr. 

Gary Wegenke, The Des Moines Public Schools adopted the Framework for Effective 

Schools and the Framework for Effective Administrators. These frameworks have been the 

structures upon which all individual building improvement plans and staff development 

opportunities must be buih. 

Don Brubaker, former Director of Early Childhood and Elementary Programs for Des 

Moines Public Schools, identities the princ^al as being responsible for the monitoring. 
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evaluation and decision making for the education process that is in place at a school 

(Brubaker, 1996); the principal is the instructional leader of the school. He then proceeds to 

expand this definition by outlining a skeleton framework of such leadership as it currently 

exists in the Des Moines Public Schools. He explains that the district determines will be 

taught; teachers determine the how and when of what will be taught; and princ^als monitor 

the district-defined curriculum as it is presented in the classroom. Brubaker states that central 

ofSce individuals develop the curriculum and the in-servicing of teachers in the presentation of 

that curriculum and then hand over the responsibility of monitoring that curriculum and 

presentation to the building princ^aL 

The nature of a school district's bureaucratic structure heavily influences the nature of the 

delivery of instructional leadersh^ to schools within that district (Urban, 1996, p. 166-7). 

Likewise, the nature of the district's superintendent heavily influences the nature of the 

district's bureaucratic structure. Des Moines Public Schools has been under the guidance and 

leadership of three superintendents since the mid-1960's. As the individual occupying the 

superintendency has changed, so has the instructional support organization and focus. 

At the top of the organization is the Administrative Cabinet. Led by the superintendent, 

this body is responsible for overseeing the direction and decisions of the district as a whole. 

Needless to say, the Administrative Cabinet holds a great deal of formal and informal 

decision-making power. Diiring the time Dwight Davis was superintendent, 1965-1980, the 

size of the Administrative Cabinet was small with just a few individuals making those 

districtwide decisions. Davis' administration is described by Brubaker as having been very 

centralized and top-heavy, a structure certainly in keeping with the national trend in 
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educational administration at that time. When ^^^Uiam Anderson was hired for the position of 

superintendent in 1980, the cabinet was expanded to include a few more individuals. At this 

time, district funds were also beginning to be de-centralized with more responsibility for 

monetary decisions being made in. buildings. Since Gary Wegenke's superintendency, the size 

of the Administrative Cabinet has grown to twenty-six people and many of the fimds have 

been de-centralized to the defined control of buildings. Authority for making instructional and 

operational decisions has shifted to Site-Based Coimcils (SBC's) and principals accordingly. 

The loosening of central of5ce control has taken place to the extent that buildings may apply 

for a waiver if their School In:q)rovement Plans call for anything that varies from the district 

plan or calendar. The seeming paradox of requiring princ^als and SBC's to obtain a waiver in 

order to truly operate their school from a site-based perspective serves the purpose of 

maintaining the schools as one district with more than sixty options for delivery, as opposed to 

more than sixty buildings operating as separate districts. 

Instructional leadership is supported by the Teaching and Learning Division of the school 

district (Site-Based Manapemeni 1995). The personnel involved at the central offices include 

primarily the subject area supervisors, who are responsible for planning and, in some cases, 

presenting elementary and secondary curriculum, subject-area in-services and secondary 

evaluations. Subject area consultants, who provide direct support to teachers and 

administrators, have been in and out of the organizational structure, depending on the 

superintendency. While the size of the Administrative Cabinet has grown since the arrival of 

Wegenke, the height of the central o£5ce organizational structure has been reduced. It has 

been an overt objective of this superintendency to eliminate levels of administration. As 
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retirements and/or resignations have taken place, positions have not been filled (Brubaker, 

1996). 

In 1980, under Superintendent Williain Anderson, Susan Donielson was hired as the 

Director of CurricutunL She reported to the Assistant to the Superintendent James Bowman, 

^^o was the head of Teaching and Learning division at that time. Supervisors and consiiltants 

for each subject area reported to Donielson and were responsible for providing personal and 

in-depth support to individual buildings. Donielson and Anderson both left the district in the 

late 1980's and the Director of Curriculum position was eliminated due to budget constraints 

and Wegenke's efforts to begin restricting some of the power and authority of the central 

oflBce. The Director of Elementary Education and the Director of Secondary Education both 

assumed more of the instructional leadership responsibilities formerly contained in the 

Director of Curriculum position. Some of these instructional responsibilities were also shared 

with the respective Assistant Directors of Education. However, in January, 1996, Brubaker 

retired and the former Assistant Director of Elementary Education was promoted to an 

Assistant Superintendent position. Once again, the available administrative support to 

buildings has been reduced; filling the Assistant Director of Elementary Education position has 

been postponed indefinitely. At none of the times of change in organizational structure have 

responsibilities or tasks been eliminated. Instead, the unclaimed responsibilities have been 

reassigned to positions already defined as fiill-time. 

Snnilarly, shortly after Donielson resigned, a longtime Reading supervisor firom central 

oflBce retired. During the first year following this retirement, four elementary principals with 

strong Reading expertise shared the responsibilities of the former Reading supervisor. The 
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goal of this transitional plan was for every building principal to eventually leam more about 

Readily instruction and be able to support teachers in his/her building. The plan was 

eventually abandoned because of logistical roadblocks and time constraints on the already full 

schedules of building administrators. 

The district then shifted to using lead teacher positions with a teacher having half-time 

teaching responsibilities and half-time district teacher support responsibilities; this was done 

instead of hiring sutqect area consultants. The response to this on the part of many teachers 

and principals has been &irly negative. One principal remarked. The shift has been effective 

in some ways, but information and support is not transferring to every teacher the way it used 

to" [when subject area consultants were available] (1996). This same princ^al proposed that 

the changes in instructional support and leadership correlate with the overall flattening of the 

district's administrative structure; central ofSce positions are not filled because the overall 

goal is to have fewer and fewer administrators. Brubaker (1996) noted that de-centralization 

is good and worth piirsuing, but it is inqMitant to remember that if everyone is de-centralized 

to the buildings, no one will be at central office to provide building support when it is needed. 

This is in line with a statement from severed national professional supervisory and leadership 

organizations: ''When school boards and their superintendents consider implementing school-

based management, they—like their peers in the business sector—might also consider the 

possibility of 'downsizing' the administrative stafE 'With more decisions being made at the 

school level, and with broader involvement by stafi^ won't we need fewer administrators?' 

While the role of some administrators might change, every effort should he made to assure 
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that the process of reducing administrative personnel does not jeopardize the e£fectiveness of 

school-based management." (National Association of Elementary Principals, 1988) 

When the current philosophy of site-based management through shared decision-making 

(SBM/SDM) was first introduced to the district by Wegenke, there was confusion on the part 

of many administrators and teachers alike as to the real purpose and operation of site-based 

management Many viewed site-based management as a sanction from central ofSce for each 

building to pursue its own independent and separate course. It has taken considerable 

communication and staff development efforts to help district employees understand that Des 

Moines' interpretation of site-based management is based on the need for all site efforts to 

support district goals and initiatives. This also translates to individual principals needing to 

oversee that building in^ovement plans and growth initiatives support district plans. 
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APPENDIX F. FRAMEWORK FOR EFFECTIVE SCHOOLS 

In 1993, the Des Moines Public Schools accepted the challenge of districtwide 

inqirovement through the use of Phase m money and a CoirQ}rehensive School 

Transformation plan. The purpose of the plan and all School In^rovement Plans that would 

be written in support of the district plan was to result in students experiencing mcreased 

success in school This student success was defined by research, theory and expert opinion in 

documents previously prepared for district staff development efforts and entitled. Frameworks 

for Effective Schools: Teaching, Support Services and AHmmistrative Services. Individual 

schools since that time have been expected to write and monitor activities through a School 

Improvement Plan. Each includes specific sections; 

• District and school mission statements; 

• School resources; 

• Shared vision for the school; 

• Belief statements; 

• School demographics; 

• Effective school information; 

• Recent school improvement information; 

• Inplementing the vision; 

• Appendix (which currently includes supporting goals and activities for Title I or VI 

resources available to the building). 
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A handbook that was distributed to all schools \^en this initiative was started states, 'It is 

expected that each school in^ovement plan will be complete and be strongty supported fay 

the principal, staf^ School-Based Council, and the community. The plan will be implemented 

in 1994 through 1997. The plan will be revised as needed on an annual basis. Discussion 

continues concerning the establishment of a formal cycle or plan revision and development." A 

review cycle is now in place. The expectations that the plan will be developed and 

implemented to increase student achievement and that the principal will strongly support the 

plan are clear indications that the Des Moines district identifies the principal as the formal 

instructional leader of any building. The handbook goes on to identify support that will be 

provided to each school, including school database information (e.g., demographic, 

assessment results for the district and an individual building, and climate feedback) and in-

service opporttmities offered by the district Department of Staff Development to help prepare 

individuals as they accept more responsibility and ownership for a building's improvement. 
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BUILDING DATA BASES 
A FIRST STEP TOWARD DISTRICT IMPROVEMENT 

If the Des Moines Schools improve, it will be a result of school improvements in each of the 
classrooms and schools in our district When individual classrooms and schools improve, it is 
due, in part, to people and their access to useful information. A well-constructed building data 
base can provide useful information for principals, teachers, parents, and other building 
stakeholders who, in turn, can interpret and apply the information to make a good school even 
better. 

As an illustration, teachers in our schools know the significance of grades, test scores, and 
individual comments written beside each student's name in the grade book.'Generally, the teacher 
can describe for interested parties the typical behaviors of students they see each day. Responses 
to questions as to how a student is doing in the classroom this year when compared to last year is 
not uncommon information shared between teachers, parents, and the principal The overall 
school perspective on how well all students are achieving or how well all students are teaming 
what is taught in school may be more difficult to determine. 

Please note the critical distinction between data and results. Data is numerical information used 
as a basis for discussion, reasoning, determining status or further calculation. Results are the 
consequences of plans and actions. Data can help describe an improvement activity taking place 
at individual schools. Result indicators, such as trend information, require data to substantiate 
progress. 

Annually, school improvement is judged by monitoring results in the fomi of smdent growth in 
academic programs and social relationships. The building's data base can be used to describe 
areas in which students are making progress as well as areas in which little or no progress is 
being made. This information, which must be timely, can be applied by building stakeholders in 
the development of the school's annual improvement plan. The plan addresses district targets, 
building goals, an agenda for action, and expected results. In turn, building resources (e.g.. staff 
and student time) can be reallocated to focus on priority areas in need of improvement. 

Improvement at the classroom and school level is a first step toward district improvement. On 
July 11, 1995, the Des Moines Board of Education approved the DISTRICT IMPROVEMENT 
PLAN FOR lS>9S-96. The eight (8) major components of the plan include: 

The District: 
• focus is on teaching and learning processes and outcomes. 
• assesses curriculum and instruction through program evaluation. 
• continues to impro ve human resources through staff developmenL 
• encourages leadership and management development through strategic planning. 
• distributes resources effectively, efficiently, and equitably. 
• supports a positive school environment at each learning center. 
• encourages initiatives and planned change through the involvement of stakeholders. 
• strengthens public and staff awareness and support of district programs. 

A copy of the complete DISTRICT IMPROVEMENT PLAN FOR 1995-96 is appended. 

In order for the district plan to become a reality, each building and district office staff member 
must view the building improvement plan, determined in part firom the school's data base, and the 
district improvement plan as being compatible. As each school improves, the district as a school 
system improves. The District Improvement Plan provides a "big picture" view of the collective 
efforts of all district stakeholders working together to continue a district heritage that says — 

IHE DES MOINES SCHOOLS—A TRADITION OF EXCELLENCE 

GLW:jd 
1/31/96 Supprintenaent 
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Des Moines Public Schools 
Factors: School System Improvement 

Governance 
• School Board Policlei • Sine / Federal Mindile* 
• Employee Bargaining Agicemenis • School Choice 
• SchtwI-Based Management 

/ S U P P O R T I N G  /  
Leadership 
• Beliefs • Goals 
• Vision 
• Mission 

Technology 
• leaching & Learning 
• Managing Infonnaiion 

Teacher 
• Inslfuclor/Mentor 
• Student Centered 

/ E N A B L I N G /  

/ C E N T R A L /  

Learning Environment 
• Safe & Orderly * Demographies 
• Diversity 

Subjects 

Curriculum 
• Standards 
• Program 
• Materials 

iii ill 

Learner 
• Worker 
• Performance 

' Results 

Assessment / Evaluation 
• Curriculum Focused • Program 
• Standardized 

School - Community Relationship 
• Parents • Business & Labor • General Community 
•Staff * Higher Education •Media 
• Social Agencies • Government 

Time 
• School Year 
• SCIKMII Duy 

Human Resources 
• Penonnel Services 
• Professional Development 

Management Services 
• Facilities • Custodial 
•Food 
• Transponatiofl 

Financial Resources 
• Budget 
• Priorilies 
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Mission StaitemeBt 

Des Moines Independent Community School District 
Des Moines, Iowa 

"The Des Moines Independent Community 
School District will provide a quality 
educational program to a diverse community of 
students where all are expected to leam/' 

DEFINITIONS 

Tenns: 
Quality Educational 
Program 

Kverse Community of 
Students 

Teaching and learning activities will result in all students 
developing a high level of basic skills while maturing 
intellectually, artistically, physically, and emotionally; 
accepting social responsibility; and acquiring a delight for 
learning. 

Students in this lurban community experience a rich variety 
of racial ethnic origins, values, attitudes, heritages, 
abilities, ages, and personal challenges within an inclusive 
envirorunent 

Expected to Learn All students will demonstrate an understanding of the unique 
characteristics, worth, and contributions of individuals 
different £rom themselves. Students of all backgrounds will 
experience growth through participation in cunicular and 
co-curricular programs. 

All students will demonstrate a high level of mastery of 
critical objectives at each grade level appropriate to their 
needs and abilities. 
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DES MOINES INDEPENDENT COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT 
BELIEFS WITH SUPPORTING STATEMENTS 

Public education is imperative to support and sustain a diverse demociatic society. To this end, 
we believe: 

All students can and must leanu 
1. The schools' curriculiun, instruction and assessment must result in students becoming 

successful adults. 
2. High expectations are held for all students. 
3. Students succeed best when learning is personalized. 
4. AH students should demonstrate proficiency in a core curriculum. 
5. Learning should be measured using a variety of assessment toob and techniques. 
6. Schools must provide an organizational structure that allows re-teaching whenever 

necessary. 

Schools must meet the unique learning needs of each of their students. 
1. Students learn at different rates and with different styles. 
2. Staff must recognize the uniqueness of each student and develop strategies and services 

to meet their needs. 
3. Appropriate learning assessments and interventions must reflect differences in learning 

styles. 
4. E^ly chUdhood learning lays the foundation for future success. 
5. Students' learning needs are supported by early interventions at every level. 
6. Gender, racial, socio-economic and other multi-cultural characteristics must not be 

barriers to participation and achievement 

The home, school, and community must serve and support one another. 
1. Our commimity must value education and be a strong advocate for children 
2. The school and commumty most enable families to send children to school ready to 

learn successfully. 
3. Students need positive role models at home, at school, and in the commimity. 
4. The entire commimity is a resource for learning 
5. Students must experience the arts and culture of the community. 
6. Schools belong to the community. 

Teaching and learning require a healthy, safe, and orderly environment 
1. Self-discipline, respect, and responsibility are essentiaL 
2. Strong administrative and staff leadership are necessary. 
3. Parental and community support are needed. 
4. Students must be taught appropriate ways to manage conflict 
5. Students must leam to be responsible for their actions; schools must communicate clear 

expectations and consequences. 

Resources and services are essential for effective instruction. 
1. Competing demands for limited resources require strategic planning. 
2. Technology should support teaching and learning. 
3. Curriculum materials and support services should be provided to meet the needs of a 

diverse community of students. 
4. Time is a valuable resource. 
5. Facilities must complement and promote teaching and learning. 
6. Schools reflect the degree of financial support the community provides. 
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7. Decisions regarding the use of resources should be made collaboratively by staff and 
community. 

8. The design and size of each instructional group should be appropriate for the leaming 
task. 

All staff must continue to leatn, and all schools must continue to improve. 
1. Staff must have time togedter to learn and reflect for planning, organizing, and sharing 
2. Learning gained from staff development programs should be appropriate, implemented, 

and assessed. 
3. School improvement requires a sjrstemic approach. 
4. School improvement requires provision for staff development 
5. School-based management through shared decision making is a vehicle for school 

improvement 
6. Responsible risk-taking supports change and needs to be encouraged. 
7. Collaborative training programs with other agencies are encouraged. 
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